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Narratives and Rhetoric:   Persuasion in Doctors’ Writings about the Summer 

Complaint, 1883-1939, is a study of narrative as it is used in scientific writing.  This 

rhetorical analysis follows the historical evolution of a genre as the genre mediates 

competing scientific, professional, and social forces, changes them, and is changed by 

them.  Despite advances in scientific and medical technology that offered supposedly 

objective and measurable data and despite doctors’ push for recognition as scientific 

professionals, doctors’ writing increasingly relied on narrative as a persuasive device in 

medical articles published in the Journal of the American Medical Association.  

Medical narratives perform pedagogical functions, illustrating both the general course 

of a disease and variant courses so that practitioners can make better diagnoses when 

they are faced with similar cases.  Medical narratives also shape doctors’ discourse and, 
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through that, the practice of medicine and the formation of the medical profession.  

Medical narratives maintain ambiguity, perpetuating the need for the skilled human 

clinician despite the proliferation of more and more sophisticated medical technology.  

Medical narratives also determine how the various participants in medical decisions—

the doctor, the patient, the parent, and the disease itself—are valued and judged.  These 

value judgments determine what medical interventions and cultural systems are 

deployed to return a patient to health.  Medical narratives can be epideictic, reinforcing 

doctors’ ethos; they can be disciplinary, correcting errant members; and they can be 

exhortatory, urging doctors toward better ethical practice.  Thus, narratives are 

extremely valuable in medical discourse, and their persistence in doctors’ writing is 

easily explained.    
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Introduction 

 

Literature from the fields of rhetoric of science and technology suggests that the 

explicit use of narratives in scientific and technological writing declines over time as a 

professional field matures.  The reason for this decline, researchers postulate, is that a 

maturing field develops conceptual paradigms, abstract frameworks, and specialized 

vocabularies to investigate and explain phenomenon and therefore does not need the 

kind of situated and empirical knowledge offered by narrative.   However, in the area of 

emerging knowledge that I studied—bacteriology, and, within that larger field, doctors’ 

writings about a particular disease called the summer complaint—I observed a 

movement toward narrative rather than away from it.   In doctors’ writings on the 

summer complaint, the use of narratives as persuasive devices flourished when 

discussing disease diagnosis, etiology, treatment, and prognosis, even decades after 

discoveries, assumptions, and practical and theoretical frameworks from the field of 

bacteriology had been incorporated into the practice of medicine.  Narratives became 

more popular over time despite advances in scientific and medical technology that 

offered supposedly objective and measurable data, and despite doctors’ push for 

recognition as scientific professionals. The increasing use of narratives when one would 

expect to find a decreasing use of them suggests that narratives do far more work in 

medical discourse—and, perhaps, in other types of technical and scientific discourse—

than one might expect, and it calls for a more nuanced and refined view of narrative in 

medical communication than what has previously been understood.    This project asks 
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the question of what are the particular contributions of narratives in medical discourse 

which make them so persuasive and popular.   

Medical narratives perform pedagogical functions, illustrating both the general 

course of a disease and variant courses so that practitioners can make better diagnoses 

when they are faced with similar cases.  Medical narratives also shape doctors’ 

discourse and, through that, the practice of medicine and the formation of the medical 

profession.  Medical narratives maintain ambiguity, perpetuating the need for the skilled 

human clinician despite the proliferation of sophisticated medical technology.  Medical 

narratives also determine how the various participants in medical decisions—the doctor, 

the patient, the parent, and the disease itself—are valued and judged.  These value 

judgments determine what medical interventions and cultureal systems are deployed to 

return patients to health.  Medical narratives can be epideictic, reinforcing doctors’ 

ethos; they can be disciplinary, correcting errant members; and they can be exhortatory, 

urging doctors toward better ethical practice.  Thus, narratives are extremely valuable in 

medical discourse, and their persistence in doctors’ writing is easily explained.    

The medical literature comprising this study was found in the Journal of the 

American Medical Association (hereafter referred to as JAMA) published between the 

years of 1883 and 1938.  JAMA was the premier medical journal in America at the time 

and the only one that could claim both broad geographic and topical appeal.  It self-

consciously tried to appeal to the widest possible audience of medical doctors.   The 

American Medical Association automatically issued it to all of the members, making 

the journal national in its concerns, unlike the smaller, regional medical journals which 
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also were available.  JAMA’s audience included both the general practitioner and the 

specialist, so the articles published in the journal reflect the concerns of the broad 

population of doctors rather than the more rarefied subjects of specialists.  Because the 

articles were written for non-specialists, and especially non-specialist practitioners, the 

articles tended toward practical applications.  JAMA offered a national forum for 

doctors from all fields of medicine to share knowledge, ask questions, interrogate each 

others’ research, and build professional alliances and identity.  Thus, JAMA provided a 

rhetorical space for doctors to work out the medical and professional issues that 

concerned them.   

One topic that occurred frequently in JAMA articles was the summer complaint.  

The summer complaint was a disease that diagnosed by its symptoms, the season in 

which it occurred, and the age of the patient.  The summer complaint was a warm-

weather illness marked by diarrhea, stomach pain, often fever and vomiting, and 

occasionally constipation.  It mainly affected babies during the first summer after they 

had been weaned when they were no longer exclusively fed on their mothers’ milk, a 

sterile food, and began to eat heavily contaminated table food.  Infants whose mothers 

or caretakers bottle-fed them suffered from the summer complaint at even younger ages.  

What is unique about the summer complaint is its immensely confusing etiology.  The 

constellation of symptoms that doctors used to diagnose the summer complaint—

common symptoms that occurred in a great many different illnesses and for a great 

many different physiological reasons—hindered doctors as they tried to pinpoint the 

causes of this syndrome.  Food-borne microbes caused the majority of the cases:  E. 
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coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Campylobacter jejui, Listeria monocytogenes, Shigella, 

Staphylococcus aureus, Vibrio parahaemolyticus, Giardia, Trichomonis, Salmonella, 

and the bacteria that cause botulism, cholera, and typhoid fever were the main culprits.  

However, appendicitis, digestive disorders, nutritional deficiencies, and even congenital 

malformations sometimes were mistaken for the summer complaint.  If syphilis 

confounded doctors as they tried to diagnose it because of the many different ways the 

Treponema pallidum spirochete manifested itself in the human body, the summer 

complaint posed a complementary problem:  multiple etiologies manifesting themselves 

in similar ways and masquerading as one disease.  The confusion that surrounded 

diagnosing the summer complaint and identifying the causative agent led to much 

disagreement about how the summer complaint should be treated.  Obviously, a baby 

who was weak, listless, and had frequent loose stools because he or she had was being 

fed solely on sweetened and condensed milk should be treated differently than a baby 

who displayed the same symptoms but was suffering from dysentery.  If the summer 

complaint was caused by hot weather and stuffy rooms, as many doctors thought, plans 

for preventing outbreaks of the summer complaint would look very different from plans 

for preventing a disease that was carried in milk from a dirty dairy to unsuspecting city 

consumers.  Therefore, questions about diagnosis, etiology, treatment, and prevention 

for this disease preoccupied doctors for over fifty years.   

 The majority of articles about the summer complaint appeared in JAMA in the 

first decade of the twentieth century during a time of agitation for public sanitation and 

children’s well-being in general.  But, because of the considerable influence of the 
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bacterial paradigm of disease etiology on doctors’ understanding of the summer 

complaint, it makes sense to begin the present study in 1883, the first year that JAMA 

was published and shortly after some of bacteriology’s earliest discoveries.  Starting at 

this date allows us to observe how discoveries in bacteriology changed the premises on 

which diagnosing and treating the summer complaint were built.  By the nineteen-

thirties, no more articles about the summer complaint appeared in JAMA because 

doctors and the public understood the disease well enough to prevent it.  For example, 

in 1897 in Chicago, 18 percent of infants under one year old died, and of that 18 

percent, 53.7 percent died from diarrhea; ten years later those numbers were 12.7 

percent and 39.2 percent, respectively; in 1916; those numbers were 12.2 percent and 42 

percent; substantive improvement appears in 1930, with overall infant mortality rates 

dropping to 5.3 percent and, of those deaths, 11.1 percent due to diarrhea.  The summer 

complaint finally seems to be beaten in 1939, when general infant mortality dropped to 

3.1 percent with only 1.4 percent of those deaths attributable to diarrhea (Golden xiv-

xvii).  Because of this decline in the incidence of the summer complaint, this study 

places a capstone on the research in 1938.   

As I mentioned earlier, doctors increasingly used narratives in their discussion 

of the summer complaint even as their knowledge about the disease increased and 

allowed them to use more sophisticated and precise ways of talking about it.  Diagnostic 

matrices and diagnostic technologies of microscopy, culturing and staining bacteria in 

the laboratory, and imaging the infection in the clinic were developed and improved and 

appeared to lessen the need for the personalized, pathos-filled stories that accompanied 
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the doctors’ reports.  X-rays allowed doctors to image the abdomen and distinguish a 

physical defect and an infection.  Blood tests offered a quick and sure diagnosis of 

many different illnesses.  Maps clearly indicated the scope of an epidemic and, if a 

patient from the affected area visited the doctor with similar symptoms, he or she could 

deduce that the patient most likely suffered from the same disease.   

Moreover, during the 1890’s and the first decade of the twentieth century, 

doctors who belonged to the American Medical Association worked to redefine and 

defend their professional identity because of challenges posed by alternative medical 

practitioners such as homeopaths, osteopaths, and Christian Science healers who 

encroached on doctors’ territory by offering alternative treatments to those that AMA 

doctors used.  Midwives and traditional healers, especially in immigrant communities, 

were others whose health work overlapped with the physicians’ and seemed to intrude 

into the doctors’ professional sphere.   

Therefore, doctors as a group were extremely sensitive to what they saw as 

medical quackery and were quick to pounce on it when they saw it.  As a matter of fact, 

every edition of JAMA—which issued weekly—contained an anti-quack column which 

reported on the newest patent medicines on the market.  Each report would provide a 

thorough chemical analysis of the patent medicine in question, along with reports of any 

injuries and the nefarious characters of the charlatans who sold these nostrums.  These 

reports allowed the AMA to showcase their scientific rigor and honesty in contrast to 

the chicanery of the greedy mountebanks peddling their snake oil; perhaps this 

favorable contrast accounted for the undisguised gleeful tone of these doctors’ reports.  
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As always, doctors looked for what set them apart from the competition, from the 

osteopaths, the homeopaths, the Christian Science healers, the midwives and 

“grannies,” and the quacks.  Professionalization in the form of a stronger physicians’ 

association, higher admission standards for medical school, more rigorous medical 

school curriculum, continuing professional development, standardized professional 

courtesy, and higher fees—and scientization of medical practice in the form of 

including the latest diagnostic technology; incorporating the latest treatments; having a 

thorough knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry; and, most importantly, 

being objective—were doctors’ answers to the question of what set them apart from the 

competition and what made them the most effective healers and who patients should 

turn to for medical care. 

The twin factors of increasing technological capabilities and a desire to seem—

if not be—rigorous and scientific in their profession, therefore, are what make the 

increasing use of narratives so surprising.  Narratives, after all, are non-representative, 

non-generalizable, and non-falsifiable, and representative, generalizable, and falsifiable 

research is what is counted as “real” research in non-humanities fields (Barton 318).  

But narratives are prevalent in medicine.  Medical practice is often forensic work; that 

is, in cases of disease or injury doctors must figure out what went wrong in order to 

provide adequate medical treatment.  A doctor must decide if the pain in an arm is 

caused by arthritis, an injury, or a heart attack, or if vomiting is caused from having 

ingested a poison or overdosing on a drug, being sick with some type of food poisoning, 

or being pregnant.  Because cause is determined by learning what came before 
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something else, it is not surprising that narrative—the quintessential organizer of what-

came-before—holds a supreme place in medical epistemology.  And because 

determining causality is difficult and often confusing work, narratives about causality 

often differ.  To reconcile differing accounts of what happened, narratives must be 

placed next to each other, explored and discussed, making narratives not only 

organizers of information but rhetorical locations.  This means that narratives in 

medical discourse are not merely rhetorical decoration but are the fields where medical 

deliberation takes place, diagnoses are made, treatments are negotiated, and shared 

knowledge is generated.  Narratives help doctors find out not necessarily what is the 

truth but what is probable given what doctors know and understand about health at a 

particular point in time:  a probable diagnosis, a probable etiology, a probable 

prognosis, and a probable successful treatment.  What this study of narratives about the 

summer complaint suggests, then, is that medical narratives are an important way in 

which medicine is understood and negotiated:  they are inherently rhetorical. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Rhetorical Studies  

 As yet there has been little academic work done that investigates the rhetoric of 

medicine.  Most work done in the field is quite recent, focused on rhetorical situations 

within particular case studies rather than development of persuasive strategies over 

time, concerned with qualitative rather than quantitative analyses, and predicated on 

analytical and descriptive means rather than theoretical projects.  What is missing is a 
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sense of how rhetorical strategies develop within a particular medical community as its 

sense of itself as a profession and a specialty mature over time.  

 As a research field, the rhetoric of science is much more developed and offers 

various methods of inquiry that can apply to the rhetoric of medicine.  Scholarly work 

done to deconstruct science’s truth claims can apply to my study of medical discourse 

because medicine, like science, is often believed to based on empirical facts.  Some date 

the beginning of critics’ demystification of science to 1962, the year Thomas Kuhn’s 

Structure of Scientific Revolutions was published.  Following this tradition, the authors 

in the anthology The Politics and Rhetoric of the Scientific Method (1986), edited by 

John A. Schuster and Richard R. Yeo, debunk the idea that there is a “method” to what 

is popularly known as the scientific method, and they argue that “scientific method” is 

merely a catch-all phrase for a complex, constructed process with professional and 

social effects.  Bruno Latour’s book The Pasteurization of France (1988) offers a case 

study of persuasion and symbolism underneath the apparently pragmatic scientific 

discourse surrounding public health reforms in late 19th century France.  Alan G. 

Gross’s book The Rhetoric of Science (1990) argues forcefully that something as 

seemingly empirical and quantifiable as “science” is in truth an enterprise built entirely 

on argument and persuasion.  Each essay in Landmark Essays on Rhetoric of Science:  

Case Studies (1997), edited by Randy Allan Harris, deconstructs science’s truth claims 

by focusing on a particular case study; Richard Doyle’s book On Beyond Living:  

Rhetorical Transformations of the Life Sciences (1997) is a Derridean tour de force 

deconstruction of DNA discourse.  Theodore M. Porter’s Trust in Numbers: The Pursuit 
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of Objectivity in Science and Public Life (1995) extends the critique to undercut 

quantification’s influence and prestige in formulating public policy, and Edward R. 

Tufte’s The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (1983) extends it to graphs, 

charts, and tables.  The “debunking” or “unveiling” analytical thread in the rhetoric of 

science that I’ve just described can be useful to understanding medical discourse 

because it helps to understand the constructedness and rhetoricity of medical discourse.   

 Related to the “debunking” analytical thread is the scholarly work done to 

describe the different forms of scientific writing.  Neither the debunking nor the 

descriptive threads take for granted science’s naturalness, whether in the way science 

represents the physical world or in the way its generic forms have developed.  Charles 

Bazerman, whose work has influenced me and many other scholars, provides both 

quantitative and qualitative descriptions of genre change in scientific writing (“Modern 

Evolution of the Experimental Report in Physics:   Spectroscopic articles in Physical 

Review, 1893-1980” [1984], Shaping Written Knowledge [1988]). Like Bazerman, 

Dwight Atkinson, in Scientific Discourse in Sociohistorical Context:  The Philosophical 

Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 1675-1975 (1999), analyzes changing 

tropes in a scientific discourse over time.  Susan Peck MacDonald’s Professional 

Academic Writing in the Humanities and Social Sciences (1994) compares writing in 

the fields of attachment research, history, and New Historicism to develop text- and 

sentence-level descriptions of these different professional styles.  Jeanne Fahnestock, in 

the article “Accommodating Science” (1998) tracks rhetorical changes as a professional 

science article is adapted for non-expert readers.  Part of this descriptive thread includes 
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research into genre development, such as John M. Swales’s books (Genre Analysis:  

English in Academic and Research Settings (1990) and Research Genres:  Exploration 

and Applications (2004) and Carol Berkenkotter and T. N. Huckin’s book Genre 

Knowledge in Disciplinary Communication (1995).  The research frameworks these 

writers use to describe and trace the development of the rhetorical features of scientific 

writing will be useful to my own study of medical writing.   

 Recent scholarship that offers models for investigating the rhetoric of medicine 

include Judy Z. Segal’s Health and the Rhetoric of Medicine (2005) which explicitly 

creates a case for a specialized investigation into medical rhetoric.  At the other end of 

the rhetorically self-reflexive spectrum, Celeste Michelle Condit’s The Meaning of the 

Gene:  Public Debates about Human Heredity is a rhetorical analysis in all but name of 

the public discourse about genetics.   

 Rhetorically-minded analyses of smaller discourse groups include Susan Wells’s 

book Out of the Dead House:  Nineteenth–Century Women Physicians and the Writing 

of Medicine (2001) and Risky Rhetoric:  AIDS and the Cultural Practices of HIV 

Testing (2003) by J. Blake Scott.  Both of these books offers insightful analyses of how 

the writings of and about marginalized groups—those of fin de siècle women doctors 

and those of AIDs activists and educators (not the same group, by any means) interacted 

and negotiated with the larger culture surrounding them.  Amy Koerber, in her article 

“You Just Don’t See Enough Normal,” (2005) argues along the same lines in her study 

of how the rhetorical agency of individuals shapes meaning in breastfeeding discourse.  

These scholars’ analyses of medical discourse in action provide a valuable model of 
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how to link particular persuasive strategies in a piece of writing to its audience and its 

cultural context. 

 

Narratology 

 As I noted earlier, discourse theorists such as Bazerman, MacDonald, and 

Atkinson argue that narratives “drop out” of professional conversation as a field 

develops, but my examination of microbiology articles in JAMA indicate the opposite:  

microbiology came to rely more on doctors’ narratives until they became an almost 

indispensable feature of doctors’ clinical reports.  Because my project is at its root an 

investigation into the intersection of medicine and stories and the deeply persuasive 

texts that result from that union, I depend on interpretive techniques developed by 

literary scholars and communication theorists interested in narratology.  Much of the 

literature on medical narratives tends toward something like ethnography, whether 

focused on “ethnic” cultures outside of America or on medical subcultures within the 

United States.  Books in the first group include Narrative and the Cultural Construction 

of Illness and Healing (2000), edited by Cheryl Mattingly and Linda C. Garro, and 

Disorderly Discourse:  Narrative, Conflict, and Inequality (1996), edited by Charles L. 

Briggs.  The latter group includes the books Out of the Dead House (discussed above), 

Stories Matter:  The Role of Narrative in Medical Ethics (2002), edited by Rita Charon 

and Martha Montello, and Narratives, Health, and Healing:  Communication Theory, 

Research, and Practice (2005), edited by Lynn M. Harter, Phyllis M. Japp, and 

Christina S. Beck.  These more ethnographic accounts of medical narratives investigate 
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how different cultural narratives conflict with life experiences to influence medical care 

and decision making.  Essays in these books also offer a revision of the traditional 

doctor/patient relationship by arguing that creating narratives allows patients to create 

new meaning through narration, when, for example, a patient casts him- or herself in the 

role of the agent rather than the passive “patient” or seizes an experience of illness to 

create a richer, more meaningful life.   Following this critical line of narrative analysis 

are Jean-Louis Dufays and Ruth Amossy.  Dufays defines doxa as “ordinary, everyday 

manifestations of ideology” (Dufays 446) while Amossy distinguishes “doxic elements” 

that occur as discourse.  Both Dufays and Amossy’s analyses of doxa are useful to my 

study because I will argue that both scientific and fictional narratives take advantages of 

ideological stereotypes of doctors as a large part of their persuasive actions (Jean-Louis 

Dufays “Received Ideas and Literary Reception”, 2002; Ruth Amossy “How To Do 

Things with Doxa”, 2002).   

 Other narrative scholars lean in a more traditionally literary direction.  In 

Doctor’s Stories: The Narrative Structure of Medical Knowledge (1991), Kathryn 

Montgomery Hunter argues that medicine is not science but rather phronesis, and that 

narratives play an essential part in helping doctors transfer knowledge and practical 

wisdom in conventional, narrative forms.  James Phelan, in his book Narrative as 

Rhetoric (1999), classifies different types of characterizations available to an author and 

explains how different levels of voices make narratives persuasive in different ways.  

Reimagining traditional medical narratives in ways suggested by the authors in these 

two collections, while mindful of Phelan’s argument that a single narrative can contain 
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different levels of competing voices, allows me to read doctors’ case histories with an 

eye to what alternative, patient-generated narratives are being suppressed or 

highlighted.  While nearly all rhetoricians have looked at scientific discourse as 

hermetically sealed from the outside culture, Debra Journet applies close reading skills 

usually reserved for “literary” works to scientific texts (1986, 1991, 2005) to argue that 

writing, across genres and across fields, is more uniform than most expect, and that 

many of the same persuasive features that work in one form of writing are equally as 

persuasive as in another.   

 Narrative and Professional Communication (1999), edited by Jane M. Perkins 

and Nancy Blyler, is an anthology devoted entirely to the uses of narrative in 

ethnography, science, business management, environmental sciences, and medicine.  

While all the essays in this anthology provide useful models of how narrative can be 

understood in terms of professional communication, perhaps the essay most useful to 

my project will be “What Can We Learn from a Sample of One?—The Role of 

Narrative in Case Study Research,” in which Kathryn C. Rentz provides an analysis of 

several case studies published in technical writing journals.  Rentz argues that case 

study narratives work in various ways, which will provide a good starting point for my 

own research into how case study narratives work in one particular forum, that of 

JAMA. 
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OVERVIEW 

 To gather articles for this study, I skimmed each issue of JAMA between the 

years 1883 and 1938.  I selected articles based on their use of keywords or key concepts 

affiliated with the summer complaint.  These words and concepts included infant 

cholera, cholera, typhoid fever, gastroenteritis, enteritis, diarrhea, infant diarrhea, 

inanition, marasmus, dysentery, gastritis, E. coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

Campylobacter jejui, Listeria monocytogenes, Shigella, Staphylococcus aureus, Vibrio 

parahaemolyticus, Giardia, Trichomonis, Salmonella, dysentery, cholera, typhoid fever, 

and infant feeding.  Although the field is tangentially related, I did not include articles 

which took part in the debate about recommendations for infant feeding such as the 

proper way to create infant milk formulas because this debate seemed to be closer to 

food chemistry and nutrition than bacteriology and pathology.  After selecting topical 

articles, I closely read them to uncover patterns in language, image, and meaning.  I 

then grouped similar articles together and noticed how trends in these three areas 

developed over time.  For this, I mainly use Kenneth Burke work on discourse 

transformation, analyzing patterns of change, looking closely at how changes in 

discourse occurred over time, and connecting them to changes in medical policy, 

professional identity, and social norms. 

 Chapters one and two provide historical context for doctors’ professional 

discourse as it appeared in JAMA.  Chapter one looks at who doctors viewed as their 

professional competition and about how doctors’ conversations about their perceived 

rivals and those rivals’ values shaped doctors’ definitions of themselves and their 
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profession, and how this definition carried over into the reform of medical education.  

Chapter two looks at how scientific technologies such as the light microscope, culturing 

and staining techniques, aseptic technique, agent-specific agglutination, discoveries in 

radiation, and mapping and statistical analysis were translated across disciplinary 

boundaries to become themselves the newest translators of the body’s symptoms by 

making pathological processes visible to the clinician.   Yet, despite the advancement of 

diagnostic technology, the trend of publishing case narratives that accompanied articles 

published in JAMA increased over time.  When the attending doctor is willing to present 

his or her case to the professional community, a gap in professional certainty opens that 

creates a moment of opportunity, what ancient Greek rhetoricians would call kairos, for 

other voices to enter and build professional knowledge and identity.  Case narratives 

present the voices of practicing doctors who are consciously in competition with non-

clinical specialists.    

Chapters three and four uncover implicit causal narratives that underlie doctors’ 

narratives.  These chapters argue that biotechnical developments explain the transition 

from narratives that explain the causes of disease and death as divine will to narratives 

that explain disease and death as a final result in a long chain of human error and 

ignorance.  Although doctor-authored articles resisted the idea that God placed young 

children on this earth only to die, they employed religious tropes in order to manipulate 

the divine will narrative into its opposite:  that God intended babies to live.  This 

reversal in turn afforded more attention and respect for the new specialty of pediatrics, 

although the narrative demands of having heroes and villains meant that mothers were 
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demonized and doctors made heroic.  Doctors, charities, and governments constructed 

complicated surveillance systems to ensure that mothers were watched carefully and 

properly instructed in the care of their infants.   

 Chapter four discusses the knowledge-is-power narrative of disease causality 

that was told concurrently with that narrative of divine will.  This narrative, in which 

people who know better do better, posits that educated people would change the 

fundamental purchasing, working, cooking, and cleaning routines around which they 

organized their lives in order to avoid becoming sick.  Interestingly, roughly after the 

end of World War I, doctors turned the searchlight on themselves rather than on 

mothers, and the problem became other doctors’ ignorance and stubbornness rather than 

the mothers’, therefore turning the narrative into a tool for professional reform.   

 Chapter five considers doctors’ stories about encounters with patients who are 

not sick but physically deformed.  Like more traditional doctor narratives, these were 

cautionary, didactic, or celebratory.  Just as traditional doctor narratives do, these 

narratives appear to be about science but work at deeper levels to challenge or reinforce 

professional identity and formation.  More than traditional narratives, these highlight 

the questionable nature of narrative, especially the way that narrative can slide easily 

into exploiting the individual even when the rhetor tries to avoid abuse. 

 

A FINAL NOTE 

In Plato’s Gorgias, Gorgias advertised his skills as a sophist by promising that 

whoever became his student of oratory (rhetoric) would be able to persuade anyone of 
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anything.  Rhetoric for Callicles was mainly a vehicle for coercion.  Socrates, on the 

other hand, imagined a different role for rhetoric, a dialogic one in which citizens and 

peers come together and deliberate on a topic and create something new through their 

exchange.  My study proceeds along Socrates’ lines, analyzing how medical 

narratives—narratives of essentially cause and effect—are used not merely to persuade 

someone to believe or act in a certain way but how they are used to structure and 

restructure medical knowledge and the professional identity of doctors during a time of 

great change both in medical knowledge and in doctors’ professional identity.  That is, 

it is a study of how stories actually created great practical changes in how medicine was 

practiced, people were healed, and, ultimately, how we came to be the way we are in 

our bodies at the beginning of the twenty-first century.  Therefore, this study does not 

suggest that by means of rhetoric doctors manipulate their patients or pull the wool over 

their eyes, so to say, in order to get patients and the general public to do things the 

doctors’ way.  Nor does it criticize doctors for what they did not know or for where they 

were wrong; like all of us, the doctors whose writings form the basis for this study were 

limited by what they knew and how it was talked about.  What this study  does is 

suggest that doctors’ rhetoric determined who they were as professionals and what they 

did in their practices—that their professional identity and scope of practice was not an 

inevitable unfolding of fate as more modern scientific knowledge flooded into the field 

of medicine but rather a constructed and contested outcome of their professional 

conversations.  Had the conversation been just a little different, I believe, medicine 

would look very different from how it looks today.    
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Chapter One 

Medical Art and Medical Science:  The Transition 

  

 Arguing in 1891 for reforming medical education, especially by making 

admissions to medical school more restrictive, Dr. Richard J. Dunglison of Philadelphia 

quoted some medical students’ answers to Virginia’s State Board exams: 

“Extra uterine pregnancy may be a fungoid groth or tumor fibroid 

its character or any extra groth in the utrous would be called extra uterine 

pregnancy.” 

“The kidney is a muscular formation, in shape oblong, color quite 

dark, weight about one pound to one and a half, but may vary 

considerable.”  (109) 

Dunglison quotes third-hand some responses to other state board exams: 

“The normal temperature of the body is from 112° to 140°.”

 “The temperature of the system is variable.  In health the cuticle 

stands at 70°.” 

   “The average respirations are 70 per minute.”  (110). 

“The profession, and especially the public,” Dunglison writes, “are to be congratulated 

on the fact that in [Virginia] at least it will not be possible for those who made [these] 

responses to legitimate questions to practice medicine” (110).  It is hard to argue with 

Dunglison’s judgment on the wisdom of restricting candidates such as these from 
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practicing medicine.  Yet the premise which underlies Dunglison’s judgment is, I think, 

the most telling part of his argument.  The premise—that medical wisdom can be 

proven, and medical skill can be predicted, on the basis of a written exam—reflected 

two warrants that doctors had about themselves and about their profession.  The first 

warrant is the positivist assumption that that there is a unity between what a test-taker 

knows and answers.  The second warrant, also a positivist one, is that the tester can 

know by unbiased, empirical observation what the true skill and knowledge of the test-

taker are.  These two warrants reflect presumptions that form the basis of medical 

practice itself—that there is an essential unity between a disease and its expression, and 

that the doctor, by empirical observation, can know or diagnose the disease without 

being biased by irrational or presumptive opinions.  As I will argue in this chapter, these 

positivist assumptions formed the basis for reforms in medical identity and education in 

the 1890’s and 1900’s and provided a platform from which medical doctors critiqued 

other health practitioners. 

 

REGULAR MEDICINE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

 In The Therapeutic Perspective, John Harley Warner details how medical 

ideology evolved throughout the nineteenth century.  He argues that in the first third of 

that century, doctors treated patients by following the precepts of rationalistic 

Enlightenment medicine which looked for a single, underlying cause or causal system 

for all diseases and, by extension, a unitary system of therapeutics such as blood-letting 

(ch. 2).  The second third of the century saw doctors turning away from this ideology 
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toward what they called empiricism and specificity.  Rather than speculating on the 

systemic causes of disease, the practice of a good mid-century doctor involved 

observing the “facts” of each individual’s disease and then selecting a specific course of 

treatment for that particular array of symptoms (ch. 2, 3).  Empirical medicine 

“…denoted knowledge and practice firmly grounded in experience and observation; it 

was discriminating and unclouded by theory….Especially from the 1840s onward, 

physicians acknowledged that much of their practice was not fully explained and was 

unavoidably empirical” (43).  Thus, a good doctor would not need an elaborate, 

expensive medical education or a history and theory of medicine to heal.  The good 

doctor would need only keen observation, clear thinking, and knowledge of “what 

works” to cure his patients, each of whom would be treated as individuals and not 

manifestations of a pathologic system.  The rise of laboratory medicine in the form of 

the new diagnostic technologies and bacteriology signaled for some doctors the end of 

empiric medicine and a return to Enlightenment-style rationalist medicine.  

“[R]eductionist criteria for diagnosis and treatment” in the form of the new diagnostic 

technology (268) took the place of lengthy and detailed physical exams and 

“fundamentally reorganized the relationships among patient, sign, and physician” (269).  

Meanwhile, steady advances in bacteriology suggested that for many diseases which 

manifested themselves in many different ways, such as the gangrene following a bullet 

wound, the high fever of a newly postpartum woman, and the boil which spread from 

the ear and eventually took over and killed the patient, there was after all a single, 

unitary cause:  bacteria.  New technologies challenged the identity of the careful, 
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watchful bedside practitioner.  What once defined a good doctor—watching, waiting, 

and at times selecting a treatment based on the individual patient’s constitution and 

environment—was supplanted by diagnosis performed in a laboratory under a 

microscope, and treatment tailored for the diagnosed disease, not the individual person. 

 As a point of pride in their identity as “practitioners,” some older physicians 

rejected this new paradigm out of hand because it reminded them of the rationalist 

model they themselves had rebelled against years before.  Even the respected 

pediatrician Abraham Jacobi in 1885 warned against a “bacteriomania” that sought to 

reduce explanations of disease to a single, theoretical cause (Warner 281).  But the 

voices of modernizers filled the pages of JAMA, pressing for professional reforms that 

would take advantage of the new scientific developments.  Modernizers suggested two 

areas that needed reformation and which then would further propagate the ideology of 

modern medicine:  professional standards and education.   

 

COMPETING MEDICAL SECTS 

Brindle and Goodrick define the medical sectarianism of the nineteenth century 

as “…groups of physicians who were not part of the American Medical Association, but 

who were organized with ideologies and distinctive institutionalizing mechanisms” 

(Brindle and Goodrick 570).  That is to say, while medical sectarians set themselves 

apart from the dominant, allopathic practice of “regular” doctors, nevertheless, the 

sectarians did organize and seek legitimacy by establishing professional organizations, 

hospitals, medical schools, and journals (ibid.).  Some of the different sects that 
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flourished during the last quarter of the nineteenth-century included homeopaths, 

chiropractics, and Christian Scientists. 

As one historian observed, the outcome of the contentious struggle during the 

nineteenth century between alternative and regular medical doctors was far from 

decided at the outset. But, by 1910 at least, with the publication of the Flexner report 

and its assessment of the various American medical schools according to regular 

medicine’s standards, regular medical doctors at least could claim they were beating out 

the competition, even if final victory remained elusive.    Different historians of 

medicine have argued for different explanations of why regular medicine reestablished 

itself so successfully.  Looking at the problem from a sociolegal perspective, James C. 

Whorton attributes the success of the AMA and its regular doctors to the AMA’s 

successful lobbying for laws that restricted the practice of alternative doctors (292-294).  

Using a market-based approach, Judith Walzer Leavitt argues that the new childbirth 

technologies available in the second decade of the twentieth century—such as 

scopolamine-morphine, an amnesiac which caused the post-parturient mother not to 

remember anything about her labor—led women to reject traditional childbirth practices 

in favor of medically-attended births in hospitals; in this perspective, medical doctors 

offered a superior product to what the alternative practitioners offered.  Paul Starr takes 

into consideration wide-spread contemporary cultural values and postulates that the 

development of microbiology and the regular medical profession’s adoption of 

microbiology’s tenets appealed to the Progressive Era’s preference for complexity and 
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the specialization of knowledge (140), more, arguably, than did the promises of the 

alternative healers that promised a single, unified cure for most if not all ailments.   

Looking at medical culture specifically, John Harley Warner suggests that as the 

pendulum of public preference swung from the antebellum insistence that knowledge 

should be within the reach of every citizen to the postbellum acceptance of specialized 

knowledge and the professional classes that possessed it, American medicine became 

re-mythologized and accessible only to those who could look under a microscope and 

perform laboratory experiments and understand the results (135-136).  Doctors had to 

become comfortable with the shift in their professional identity from practitioners to 

scientists (137), and this scientific identity is what they used to separate themselves 

from other medical sects. 

Homeopaths, one of those sects, believed that disease was caused by a 

disturbance in the body’s “vital force” and selected gentle treatments to restore that 

natural balance by treating the morbid symptoms, and, like the two botanic sects, 

condemned the “heroic,” depleting treatments of the regular medical doctors. Samuel 

Hahnemann developed homeopathy in Germany in the late eighteenth century, basing 

the system on the  philosophy that “Like cures like” (Kirschmann 30)—that is, that 

drugs that produce a certain set of symptoms in a healthy person would, through a 

system of substitution, cure those same symptoms in a sick person.   While standard 

doctors administered strong drugs—even toxic ones such as mercury—in high doses, 

Hahnemann and subsequent homeopaths diluted drugs to a very high degree in the 

belief that the higher the dilution, the more potent the remedy.  By alternating dilution 
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with vigorous shaking, homeopaths constructed remedies in which even a single 

molecule of the original substance would no longer be present; Hahnemann advocated 

dilutions by a factor of 1006.  Not surprisingly, most medical doctors found this aspect 

of homeopathy’s practice hard to believe, contradicting as it does medicine’s 

assumption that a dose of the active ingredient must be present for there to be an 

expected, predictable response.  Despite the regulars’ resistance, however, homeopathy 

proved popular and successful; it is a sect that grew throughout the nineteenth century. 

 Two alternative sects that developed later in the nineteenth century include the 

osteopaths (established in the United States in 1874) and the chiropractics (1895).  

These two later sects believed that the body’s special healing power would be released 

by realigning the body’s structure.  While osteopaths considered the alignment of the 

entire skeleton and chiropractors focused on the spine, both sects understood that 

misalignments of the skeleton somehow impacted the nervous system, causing disease.  

These sects looked for a deeper cause for illness and found it in the bones of their 

patients.  And, while homeopathy relied on ingesting remedies, these two later sects 

instead based their philosophies on manipulating the patients’ skeleton—perhaps 

reflecting medical practitioners’ better understanding of anatomy and physiology by the 

late nineteenth century.  Like practitioners in other sects, osteopaths and chiropractors 

established medical schools and professional journals to spread their practice and reflect 

and augment their professional respectability. 

 Mary Baker Eddy founded another sect, Christian Science, around 1870.  Like 

all of the earlier alternative medical sects with their efforts to manipulate an assumed 
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mind-body connection to rebalance the body and unleash the body’s inherent healing 

powers, Christian Science posited a connection between the mind and the (apparent) 

body—a connection that could be enhanced by enlisting the help of God.  (Christian 

Science also holds that all matter is an illusion, so that what appears to be the physical 

body is not matter at all.)  Christian Science, unlike the earlier sects, is a religion in its 

own right.  Its basic theology contends that because God is everywhere, evil is nowhere, 

and therefore what appears to be evil, such as pain and disease, is actually an illusion.  

Thinking true thoughts dispels delusions of illness and unease and cures the patient, 

while relying on medicines and medical therapeutics only reinforces these delusions and 

prolongs suffering.  Christian Scientists, therefore, eschew medical treatment and 

instead turn to Christian Science practitioners who treat their clients with a mixture of 

prayer and therapy to help them dispel the harmful thoughts that are making them feel 

sick.  After its inception in 1879, Christian Science grew rapidly during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century.  Although church bylaws prohibit publishing 

membership numbers, by 1900 there were nearly 500 churches in North America and 

Europe (Baer), signaling the large number of people who adhered to this religion and 

rejected traditional medical care, and, really, any kind of medical care at all.  Reflecting 

on homeopathy’s excessively diluted drugs, Mary Baker Eddy saw Christian Science’s 

rejection of drugs as the logical progression in gentle, non-invasive healing:  

Metaphysics, as taught in Christian Science, is the next stately step 

beyond homeopathy….Christian Science exterminates the drug, and rests 
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on the Mind alone as the curative Principle, acknowledging that the 

divine Mind has all power. (Eddy 152, 157)  

Christian Science took the earlier sects’ more nuanced or cautious use of medical 

intervention to its logical limit by rejecting all medical treatments, even the most gentle 

and non-invasive.   

 

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 

 In The Philosophy of Literary Form, Kenneth Burke argues that the key to 

persuasion, which is also the key to language, is the symbolic equations of meaning that 

structure language in which symbols associate with and oppose other symbols.  Burke 

defines associational clusters as “what goes with what,” and argues that the clustering of 

terms reveals a writer’s “motivation” or the “situation” from which he or she writes 

(20).  Associational clusters contribute to the meaning of the text (20), and transforming 

these symbol structures transforms meanings.   

Responding to perceived challenges launched by alternative medical 

practitioners against doctors’ professional identity, doctors’ discourse reveals a 

reshuffling of these “associational clusters” used by these alternative healers to 

disparage traditional doctors and to legitimate themselves.  If alternative practitioners 

had argued that traditional medicine was dogmatic, regular doctors argued the same but 

one-upped them by playing up the irrational faith of the alternative practitioners.  

Christian Science was a “medical delusion,” a “craze” (Mitchell 1899, 1404), while its 

founder, Mary Baker Eddy, was “weak in philosophy and logic, and her writings lack 
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orderly arrangement….[but she has] a genius for strong and eloquent appeal to those 

religious feelings” (Andrews 581).  Writing in 1894, Dr. Henry Bixby Hemenway, the 

director of laryngology at Rush Medical College in Chicago wrote a long polemic 

against homeopathy, calling it “dogmatic” (371), a “materialistic faith cure” (372), and 

a “sect” (376).  Homeopaths, Hemenway reported, consider themselves “martyrs” (368, 

376).  Patients who visited alternative practitioners made that decision based on “faith 

or credulity….this fallacious credulity” (Greenley 214).  In fact, Greenley used the 

word “credulity” seven times in an article a little over a page long to describe the 

thinking of patients who visit Christian Scientist, homeopathic, and osteopathic healers, 

linking their practice of this false medicine with the practice of people who follow 

“false” religions such as Islam and Mormonism (215).  Such people, Greenley asserted, 

live in “a state of insanity” who under different circumstances might be sent “to the 

asylum” (215).  But while the followers of these false religions/medical sects might be 

misled, Greenley suggested that the sects themselves were morally depraved, perhaps 

even evil, because one of their preparations contained a precaution worded such that a 

woman so minded might realize that the preparation could be used as an abortifacient 

(214), and at the time, helping a woman procure an abortion was a criminal act. 

 Immorality aside, alternative doctors accused regular doctors of blindly 

following medical tradition and not attending to the particular concerns of the individual 

patient.  Regular doctors returned the insult, pointing out where alternative doctors were 

irrational.  They referred to the “Hahnemannian theory” (Greenley 214) and the 

“homeopathic…system” (Hemenway 370) which was “empirical, not rational….pure 
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empiricism” (371).  Homeopaths could only treat according to “homeopathic laws” 

rather than using what would best cure the patient, as regular medicine did (372).  

Regarding the homeopathic principle of dilution (the higher the dilution, the stronger 

the medicine), Hemenway used numbers to highlight what he sees as its ludicrousness:  

“Prepared according to Hahnemann’s directions, two drops of the juice of a plant would 

be sufficient to make in the sixteenth dilution a quantity larger than this earth…. 

thoroughly absurd” (371; italics in original).  Sticking to a treatment plan that did not 

cure patients, Hemenway pointed out, meant a doctor would stay in business, accusing 

homeopaths of bad-faith treatment and deceptive business practices at best and criminal 

behavior at worst (373). 

 Thus, the associational cluster which arises from doctors’ discourse in 

describing alternative practitioners looks something like this:  homeopaths = osteopaths 

= Christian Scientists.  (Linking these divergent practices is a rather breathtaking 

association in itself, given that Christian Scientists do not even believe matter exists!)  

And then, homeopaths = osteopaths = Christian Scientists = false religion (or just 

religion) = theory = irrationality = crime.  (The final accusation of criminal behavior 

recalls alternative doctors’ accusations of crime against regular doctors, the crime of a 

business monopoly; thus there is a rather beautiful symmetry in both sides’ accusations 

of malfeasance.)  Accusing their competitors of irrationality bolsters regular doctors’ 

claims of rationality.  An irrational practice of medicine would be one in which 

practitioners could not or would not make connections between the symbol and the 

“truth,” the symptom and the disease.  It would be one which made faulty connections 
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between cause and effect, between a treatment and the treatment’s efficacy.  It would be 

one in which the practitioner’s ideology blinded him or her to seeing all of the possible 

causes and cures for a disease.  In effect, regular medical doctors uncut alternative 

doctors’ right to practice medicine by claiming that alternative practitioners did not 

practice medicine, and they claimed this by arguing that these practitioners violated 

basic premises of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century medicine, the positivist 

assumptions of unity between a disease and its symptoms, that the disease can be 

known through observing its physical manifestations, and that the doctor can observe 

and diagnose the disease objectively.   

 While they worked to create a negative associational cluster around their 

opponents, regular doctors attempted to create a positive one around themselves.  The 

main positive association doctors attempted to create was with science, a privileged 

concept during this time.  Doctors continuously asserted that what they practiced was 

scientific.  They used “science” and “scientific medicine” too often to count (Davis, 

Mitchell, Lambert), and these concepts underlaid arguments for the scientific basis of 

medicine even when doctors did not articulate this assertion.  For example, when a 

doctor called medicine an art, he or she connected it in some way with science, 

finessing a division between “scientific” fields of medical knowledge such as “anatomy, 

histology, physiology, pathology, medical chemistry and materia medica [which] 

constitute the acknowledged basis of modern medicine” and the applied medical 

sciences of “therapeutics or practical medicine, surgery, and sanitation or preventive 

medicine” (Davis 115).  Finessing a division between the study of medicine, the “-
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ologies,” and the practice of it, the “therapeutics,”  divided medicine into two different 

camps—the frankly scientific, universal and objective; and the applied, individual, and 

subjective—but it also argued for a deeper connection:  these were two different paths 

in medicine, but both paths headed in the same direction—the treatment of the patient.  

This division appeared in a slightly different form several years later in the division 

between the laboratory worker and the practitioner (Lambert), but again, the result was 

the same.  By dividing medicine into pure science and applied science, doctors could 

argue that medicine undoubtedly was at its base scientific (test tubes and white coats)—

but that it was a science with a practical, empirical application—and so could have their 

cake and eat it, too.  On the other hand, doctors denied that the alternative practitioners 

were able to negotiate this complicated relationship between science and therapy, 

between rationality and empiricism.  Associated with the scientization of medicine in 

doctors’ discourse was the growth of specialties:  “…when it became evident that the 

domain of medicine was too extensive for the qualification of any individual physician 

to discharge its functions with intelligence and honest service….specialties naturally 

came into vogue” (954).  That is, because the great growth in knowledge made possible 

by science prevented the generalist doctor from knowing everything, specialists arose 

who knew everything about a small field of medicine instead.   

 Their scientific practice made doctors heroes.  Pioneers in scientific medicine 

have “robbed the operating room of its greatest terrors,” agony and death (Senn 1049).  

It “secure[s]…women …against infection.”  Other epic descriptions of these mythical 

men, taken from a single article, include “…have gone to their reward [heaven],” “few 
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are left to tell the tale of their early struggles, frequent disappointments and final 

triumphs.”  “These two names have illuminated the firmament…and …will continue to 

shine brighter and brighter.”  They deserve a “monument of marble or bronze.”  They 

have “launch[ed] the ship, steer[ed] it through many a storm with resolute determination 

and firm hands,” and, finally, “elevat[ed] the standard” (1050).  Further, the “silent 

majority” of quotidian doctors is associated with the illustrious accomplishments of 

these heroes by their honorable though unspectacular “work and example.”  Thousands 

of people live every year who otherwise would have died, sacrificed “to the Moloch of 

contagion” (Dalton 955).   

 Placed in opposition to the partisan alternative practitioners, regular doctors are 

described as unified, working together toward a common goal:  “a sentiment of oneness, 

of sweet charity, and a disinterested (let us hope) desire to embrace each other in the 

name of Esculapius” (Mitchell 1403).  Many articles speak of “professional courtesy 

[which] must stand on a plane but little, if any, lower than professional education” 

which includes “dignity and honesty” and “a spirit of friendly emulation and honorable 

support” (Boise 728).  This sense of professional brotherhood should extend beyond 

clinicians to include the scientific laboratory worker with a spirit of “intelligent co-

operation” (Lambert 1669).  Creating an impression of strong professional identity and 

unity had tactical advantages as well as merely symbolic ones.  Laws regulating medical 

practice were either seen as inadequate (Senn 1051) or unnecessary (Mitchell 1405, 

Boise 727).  These articles, originally given as presidents’ and chairmans’ addresses at 

annual conventions of the AMA, use epideictic rhetoric to celebrate doctors and build a 
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unified professional identity would be helpful in creating a strong profession which 

could set and enforce its own standards for self-governance and eliminate frauds 

(unqualified or ineffective doctors who try to pass for qualified doctors) and quacks 

(medical charlatans) (ibid.).   Proposed professional standards included continuing 

education (Boise 727); requiring a medical degree and an oath of solidarity for 

membership (Mitchell 1405); increasing the scientific work and publication done by 

AMA society members (Senn 1055-1058); and improving medical education.  Thus the 

associational cluster doctors attempted to create for themselves looks like this:  (regular 

doctor = science = hero = unifier) and (unified = professional = progressive).   

Comparing this cluster with that of the alternative practitioners, (homeopaths = 

osteopaths = Christian Scientists = false religion [or just religion] = theory = 

irrationality = crime), the alternative practitioners appear benighted mountebanks 

playing with herbs and chants they do not truly understand.  Regular doctors, on the 

other hand, were both rational and empirical, able to use existing medical knowledge 

and frameworks and apply them to individual cases without being bound by an 

ideology.  Doctors’ discourse argues that theirs is the real science, the real medicine. 

   

MEDICAL EDUCATION REFORM 

 As part of reforming their professional standards, doctors looked to reforming 

medical education, and in fact such reforms became something of an obsession between 

1890 and 1910.  Doctors during this period hoped that teaching the next generation of 

doctors the tenets of “scientific” medicine would give the profession the technical and 
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rational boost it needed to solidify its claims of being the appropriate and true practice 

of medicine.   

Medical education reformers derided the static style of older medical teaching, 

which was essentially teaching by lecture.  Writing in 1893, Dr. Collins Warren 

described the older method as passive and based solely on activities such as “lectures” 

and “attendance” at those lectures (376).  Also writing in 1893, Dr. Frederick C. 

Shattuck claimed that in the older educational paradigm, clinical experience in a 

hospital was considered a “drawback” for the medical student because it took him or her 

out of the medical school (278).  In 1895, Dr. Fletcher E. Ingals criticized the physical 

condition of many medical schools, calling them cramped and confining:  he said the 

schools were held in a “few small rooms over stores….the single amphitheater and the 

little chemic laboratory” (174).  Proper learning materials were scant, he claimed; 

schools often possessed only a lone “articulated skeleton” (ibid.).  The instruction at 

these schools was “antiquated” (Warren 378) and “didactic” (381).  Better-off medical 

students were able to afford a year of medical education abroad, but many students 

simply received, the reformers believed, an inadequate education which set them up for 

professional failure.  

Educational reform, however, offered something new, something dynamic, as 

the language suggests.  Reformed medicine made “rapid progress” and “strides all over 

the civilized globe” (Warren 375).  It would “advance” as long as reformers “surmount 

the bars to progress” (Shattuck 677).  Standards for new education must be “high” 

(Ingals 176), and the curriculum must possess “breadth” and “thoroughness” (Dodson 
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84).  These metaphors of space suggest that, for the reformers, a good medical 

education was not a process but something that could be striven for and, perhaps, 

reached.  The shame of traditional medical education was that it boxed its students in to 

old and outdated methods; the new pedagogy promised both a constant pushing forward 

toward and an achievement of the goal.   

No longer should medical education be restricted to lectures, medical reformers 

advised.   Reformers asserted that if doctors were only taught to rely on the assertions 

and theories of others, mistakes would simply be propagated in the medical community 

and never corrected.  Medical students must perform their own research in the 

laboratory and in the clinic.  Dr. N. S. Davis, who in 1844 instigated the formation of 

the AMA, in 1891 described the peril, the “serious obstacle to scientific progress” when 

doctors relied on “inductions, or more properly assumptions for practical guidance, 

founded on an inadequate number of facts, and sometimes on mere analogies” (116).  

Only by learning to research, Davis argued, could medical students learn to distinguish 

facts from inductions and contribute to new medical knowledge by deducing medical 

truths from their own original research.  Warren suggested lengthening the required 

course of medical education from three partial years, a partial year being between four 

and six months, to three full years; paying teachers fixed salaries so that they could 

concentrate on teaching rather than on their private practice; grading medical courses; 

establishing a “preparatory exam” to make sure that the students who entered medical 

school had an adequate educational background; and introducing clinical and laboratory 

time into the medical curriculum (378).  All of the reforms Warren proposed were 
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designed to increase medical students’ independent thinking and autonomy in research 

so that they could learn to think deductively rather than inductively from received, and 

potentially flawed, medical wisdom.  Shattuck’s 1893 and Ingals’s 1895 articles passed 

quickly over the need to provide adequate clinical and laboratory experience and instead 

wrote practical proposals for how to finance and support such experience, suggesting 

that the need for this type of education was quickly and widely accepted. 

In 1904, the American Medical Association (AMA) formed the Council on 

Medical Education (CME) to study, develop, and promote a plan to modernize medical 

education programs in the United States.  The CME’s first recommendations, released 

in 1906, called for tightened and standardized educational requirements for admission 

into medical school and, in medical school curricula, a system in which the first two 

years were devoted to laboratory sciences and the final two years in clinical rotations in 

a teaching hospital.  In 1908 the CME commissioned the Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of Teaching to undertake a study of medical schools in the United States 

and Canada, and Abraham Flexner, a schoolmaster and education theorist, to lead it 

(Beck 2139).  Thus, it is important to keep in mind that the Flexner Report was a study 

carried out at the behest of a powerful institution, the AMA, which had an interest in 

standardizing and improving doctors’ training as a way to increase their professional 

stature.  The Flexner Report’s recommendations, issued in 1910, just four years after 

CME issued its scheme, mirrored the CME’s recommendations in every point.   

 Abraham Flexner visited every medical school in the United States and Canada 

over a period of 18 months.  He visited 155 schools in all, seven of which were in 
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Canada.  (That means he averaged 8.6 school visits per month, or about two visits per 

week.  One wonders how he managed to fit into this arduous visitation schedule travel 

time over the vast North American continent—from Maine to Georgia, from Texas to 

Wisconsin, from California to Oregon and into Canada—via, I assume, train.) The 

result of his investigation was a 363 page document that detailed the problems he found 

in medical schools, his consideration of what he believed was the cause of those 

problems, his advice for ameliorating those problems, and his recommendations for 

improving medical education. 

 Flexner identified five main problems in medical education.  The first was that 

too many incompetent doctors were graduating from medical schools and setting up 

practice.  This, Flexner argued, endangered the public.  Second, Flexner identified for-

profit medical schools which engaged in aggressive recruitment campaigns targeting 

undereducated young men as the culprits in turning out these dangerous doctors.  Third, 

many medical schools, even those attached to universities, were significantly under-

funded to the degree that they could not maintain adequate laboratories as called for in 

modern medical practice.  Fourth, Flexner disagreed with the argument made by many 

inadequate medical schools that they existed to serve the “poor boy” who could not 

otherwise afford a medical education.  Flexner maintained that the argument for the 

“poor boy” was in truth an argument for the “poor medical school.”  Finally, Flexner 

asserted that hospitals attached to and under the control of university medical 

departments provided the best opportunity for training medical students (x-xi).  
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 Flexner identified varied causes of these problems.  Rapacious and lazy owners 

of the proprietary medical schools who refused to invest in modern equipment ranked at 

the top of Flexner’s list of villains, followed by well-meaning owners of the proprietary 

schools whose hands were tied by a lack of capital and who had to advertise widely and 

accept unprepared students just to bring in enough tuition to keep their schools’ doors 

open.  In the university medical schools, Flexner identified bad business bargains made 

years earlier between medical schools and universities in which both entities initially 

wanted the prestige joining with the other would confer but did not give sufficient 

forethought to the financial obligations of the union.  Some of these bargains left 

medical schools under-funded, costing the university more to run than it received in fees 

from medical students, and at times leaving the medical school in debt at high interest 

rates to its affiliated university.  Flexner also identified problems with primary 

education in some states, primarily southern, which left its high school students terribly 

underprepared for medical school.   

 As varied as the problems with medical schools were, however, Flexner’s 

solution to them all was uniform and simple—close the under-performing medical 

schools, all of them.  Although he acknowledged that this solution would be wrenching 

in many ways—shutting down an education avenue for poor students, depriving rural 

and outlying areas of doctors—Flexner asserted that the current cure was worse than the 

disease, that the “innocent and long-suffering community” (xii) was significantly more 

harmed by bad doctors than by no doctors.  While one can certainly argue this point, 
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Flexner’s argument was very persuasive, and over half of the medical schools in the 

United States closed their doors over the next few decades.   

 As I mentioned earlier, Flexner’s recommendations for improving medical 

education mirrored those of the CME which commissioned his study.  Flexner called on 

all medical schools to raise their admission standards to require all prospective students 

to have completed two years of college.  As things stood before the Flexner report, only 

a very few required that many years of preliminary study before matriculation.  Some 

schools required a high school diploma or its equivalent.  That “equivalent” was a 

sticking point for Flexner, and he exploited its evasiveness.  While he acknowledged 

that some medical schools enforced the equivalency requirement strictly, he asserted 

that many medical schools, especially schools in Chicago and in the South, were lax to 

the point of accepting all comers and not checking any credentials.  Flexner 

recommended eliminating the bottom two tiers of medical schools, those that required a 

high school diploma or its strict equivalent, and those that had very loose standards, and 

maintain instead those schools that required two years of college, tightening their 

requirements to four years.  Flexner also called for the first two years of medical school 

to be experientially based in the laboratory, and the final two years to be clinically 

based in a hospital and dispensary.  Here Flexner directs strong polemic against schools 

that utilized what he called a didactic, lecture-based pedagogy and schools that 

maintained poorly equipped laboratories or no laboratories at all, and it is probably 

unnecessary to mention that those schools were the same ones Flexner believed should 

be closed down due to their lax admission standards.   Flexner had charges of elitism 
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leveled against him, and in his recommendations we can see why that is.  Only 

relatively wealthy students would be able to complete four years of undergraduate work 

before beginning medical school.  At a time when completing high school was unusual, 

especially in rural areas, this bar was indeed very high.  Flexner’s plan also imagines a 

kind of a renaissance man as a doctor, one who is equally as comfortable in the 

laboratory carrying out experiments as he is caring for patients at their bedsides and as 

he is keeping up with the latest medical developments in professional literature.  Gone 

from Flexner’s world is the rough-handed family physician whose practice is based on 

experience and wisdom, the local farm boy who went to medical school and came back 

a doctor to serve his town, which was one of the criticisms used by defenders of the 

proprietary, poorer schools to defend their existence.  One can see AMA’s firm hand 

guiding doctors toward professionalism, status, and the wealth that they would certainly 

need to make their now-expensive education financially worthwhile. 

 

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD AS A PARADIGM FOR “MODERN MEDICINE” 

 Flexner’s main argument was that modern medicine required doctors who 

possessed the intellectual training and skills to be scientists who could give a “severely 

critical handling of experience” (58), not merely physicians who observed and 

prescribed.  Scientific theory, Flexner asserted, “is in the facts,--summing them up 

economically and suggesting practical measures by whose outcome [the theory] stands 

or falls” (58).  Flexner gave a brief history of medicine—one and half pages, surely 

what he would call economical—that highlighted what he believes was different in the 
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modern practice of medicine than that of earlier times.  He divided the history of 

medicine into three periods.  The ancient was exemplified by Hippocrates and Galen 

whose programs to their credit did depend on “[o]bservation and experience” (57).  

Unfortunately, in Flexner’s eyes, these programs hardened into the dogmatism of 

medieval scholasticism which took the life out of what had once been a lively program 

of inquiry. 

 The second era began during the Renaissance and crested during the 

Enlightenment.  Flexner maintained that this period was marked by empiricism, but an 

empiricism that “lacked a technique with which to distinguish between apparently 

similar phenomena, to organize facts, and to check up on observation” (57).  It lacked, 

in Flexner’s eyes, controlled experimentation and so was more of an age of observation 

and wonder rather than intellectual rigor in which “facts” were uncovered and pigeon-

holed rather than tested and synthesized into a larger system.   

 The modern age of medicine, Flexner asserted, is far different from the earlier 

two.  Unlike ancient didactic medicine, modern medicine was experiential and 

experimental, concerned with practice in unique cases.  And unlike empirical medicine, 

modern medicine had nothing to do with “[g]ratuitous speculation….It knows, as 

empiricism never knows, where certainties stop and risks begin.  Now it acts 

confidently, because it has facts; again cautiously, because it merely surmises; then 

tentatively, because it hardly more than hopes” (57).  Flexner spent a great deal of time 

distinguishing between what he calls empiric and modern medicine, possibly because 

the distinction was not as self-evident between those two categories as it was between 
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ancient and modern medicine.  While both empiric and modern medicine dealt directly 

with patients’ bodies, unlike ancient medicine, the main difference that Flexner saw 

between the two were the ideas of controlled experimentation and reproducibility of 

results—and discarding theories which have been disproved by such experimentation—

ideas which empiric medicine lacked.  Flexner argued that these deductive skills are 

only learned in the laboratory and in the clinic in hands-on, experiential pedagogies.  

The poorer medical schools which taught only by lecture or did not maintain adequate 

laboratories or hospital training rotations could never hope to teach their medical 

students this type of deductive medical reasoning.  They could only teach by rote, a 

method, Flexner argued, that did not translate into the scientific view of medicine 

needed to deal with the increasingly complex diagnostics of early twentieth-century 

medicine.   

 Flexner also used the idea of scientific method to avoid becoming entangled in 

the harsh sectarian divisions between different practices of medicine.  Flexner’s 

investigation appeared to model the search for truth untainted by ideological bias that 

medical education reformers believed produced sound medical knowledge.  So, in an 

attempt to avoid the appearance of sectarianism and ideological bias in his report, 

Flexner proposed what he calls a “treaty of peace” and allows that “[a]llopathy was just 

as sectarian as homeopathy.  Indeed, homeopathy was the inevitable retort to allopathy” 

(156).  In place of sectarianism, Flexner maintained that “modern medicine” 

transcended allopathy, homeopathy, osteopathy, and all of the other sects in that it 

“simply denies outright the relevancy or value of either doctrine.  It wants not dogma, 
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but facts.  It countenances no presupposition that is not common to it with all the natural 

sciences, with all logical thinking” (156).  “Modern medicine” and its attendant “logical 

thinking” provided the common ground for all of these sects to coexist.  One sect was 

not better than the other, Flexner argued.  Instead, what made a doctor the best, 

regardless of his sect, was the degree to which he employed modern “logical thinking.” 

 Given Flexner’s criteria, however, only one sect could be considered to be 

scientific, and that is the allopathists or physiomedicals—those doctors who would be 

the members of the AMA.  The reason for this was that, given Flexner’s definition of 

what makes a good medical school, that is, superior laboratories and hospitals which 

allowed medical student research, and the requirements that medical students perform 

research, only a few of the homeopathic schools would meet his requirements.  Flexner 

described the non-AMA schools as “utterly hopeless” having “so-called laboratories” 

(160), “distinctly unpromising…hopelessly poor….The ebbing vitality of homeopathic 

schools is a striking demonstration of the incompatibility of science and dogma” (161), 

“filthy and almost bare.  They have at best grimy little laboratories for elementary 

chemistry…and a horrid dissecting-room, --when dissecting is in progress” (162), “utter 

hopelessness”….”The eight osteopathic schools fairly reek with commercialism” ( 163), 

and so on, for another four pages.  Essentially, what Flexner was doing was defining 

good and bad medical schools.  Jeanne Fahnestock’s article “Accommodating Science” 

can help to understand Flexner’s move here.  Fahnestock suggests that scientific articles 

often work at the more basic levels of persuasion by arguing that something happened 

or arguing for a definition.  In Flexner’s report we can see how such forensic and 
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definitional arguments can be turned into powerful procedural arguments, because after 

Flexner argued for a certain definition of what a good medical school was and what a 

good medical pedagogy did, he was able to argue for the shutting down of schools that 

did not fit his criteria.  Accepting his lower-order arguments necessitates accepting the 

higher-order one—that non-AMA medical schools should be closed.  Flexner’s forensic 

and definitional arguments skillfully hide an us-vs.-them mentality—in which the 

reader aligns with alleopathic medicine through the positively valued “scientific 

medicine” against everyone else who practices out-dated and irrational medicine—that 

underlies Flexner’s whole report to support AMA-aligned medical ideals.  

 In truth, what made up “scientific medicine” was far from a settled matter, as my 

research into JAMA shows.  Laboratory techniques were certainly improved from what 

they had been even ten years before, and there were many new and more effective 

treatments on the market thanks to controlled experimentation.  But most articles still 

lacked the numbers, tables, and figures that mark a “scientific,” evidence-based article.  

Many doctors’ articles were still based on one or two cases and therefore lacked the 

data necessary for the type of generalizations and theorizing Flexner maintained was the 

new norm.  Schuster and Yeo note that claims of proper and improper uses of scientific 

methods can be persuasive tools in the political and social dynamics of enforcing 

institutional ideologies (xiii), and perhaps what we are seeing in Flexner’s apparently 

unambiguous description of current practice is not reality but rather Flexner and the 

AMA’s desire for doctors’ reliance on rational and scientific approaches to medicine. 
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 The form of Flexner’s report mirrors the scientific method it advocates.  Like a 

good scientist, Flexner gathered a large amounts of evidence—“facts” from 155 medical 

schools.  After reviewing the facts, he pulled out from that mass of data what he felt 

were the most important components of a good medical education—his hypothesis, in 

scientific terms, or his diagnosis, in medical terms:  a solid background education and 

an extensive, hands-on education in the laboratory and the hospital.  As part of his proof 

step, he evaluated each school according to these standards, ticking off where schools 

met the requirements and where they did not, and then as a final step in the proving 

process, compared the best students to see if they came from the schools that met his 

criteria.  They did, confirming his hypothesis/diagnosis.  He then moved on to the 

treatment phase, prescribing the cure for medical education:  tightened admission 

requirements and experiential education in the laboratory and hospital and closing all 

medical schools who cannot meet those recommendations.   

 Yet the hedging in Flexner’s method is apparent, especially in the 

hypothesis/diagnosis stage.  For one thing, Flexner’s hypothesis, that tightened 

admission standards would improve the quality of medical students, and that devoting 

the first two years to laboratory science and the final two years to clinical experience 

would produce  better doctors, mirrored conclusions made four years earlier by CME, 

the body that commissioned the study, suggesting that even experts dedicated to 

designing an experiential, deductive education cannot avoid basing it on induction and 

presumption.  In other words, Flexner and his sponsors found what they set themselves 

up to find.  Had Flexner started with a different hypothesis than the CME’s conclusion 
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but ended up with the same conclusion, his argument would be less susceptible to the 

charge of circular reasoning—that is, taking as the conclusion of the argument its 

premise.  Secondly, forming the hypothesis required pulling out components which 

Flexner believed were important, and this is not the objectively logical exercise he 

makes it out to be.  Here evaluating importance is an exercise in individual judgment.  

And while “importance” can never be decided by pure logic and deductive reasoning, it 

can be decided for a group within a rhetorical exchange (Gage 206).  Perhaps this 

search for a “probable truth” (ibid.) took place at the CME convention in 1904; perhaps 

it took place fifteen years before in the professional discussions of Warren, Shattuck, 

Ingals, Davis, and Dodson:  after all, Flexner’s recommendations are remarkably similar 

to those advocated then.  We’ll never know, but we do know that Flexner elides the 

contingent, rhetorical truth-making process in his report and instead makes it seems as if 

these important features of medical education are set in stone and made inevitable by 

inexorable medical and scientific progress, and, by extension, it is due to forces of 

inevitable progress and not because of ideological wrangling with the AMA that non-

allopathic medical schools must fall.   

 Flexner imagined medical education to be training for future doctors in logical, 

deductive reasoning and knowledge-making.  He advocated an open field for medical 

investigation and theories, where the best ideas would stand up to repeated testing and 

“win” in a scientific contest, becoming the truths on which tomorrow’s new theories 

and investigations would be built.  As they said, truths were not constructed but found; 

knowledge was not contingent but based on absolute truths which waited to be 
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discovered.  Like the new medical science he advocates, Flexner’s report purported to 

be scientific by following the formula for scientific investigation, but was itself built on 

a group consensus of what a good medical education was and began its investigation 

with that consensus as its premise, ensuring that it would find confirmation for what it 

was looking for.  It looked like good medicine and good science within the positivist 

epistemology of the time:  an unbiased researcher uncovered the “truth” of what made 

bad and good medical education by uncovering and weighing the “facts,” and that the 

recommendations, or prescription for improvement, would result directly in better 

education when they were implemented.  Ironically, however, Flexner preformed the 

same type of medicine that doctors accused alternative doctors of providing and which 

they tried so hard to eradicate from medical education:  science based on presumptions, 

received wisdom, ideology, and induction.  While it might be tempting to criticize 

Flexner and other doctors for equivocation, intellectual blindness, or arrogance, these 

futile attempts to reform medical education by breaking away from received wisdom 

instead reinforce the truism in rhetoric that to appeal to one’s audience, one must first 

meet them where they are.  That is, to introduce something new, as Flexner and the 

other reformers tried to do, one must invariably build on something old—the values, 

presumptions, and wisdom held by the audience.  Knowledge-making can never be 

something as simple as deduction from the facts but must always include an element of 

induction from the audience’s presumptions.  Given that Flexner’s report profoundly 

shaped medical education after it was published, Flexner did a masterful job of reading 

his audience and their presumptions. 
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Chapter Two 

Visualizing Disease 

      

Introduction:  Translating the language of pain 

 “By many persons,” Dr. William B. Atkinson announced in 1883 in one of the 

first issues of the Journal of the American Medical Association, “the study of disease in 

infants is regarded as particularly difficult, because of the absence of speech by which 

to indicate the presence and location of certain symptoms” (268).  Atkinson asserted 

that doctors could diagnose ill infants with greater accuracy than they could sick adults 

who dissemble their symptoms because “[a]n infant never tells a lie” (268)—symptoms 

could easily be read without the confounding voice of the patient. 

 Over forty years after Atkinson made his assertions, modern doctors regularly 

looked to scientific technology to translate pain into a knowable, treatable object, as the 

following case study from 1929 illustrates.  Note the patient’s extreme youth; although 

the child was well below speaking age, the doctor still made specific diagnoses of the 

disease, although not, however, before the child died: 

A boy, age 7 months, was admitted to Bellevue Hospital with an acute 

otitis media which was shortly followed by a marked pyuria.  At autopsy 

bilateral acute focal suppurative nephritis and granular ureteritis were 

found.  In the left ureter about 2 cm. below the pelvic junction there was 
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a granulating ulcer about 1 cm. long extending well into the submucosa.  

The sclerotic healing of such a lesion might well give rise to clinical 

stricture in later life.  (Campbell, Lyttle 545) 

A great deal of technology was embedded in this case study, technology which made a 

diagnosis possible on the ultimate speechless body, a dead one.  The tools that 

Campbell and Lyttle used to diagnose the illness were almost exclusively ones of ocular 

enhancement, that is, machines that allow the eye better to see inside the body.  An 

otoscope, not invented until 1861 and dependent upon such innovations as electricity 

and accurate lens grinding, allowed the middle ear infection to be visualized and 

diagnosed (Bass), while microscopic examination of the urine revealed tell-tale white 

blood cells indicating pyuria.  Modern surgical techniques and instruments had afforded 

enough previous knowledge of the opened body for the medical inspector to recognize 

in this case the diseased conditions of the kidneys and the urinary tract and to speculate 

on the possible progression of the disease had the child lived.  Thus, doctors’ eyes, 

aided by scientific and manufacturing technology, could interpret the language of 

disease in the body without the mediating voice of the patient, a patient silenced by 

severe suffering, extreme youth, anesthesia, and even death. 

 Correctly diagnosing an illness is difficult because patient accounts of the illness 

can be unreliable or misunderstood.  In the introduction to her book The Body in Pain, 

Elaine Scarry reflects on the suffering body and writes, “For the person whose pain it is, 

it is effortlessly grasped…while for the person outside the sufferer’s body, what is 

effortless is not grasping ….[P]ain comes unsharably into our midst as at once that 
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which cannot be denied and that which cannot be confirmed” (4).  The sharablity of 

pain is hindered for reasons that are both material—pain is a purely interior state 

impalpable to outside individuals—and linguistic:  “[pain] has no referential content.  It 

is not of or for anything.  It is precisely because it takes no object that it, more than any 

other phenomenon, resists objectification into language” (5).  The absence of pain is a 

signal, though not an entirely reliable one, of good health, and pain is often the first 

reason that a patient goes to see a doctor, but, for doctors, the unspeakability of pain can 

cause difficulties in treating the patients who come to them looking for relief.  Although 

doctors maintain that a good clinician does not need his or her patient to be suffering in 

order to make a diagnosis, pain is still a useful diagnostic tool, and doctors have 

conventional questions they ask patients to gauge pain.  Yet conversation is impossible 

when suffering prostates the patient, rendering him or her incapable of speech, or when 

the patient is a child and not yet in control of language.  Therefore, the question for the 

doctor becomes how to translate the pain felt by suffering individuals into something 

outside of that individual body that can be diagnosed, prognosed, and treated.  In other 

words, when language fails, how can the body be read?  What language does disease 

speak?  What translates the languages of the body and disease into something that the 

clinician can understand?   

 Aside from tools which allowed the clinician physically to see into the body to 

translate the language of disease, other technologies such as staining and culturing 

bacteria, exploratory and diagnostic surgery, agglutinating blood in vitro, X-rays, 

epidemiology, and case studies allowed the doctor to look through or beyond the body 
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to understand the disease.  But while these modern technologies undoubtedly helped 

doctors better help their own patients through faster, more accurate diagnoses, they 

came with a price for the clinician.  Recalling doctors’ struggle for professional status 

and the turf wars with other health care workers discussed in chapter one, we can 

understand how relegating one of doctors’ most important professional functions—

diagnosis—to a third party—laboratory technicians—could risk doctors’ credibility 

with patients and pose a threat to their self-image as physicians and healers.  As the 

prominent doctor L. Emmet Holt wrote in 1907, “The men of the laboratory to-day 

dominate medical thought.  They form a sort of oligarchy, to whose decrees those who 

study medicine at the bedside only, must needs submit, often with a subconscious 

feeling of their own inferiority” (845).  At the same time, doctors were aware that the 

very accuracy of the new diagnostic techniques endangered patients by tempting the 

clinician to rely on laboratory results rather than on their training and intuition.  For 

example, recalling the seven-month-old boy discussed in Campbell and Lyttle’s 1929 

case narrative, technology diagnosed him with an ear infection and an infection 

somewhere in his urinary tract.  If these diagnoses had been sufficient, the boy could 

have been treated and most likely would have lived, given current treatments at the 

time.  As it was, the diagnoses provided one red herring for the doctors—an ear 

infection, a potentially fatal infection in the years before antibiotics—and an inadequate 

diagnosis of pyuria, white blood cells in the urine, a diagnosis that did not reveal the 

extent of the infection and the damage it had done to the boy’s kidneys and ureters.  
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One of the most revealing sub-narratives in this case study, then, is the narrative of 

technology failure.   

Set within the context of medical writing that focused on curing infantile enteric 

disease, this chapter demonstrates that the prevalence and persuasive power of certain 

diagnostic techniques varied at different times and will speculate on why this is so.  

Despite advances in diagnostic technology, case studies demonstrate a particular power 

in translating disease from the individual body to the larger world for diagnostic and 

instructional purposes, for while other diagnostic techniques waxed and waned in 

popularity and prominence within medical articles, case studies—the only narrative 

form of diagnosis among these technologies—remained a perennially popular way of 

understanding disease.  Persistence of case narratives can be explained by case 

narratives’ ability to function as an alternative discourse for clinicians who felt besieged 

or threatened by medical scientists and the new, privileged discourse of the laboratory.  

Although case narratives almost always incorporate laboratory discourse, laboratory 

discourse is included in case narratives in ways that undermine it by demonstrating its 

inefficiency, inaccuracy, and inability to capture the nuance and temporality necessary 

for accurate diagnosis.  

 

Into and through the body:  Diagnostic technologies 

 In The Birth of the Clinic, Michel Foucault writes that our bodies have become 

“sites where organs and eyes meet” (xiv), that is, the interface between our bodies and 

the medical gaze which “extermaliz[es] the internal.”   Yet the irony of modern 
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pathology is that when the doctor gazes into the microscope expecting to find the 

individual’s unitary body, he or she instead discovers the fragmentation of the 

individual into millions of other forms of life.   

 A similar phenomenon occurred in physics at the turn of the twentieth century 

when some physicists began to realize that the determinism of classical physics, in 

which a specific cause is always followed inevitably by a predictable, specific effect 

and which from the time of Newton had satisfactorily explained the motions of larger 

bodies, could not account for the motion of subatomic atomic particles.  What made 

sense at the level of the palpable, the sensible, no longer made sense at the subvisual 

level, and physicists for the first time in centuries had to contend with indeterminacy.  

The branch of physics known as quantum mechanics developed in response to this.  As 

Stephen Kern explains, “…according to quantum theory, subatomic events are 

indeterministic in that cause c is not always followed by effect e, or put more strongly, 

the cause of a given event cannot be established at all” (360).  Thus the field of physics 

had to reorder itself to make room for the expanded knowledge gained through 

observing the life of the subvisual, and the limits of physics which had once seemed so 

clear expanded far beyond what anyone had ever imagined.   

 As in the field of quantum mechanics, the more that medicine saw, the more it 

realized what it did not know.  The medical gaze, aided by new visualizing 

technologies, put the unitary body of the individual under the microscope, so to speak, 

and saw tiny universes far beyond what had been guessed at before filled with billions 

of things, the nature and behavior of which were unknown but which were suspected of 
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being pathological.  Ironically, then, these visualizing technologies designed to 

scrutinize more and more closely the individual human body in effect did just the 

opposite:  they directed doctors’ and researchers’ gaze in, through, and then far beyond 

the individual body into secret microscopic worlds, revealing unending multiplicity and 

complexity.  In fact, as a consequence of technologies designed to visualize the body 

more closely, a large part of medical research actually happened far outside the body, in 

laboratories far from the site of the original clinical consultation where these subvisual 

universes could be cultured and studied within sealed glass tubes and on photographic 

plates.  Were these sterile, man-made surfaces better translators of the language of pain 

than was the warm, wet, unpredictable human body?  The following section will detail 

the development and use of these visualizing technologies as they become the lingua 

franca of diagnosis and appear in doctors’ writing.   

 

Culturing, staining, and microscopy 

Simple microscopes had existed since the sixteenth century.  Anton von 

Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) had viewed and described bacteria, and his contemporary, 

Robert Hooke, improved the design of the simple light microscope which enabled him 

to produce the detailed illustrations in his 1665 book Micrographia (Collard 2, 13-14).  

Culturing of bacteria developed alongside the development of microscopy, but it was 

something of a rag-tag affair.  Bacterial samples were grown in meat-broth mediums in 

flasks, making obtaining pure cultures of these microorganisms extremely difficult, 

time-consuming, and unpredictable.  Efficiency and specificity in obtaining bacterial 
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samples and viewing them closely would have to wait until the mid-1850’s, when 

technological developments made greater microscopic precision possible. 

Improvements in microscopes and in culturing bacteria made bacteria easier to 

handle and to view, and advances in bacteriology came quickly.  Bacterial colonies 

were grown from tissue, blood, pus, sputum, urine, feces, and fingernail  scrapings, 

giving scientists and doctors a new way to look at the human body—a menagerie of 

microscopic life.  Concurrent with these technological developments, Robert Koch, a 

German, began to work with the application of dyes to dried films of bacteria.  The 

staining process allowed him to see more clearly and to provide clear microphotographs 

of the different forms bacilli took and to speculate that these different forms of bacilli 

were not merely variations in physical form but variations in type or kind of bacteria 

(Collard 16).  The microscopic world began to look very different from how it had 

looked earlier.  By employing differential staining and a scientific method of proof, 

Koch was able to provide clinical and anatomical proof that septicemia, anthrax, and 

tuberculosis were contagious, and, in the case of anthrax and tuberculosis, caused by a 

specific bacillus (King 174).   

 The culturing, staining, and microscopy method of discovering and proving a 

disease’s etiology was developed in the mid-to-late 1880’s and moved slowly into 

medical practice and medical discourse.  Analysis (see appendix for detailed graphs) 

reveals doctors’ general trend toward greater reliance on microscopy techniques after 

World War I.  This upward trend can be explained by the changing prevalence of 

different infant diarrheal diseases.  Typhoid, cholera, and dysentery, the greatest causes 
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of diarrheal diseases were understood and controlled through public health measures 

that gradually expanded access to clean water and clean milk (Tomes ch. 4).  

Controlling these three diseases did not require elaborate health care for individuals, 

that is, there was no type of medical prevention for these diseases, but controlling them 

did require establishing certification and pasteurization systems to purify milk; and 

effective sanitation and chlorination systems to sterilize water.  The perspective these 

diseases needed was a macro- one, not a micro- one provided by microscopy.  Once the 

big three enteric infections were controlled, the field was cleared for other, more 

obscure microbes to enter and infect their hosts, and, as diagnosis became more tricky 

because the common culprits were gone, doctors turned toward microscopic techniques 

to identify the specific pathogen infecting their patients. 

 

Exploratory and diagnostic surgery 

 Prior to the development of modern surgical techniques, surgery was an 

exceedingly painful and dangerous treatment for a medical intervention, and, out of 

mercy to the patient, was limited to procedures that could be performed quickly such as 

amputations, tooth extractions, and removal of surface growths.  When the general 

anesthetics ether and chloroform came into use in the 1840’s, they offered one obvious 

and immediate benefit for the patient—eliminating the excruciating pain of, for 

example, getting a gangrenous arm amputated—but they had negative long-term effects.  

Because surgery on a quiescent, compliant patient could take longer and involve more 

intricate and deeper incisions than it could on a screaming patient, the patient’s tissue 
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was exposed for a longer period of time to the air and the surgeon’s hands and 

equipment, increasing the probability of infection.  The risk of post-surgical infection, 

always high, became higher, and, with no drugs to control infection, surgical mortality 

actually rose during this period (Bynum et al. 156). 

 Influenced by Pasteur’s early work on the role of airborne “germs” in causing 

putrefaction in living tissue, and noting that carbolic acid, when added to feces, 

rendered the feces sterile of “germs,” Joseph Lister introduced a system for antiseptic 

surgery in 1867.  The results of antiseptic surgery were impressive, and, together with 

the development of aseptic techniques in the 1880’s, the threat of deep infections and 

general sepsis from surgery at least partially abated, surgical survival rates improved, 

and surgery on the body’s three cavities, the abdomen, the thorax, and the cranium, 

began to be undertaken in earnest (159).  For the first time in history, the benefits of 

surgery instead of medical management for certain diseases began to outweigh the risks 

of dying during and after the surgery, and surgery became a popular option for many 

patients.   

 Doctors benefited along with patients from the improvements in surgical 

technique.  With the deep interior of the body now open to the surgeon, doctors and 

surgeons gained a better understanding of healthy and pathological bodily processes 

that the experience of dissecting static cadavers could ever afford.  Operating on sick 

bodies allowed surgeons to determine how sick bodies would appear and would work, 

and this knowledge, along with the promise of safer surgery, meant that exploratory 

surgery was now a possible way for doctors to try to diagnose a puzzling set of 
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symptoms.  For example, an unspecific pain in the abdomen, for which the doctor could 

not determine a cause or for which a cause was suspected by not definitely known, 

could now be investigated surgically allowing the doctor to locate and see the cause 

with his or her own eyes.  The appearance of the diseased organ spoke for itself, without 

the aid of the patient who was unconscious during the entire procedure.  The 

visualization of pathological processes that could now be gained through exploratory 

and diagnostic surgery became persuasive proof of the existence and type of the disease 

from which the patient suffered.   

This diagnostic technique first appeared in doctors’ writing about infant enteric 

disease after dysentery, cholera, and typhoid were brought under control through public 

health measures.  (See appendix for details.)  Doctors began to look for other pathogens 

afflicting their patients.  The theory of focal infections, that is, that infections can start 

in one part of the body and migrate to another without causing general sepsis in the 

patient, was just beginning to be understood.  Tooth decay and dental infections often 

served as focal points for infections elsewhere in the body, and doctors were interested 

in knowing if other focal infection points existed.  For this reason a number of infants 

very ill with acute gastro-enteritis had exploratory surgery done on their ears and 

mastoids, looking for a bacterial connection, possibly E. coli, staphylococcus, or 

streptococcus, between those points and the intestines.  None was found, despite the 

high death toll from these experimental operations.   
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Blood serum agglutination 

 Agglutination refers to the clumping of cells in the presence of an antibody.  In 

microbiology, agglutination refers specifically to the clumping reaction of bacteria in a 

patients’ blood when specific bacterial antigens are introduced.  Agglutination tests, 

which are done on patients’ blood in vitro, generally in a laboratory, offer a quick and 

reliable method of diagnosing what type of bacteria is present.  Agent-specific 

agglutination was discovered in1896 by Herbert Edward Durham and Max von Gruber, 

and became useful in diagnosing enteric diseases later that year when Fernand Widal 

applied Durham and Gruber’s discovery of specific agglutination to develop a serum 

test for typhoid fever, one of the most common and serious disease of the enteric type. 

 Testing serum agglutination was a quick, popular method of diagnosing typhoid 

fever during the years of campaigning for clean water.  Similar to microscopy methods 

of diagnosis, its use diminished after clean water and milk supplies became standard, 

but then increased again when other, less diagnosed diseases began to take the place of 

typhoid, dysentery, and cholera.  (See appendix for details.) 

 

Roentgen-ray diagnostics 

 While diagnostic surgery and agglutination testing offered doctors new ways to 

test for and diagnose disease, and bacterial culturing and staining let doctors see what 

pathogens were growing in and on their patients’ bodies,  these three methods still 

relied on handling “wet” artifacts of the human body, such as blood, feces, and pus.  

Both surgery and agglutination testing required opening up the body of the patient and 
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exposing it to infection as well as risking upsetting the faint-of-heart patient, and 

culturing and staining methods required intensive human handling of rather noxious and 

culturally taboo organic materials.  The development and application to medicine from 

physics of Roentgen rays, or x-rays, must have seemed a promising advance in patient 

care (van Dijck 89).   

Diagnostically, Roentgen rays were put to use almost immediately after their 

discovery in 1895.  They were extremely helpful for doctors faced with severely ill 

infants.  Newborns, their digestive tracts relatively untested, sometimes were born with 

mechanical defects of the intestinal organs which might cause symptoms that mimicked 

those of other enteric diseases.  Roentgengrams worked best for diagnosing enteric 

mechanical problems or physical defects, few of which have diarrhea as their 

symptoms, hence the low number of diagnoses which depended on roentgengrams.  

Most likely, doctors would see a case of mucous diarrhea and exclude mechanical 

obstruction or physical defect as a source of the diarrhea since something was getting 

through.  Other doctors realized that some ulcers could cause problems in the lower 

gastro-intestinal tract, and those are the diagnoses that we see spike in graph four:  

ulcerative colitis.  (See appendix for details.) 

   

Epidemiology 

 Epidemiology, from the Greek “the study of what is upon the people,” differs 

from the clinical practice of medicine in that clinical medicine is concerned with 

individual health while epidemiology is concerned with the health of an entire 
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population.  Epidemiology has its origins in the Scientific Revolution in the 18th century 

(“History of Epidemiology”).   The science of epidemiology and statistics differed 

greatly from the clinical practice of medicine.  Epidemiology is a macroscopic medical 

science concerned with large populations rather than individuals and the tiny microbes 

that invade them.  The identity of a causative agent in an epidemic, from the 

epidemiological point of view, became unimportant.  What became important instead 

were understanding routes of transmission, who became ill and who did not, and, 

therefore, the risk factors for the disease.  Knowing these three things, epidemiologists 

and public health officials could adjust public policy, the arrangement of public works, 

and make appeals for popular behavior change in an effort to stop a disease—all 

without the benefit of a microscope or Petri dish.  Thus, diagnoses in epidemiology took 

the human body as a nominal starting point and instead worked at a level far beyond it.  

Nevertheless, public health interventions to stop disease were dramatically effective, as 

we shall see.  

 The golden years of contagious-epidemic epidemiology came during the years 

of agitation for sanitary reform, that is, roughly 1900 to World War I (Tomes 100-103).  

Epidemiologists uncovered the common sources of disease for many communities and 

suggested effective reforms to prevent disease recurrence and reduce mortality.  World 

War I brought another set of concerns, and the focus did not turn again to epidemiology 

until well after the war, when enough doctors noticed that infants and young children 

still suffered from acute enteritis.  It was at this time that a seemingly new disease that 

we will turn to in a moment began to make the rounds of neonatal wards across the 
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country, infecting only the youngest children.  That old standby for inadequate 

laboratory diagnosis, epidemiology, was not used in diagnosing this disease.  

Epidemiology had turned its attention elsewhere, towards chronic, non-infectious 

diseases in the late 1930’s, when these pediatricians perhaps needed its help the most 

(Gerstman), and medical doctors were eager to reclaim lost territory.  Doctors were not 

trained or equipped to do epidemic analysis on these outbreaks, and so the epidemics 

raged on, undiagnosed and untreated, taking at times nearly 50% of the infants in any 

given nursery.  The study of epidemiology is the study of disease writ large, too large, 

perhaps, to be read on the bodies of the tiny babies in neonatal wards.  (See appendix 

for details.) 

 

Understanding the persistence of narrative in diagnostic medical writing 

 As with differential and microscopic diagnoses, case studies and medical 

narratives tend to be used during periods of confusion because of their ability to carry a 

large amount of information in a small, well-organized space.  While roentgengrams, 

agglutination tests, and exploratory surgery are valuable diagnostic tools, they can 

provide only one snapshot of a certain, limited period of time in one circumscribed part 

or organ of the body.  They also work best as a one-step confirmation process:  yes, the 

intestine is twisted; no, the Widal test for typhoid is negative; yes, the gall bladder is 

infected.  Differential, microscopic and epidemiological diagnosis, and case study 

reporting, on the other hand, provide a look at changes in the body (or population) over 

time, they can range over wide areas of the human body (or geographic area), and do 
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not ask simple yes/no questions but rather incorporate into themselves any number of 

other question-asking tests.   Thus, they are all well-suited to diagnosis in times of 

uncertainty.  Since diagnosis is an uncertain proposition, reliance on narratives remains 

high all around but especially peaks during those times we have already discussed:  

when understanding the social causes of typhus, cholera, and dysentery; when children 

continue to die from diarrhea despite having access to clean water and milk; when a 

new, non-visualizable pathogen attacks newborns in their cradles. 

 Quoting Jerome Bruner, D. M. Ryfe states that stories make “complicated issues 

‘into the particulars of experience, and…locate the experience in time and 

place’….That is to say, stories make issues amenable to human understanding” (Ryfe 

77).  When faced with confusing symptomology, obscure etiology, and uncertain 

prognoses, narratives provide doctors a way for information to be sorted into 

meaningful parcels, with the hope that narrator’s experience can shine a light on the 

paths of those who are following him or her.  Such is the case in the following article, 

published in the April 4, 1936 edition of JAMA, which details a case of infectious 

newborn diarrhea in a hospital’s neonatal ward.  An epidemic had taken hold of a 

hospital’s neonatal ward, and thirteen of the thirty-two newborns who contracted the 

illness died.  The cause of the illness was unclear, as in some infants it manifested in 

both respiratory and intestinal symptoms—suggesting direct, incidental, or no 

relationship between some infants’ dual infections of the lungs and of the bowels.  

Furthermore, no bacterial cultures could be grown from the many tissue and excreta 

samples taken; serum agglutination tests revealed nothing.  Worse, the epidemic 
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somehow managed to spread, infecting 74% of the infants in the ward, despite the 

attendants and doctors having taken standard sanitary precautions which, until then, had 

always halted epidemics.  Somehow, this particular disease managed to break through 

those precautions, suggesting that it employed an until-now unheard-of route of 

contagion.  The epidemic—its causes, modes of transmission, and means of 

prevention—remained a mystery.  The case narratives which accompany the article do 

little to clarify the illness, despite their inclusion of many forms of modern diagnostic 

tests, as the following example shows: 

CASE 2 (died)—R., a boy, was a normal full term baby, weighing 7 

pounds 14 ounces (3.572 Gm.) at birth.  After a initial loss of 12 ounces 

(341 Gm.) he gained weight for two days and then remained stationary at 

7 pounds 6 ounces until the onset of diarrhea at the age of 15 days.  On 

this day he lost 12 ounces (340 Gm.) and had an elevation of temperature 

to 102.6 F.  He had seven loose,watery, greenish, acid stools.  The 

temperature was 100 the following day and afterward varied from 100 to 

98.6.  A bilateral myringotomy was performed two days after the onset 

of illness.  No exudates was noticed at first, but two days afterward a 

mucoid discharge was seen in the left ear.  The patient did not respond to 

the routine treatment and began to vomit.  A starvation periodwas 

instituted, a stomach lavage was done and fluids were given by 

hypodermoclysis.  Following this procedure the baby retained 

alternatively small quantities of protein milk and saline solution.  On the 
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third day of illness, signs of bronchopneumonia were elicited over the 

left lobe.  His general condition was critical.  Oxygen therapy was 

instituted.  The pneumonia subsequently migrated to the right upper lobe.  

Extreme cyanosis, pallor and marked respiratory embarrassment, with 

terminal pulmonary edema then followed.  There was a loss in weight of 

26 ounces (737 Gm.).  A postmortem examination revealed bilateral 

bronchopneumonia, parenchymatous degeneration of the liver, heart, and 

kidneys, and an acute splenitis, while the gasto-intestinal tract showed no 

characteristic changes.  (Barenberg, Levy, and Grand 1258) 

The information in this passage is dense.  In just a few inches of text (in its 

original form), we learn the boy’s gender, his age, and his excellent health at birth and 

for the first two weeks of his life.  We learn of the diagnostic techniques that were used, 

unsuccessfully, to diagnose the illness:  temperature taking, weighing, exploratory 

surgery.  Thanks to the temporality of case studies, we get a detailed timeline of events 

which strongly suggests causality, from the onset of the diarrheal portion of the illness, 

to the signs of an ear infection, to the pneumonia which the narrator called “terminal,” 

suggesting its role in the infant’s death.  Indeed, the author suggests in the article’s 

“Summary” that this disease is primarily pulmonary in origin, not enteric, since the 

damage to the lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, and spleen was substantial, but damage to the 

intestines almost nil (1260).  We find in this case study what Debra Journet noted is one 

of the effects of narrative:  “…the selection of ‘significant’ events and the arrangement 

of those events into a ‘significant’ sequence, the principle of ‘significance’ being the 
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writer’s way of imposing meaning on experience” (Journet  448).  In this narrative, in 

the absence of conclusive diagnostic aids, the doctors order the evidence to suggest 

strongly their vision of disease causality and thus etiology, ordering events to fill gaps 

in certainty left by inconclusive diagnostic tests. 

As Judy Z. Segal notes, “Discourse fills the space that certainty in medicine 

leaves unoccupied” (75).  When the disease does not speak clearly, when the diagnostic 

technologies cannot translate, and when the attending doctor chooses to put his or her 

experience out for public discussion, many voices can fill the certitude gap.  There are 

certitude gaps in this case study that leave room for varying interpretations and offer a 

chance for continuing dialogue among the readers of this journal.  For example, the 

causal chain suggested by the authors can be disrupted by noting that the ear infection, a 

sign strongly suggestive of a respiratory infection, did not occur until two days after the 

ear drum was opened surgically.  Secondary bacteria or viruses could have been 

introduced into the ear at the time which could have caused the ear infection and 

possibly the pulmonary infection as well.  The causal chain can also be disrupted by 

noting that the infant appeared to be recovering from the intestinal infection, holding 

down small amounts of milk and an electrolyte solution, the day before any signs of 

pneumonia were noticed, again suggesting that the diseases are of separate etiologies.  

The causality suggested by the doctor can also be questioned by comparing this case 

study with the other included in the article, this one of a child who survived.  This child 

displayed the intestinal illness but not the pulmonary one, suggesting that the two 

illnesses are, in fact, separate.  These three points of potential rupture in the causal chain 
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suggest that the seeming unity and coherence of the doctors’ interpretation of the course 

of disease in this child is far from comprehensive or unquestionable.  The narrative 

structure of this report admits the contingency of its diagnosis, its “shifting, incoherent, 

indeterminant” nature” (Scott 117) that marks it as a rhetorical situation and allows for 

other voices to enter. 

 A series of articles written between 1935 and 1938 demonstrate how “certitude 

gaps” in rhetorical situations were filled by clinical voices that provided not just 

different diagnoses but suggested different professional formation.  In this series of 

articles, doctors struggled to understand the causes and methods of transmission of 

different diarrheal epidemic which seemed to strike only newborns and which had a 

mortality rate between 50% (Best 1156) and 74% (Barenberg et al. 1257).  While the 

medical community at the time certainly realized that children are prone to some 

diseases more than others, knowledge of the pathologic behaviors of bacteria and other 

infectious agents was advanced enough by 1935 so that most doctors would have agreed 

that the existence of an infectious disease that only strikes babies younger than three 

weeks old was highly unlikely.  A commentator on one article, Dr. Hugh L. Dwyer, said 

as much:  “It is difficult to conceive of an infectious agent having any such respect for 

age periods in early life” (Rice et al. 480).  To accept the claim that there was a new 

pathogenic agent that strikes only those at a certain stage in life and that that stage in 

life only lasts for three or four weeks, would be tantamount to returning to the 

nineteenth-century conception of disease as a disruption of an individual’s health 

caused by the alchemy of an unhealthful environment and the victim’s unique 
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constitution.  It would require a doctor to turn his or her back on a half-century of 

tremendous advances in the understanding of contagious diseases—that microbes do not 

discriminate, that they strike where they can, that cholera infantum is not a disease 

unique to children but merely the general gastroenteritis from which all people suffer—

advances in knowledge for which physicians were rightfully proud.  It should not be 

surprising, then, that these articles’ authors wanted better to understand this seemingly 

new disease.  

 For the disease’s clinical description, the authors emphasized the unified 

presentation of the disease both within New York City and in cities as far away as 

Chicago, Edinburgh, and Garches, France.   Best describes “loose, watery, yellowish 

stools” that develop suddenly in a healthy newborn.  Sudden, severe symptoms lead to 

as much as one pound of weight lost in a day; quickly the “healthy nursling” becomes a 

“markedly dehydrated and marantic infant in shock” (1156).  Greenberg and Wronker 

emphasized the clinical aspects of the illness:  diarrhea, weight loss, food refusal, 

vomiting, restlessness, dehydration (564).  Barenberg described “a syndrome 

characterized by a sudden onset of diarrhea, slight fever, dehydration, complicating of 

the ear and respiratory tract and a high mortality” (1256).  Rice gave an excruciatingly 

detailed account of the sufferings of its victims:   

It is next observed that the baby has had a characteristic very watery 

yellow stool, less frequently yellowish brown or greenish, containing no 

mucus, pus or blood….The general appearance of the baby soon changes 

from that of a previously healthy nursling to that of a markedly 
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dehydrated and marantic infant in shock….weight losses amounting to as 

much as a pound or more within a period of twenty-four hours may be 

noted….In brief, the clinical picture is that of an acute intestinal 

toxicosis, probably of primary origin, accompanied by watery yellow 

stools, abdominal distention, severe degrees of dehydration, rapid  

weight loss, little or no temperature reactions expect terminally or with 

the occurrence of secondary complications, and marked toxicity, 

drowsiness and shock.  Vomiting occurs infrequently.  Blood, mucus or 

pus in the stools and early fever are not usual features of the disorder.  

Neurologic signs and symptoms are rare.  (478) 

Thus, the audience could imagine what the disease looks like, could almost imagine the 

body of the disease, if such a thing could exist.  The authors have created a verbal body 

analogous to that W. Hammonds 1617 wood cutting of “The Wound Man,” a picture of 

a man impaled with various swords and arrows designed to help the earlier physician 

diagnosis and treat injuries (Tebeaux 182).  In this article the audience is confronted 

instead with a verbal picture of “The Epidemic Baby,” and invited to compare the 

epidemics they have seen in their own practices against the symptoms displayed in this 

baby’s body.  

 The reason for the authors’ emphasis on clinical symptoms becomes 

understandable when we see that there was no other way to define the disease.  

Barenberg’s and Rice’s articles mentioned the failure of agglutination testing to reveal 

the cause of this mysterious disease.  All of the authors recounted using epidemiological 
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methods to identify and control the disease, but all failed.  Barenberg and Greenberg 

and Wronker described instituting standard epidemic control methods and watching the 

disease continue to spread unabated (Barenberg et al. 1258, Greenberg and Wronker 

563-4).  Rice and Best compared characteristics of those afflicted by the disease to try 

to uncover the cause or mode of transmission, but this approach proved fruitless 

because no differences were found between sick and well babies (Rice et al. 477-478, 

Best 1155-1156).  Bacteriological analysis also proved futile as many pathologic 

organisms were cultured from sick babies, but a common pathogen shared by all 

affected babies and not isolated from well babies could not be identified (Best 1156, 

Greenberg and Wronker 564-565, Rice et al. 479, Barenberg et al. 1156). 

 Therefore, the question of what was killing these babies remained unanswered.  

Current laboratory diagnostic methods were unable to account for the disease.  These 

“conclusive” tests were inconclusive—while according to these tests’ negative results 

these babies were well, in truth the infants were dying in very high numbers.  Because 

doctors could not provide “definitive” answers, each postulated his own causal theory, 

couched in narrative.  Barenberg’s group presented two case studies, one favorable and 

one fatal, in which the infants and course of illness did not vary in any significant way 

but one:  in the fatal case, the child developed pulmonary symptoms, while in the 

favorable case the lungs remained healthy (1256-1257).  Is the reader to assume that the 

authors are suggesting that the outcome of this disease is partially determined or 

complicated by a pulmonary infection?  In fact, that argument is brought up in the very 

final sentence of the article in the summary:  “9. The finding of pneumonia with 
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mononucleotic infiltration in the absence of any intestinal lesion suggests the possibility 

of a virus infection” (1260).  This novel conclusion, however, was only suggested 

previously in the case study, four pages earlier.  Greenberg and Wronker, in the case 

study of the disease as it occurred in their hospital, used epidemic to argue for 

substantial procedural changes in the way hospitals’ new-born nurseries are run (565-

566).  Best used the failure of diagnostic technique to argue for the existence of an 

organism which is pathologic only to newborns (1156), while Rice’s group constructed 

their own hospital’s experience as a case narrative, purporting to deal only in “facts,” 

and use large frameworks of inquiry standard in the medical field and familiar to their 

audience to make the claim that this disease that strikes “solely…[the] new-born” (475) 

and is in fact a new disease.  Thus, in the absence of a “definitive” diagnosis of this 

syndrome, and in four articles that take great pains to highlight the failures of scientific 

diagnosis, doctors deploy case narratives that buttress their very own unique theories 

about this disease, its etiology, and its prevention, generating continual clinical 

discourse, arguing for new professional standards and proposing new diseases when the 

scientific discourse is silent. 

Gaps in certitude—discursive spaces—are moments of opportunity or kairos in 

medical narratives formed by the failure of microscopy, agglutination testing, 

roentgengrams, and exploratory surgery to produce certain results; and are moments in 

which the most persuasive narrative has the best chance of moving its audience.  As 

Judy Z. Segal noted, the stethoscope’s moment of kairos was during the tuberculosis 

epidemic (29).  Inconclusive diagnoses and etiology created a contingent space where 
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the stethoscope’s narrative for tuberculosis—the particular wheezes and coughs of the 

consumptive patient made audible by a stethoscope’s amplification—became 

particularly compelling for doctors.  A similar situation occurred in the diagnosis of 

infantile diarrhea at the turn of the twentieth century.  Diagnostic tools could only do so 

much and fell short much of the time in determining the etiology of this puzzling and 

often fatal disease.  The case narratives that doctors told to each other continuously 

generated discursive and kairotic spaces because these case narratives left open gaps in 

diagnostic certitude, inviting competing discourse and “better,” more persuasive 

answers, which, significantly for this study, were spoken in the discourse of 

clinicians—words and stories rather than numbers, graphs, or symbols.  These verbally-

based narratives which, remember, clinicians employed when pointing out the faults of 

scientific diagnostics, became, then, something like a political statement of professional 

solidarity and identity, enacting Mumby’s observation that ideology and power 

structures are principally constructed and expressed through narrative (Mumby 1987).  

Their form—verbal, narrative—and function—pointing out where their competitors 

failed—worked epideictically by reinforcing and reproducing the clinical values of 

observation, intuition, and personal contact. 

 Discourse rushes in to fill spaces of emptiness and perceived instability in 

meaning.  In medicine, those unstable discursive spaces are often ones in which 

diagnoses are being attempted, diagnoses often stymied by the uniqueness of bodies, 

microbes, symptoms, and prognoses.  The voice of the attending doctor, of an audience 

of doctors, of the seemingly certain results of diagnostic technologies, and of medical 
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tradition and scientific innovation seek to translate and explain disease, perpetuating 

themselves through the discursive opportunities offered by the contingency inherent in 

case studies, a contingency inherent in the suffering, unspeaking body with its 

fundamentally unsharable pain. 
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Chapter Three 

Doctors and the Divine Will Narrative 

 

CAUSAL NARRATIVES OF ILLNESS IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

 In Franz Kafka’s short story “In the Penal Colony,” a character named only the 

Traveler witnesses a horrific device:  a writing machine consisting of a cotton-wool 

covered bed to which a condemned man is strapped, with a designer that functions as a 

kind of master-computer to a clear glass harrow that inscribes a prisoner’s sentence onto 

his body.  The harrow’s transparency and built-in water-jets rinse away the blood, 

allowing on-lookers to read and understand the elegant script of the sentence carved 

over and over into the body of the condemned.  The beauty of this method of execution, 

the Officer points out to the Traveler, is that after six hours of this torture, the prisoner, 

in a flash of insight, comprehends both the sentence, handed down by the court, which 

is being inscribed onto his body, and the magnitude of his crime; after six hours, during 

which the prisoner is fully cognizant of his transgression, the prisoner dies.  Kafka’s 

story, of course, works on many levels, from criticizing faceless and heartless 

bureaucracies that dehumanize their human participants, to disapproving of pointless 

obedience (the man was executed for failing to salute the Officer’s door every hour), to 

questioning justice and mercy.  But what interests me about this story is its assumption, 
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an assumption that at some level makes sense to the story’s readers and which the story 

questions in some points, that moral failings which are solely cognitive constructs 

eventually and logically manifest themselves in physical pain and even death.   

 The simple plot, that action A results in status B, is a causal narrative explaining 

continuity and disruption.  Jerome Bruner explains the emplotting of change as a 

“narrative gift [that] seems to be our natural way of using language for characterizing 

those deviations for the expected state of things that characterize living in a human 

culture” (85).  One way to approach causality is by looking at it in terms of assigning 

causes or etiology to something that has already occurred, that is, by working backward 

rather than by working forward to predict what might happen.  In A Grammar of 

Motives, Kenneth Burke explains a method for analyzing and categorizing how people 

assign causes, or motives, to what they have observed, that is, in Burke’s words, 

understanding how people talk about “what people do and why they do it” (Burke, 

“Grammar” xv).   Burke argues that there is a grand structure behind how all people, 

consciously or unconsciously, understand and categorize motives, whether they focus 

on acts (what took place), scene (the act’s background), agent (who or what kind of 

person performed the act), agency (the means or instrument that performed the act) and 

purpose.  People may attribute motives or power to things or people from these five 

different standpoints or from midpoints between them.  There can also be sliding and 

instability between the different perspectives.  Burke’s method of analysis, dramatism, 

can provide a method of describing how people see and explain the world, and at times 

it can  predict their reaction to it.  In the doctors’ narratives discussed in this and the 
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following chapter, conflict and instability are embodied in various moral and medical 

narratives whose assorted actors are posited as God, fate, doctors, germs, parents, and 

intangible systems of human behavior.  These agents are seen as performing actions of 

commission or omission with beneficent or maleficent purposes by virtue of the power 

and resources they possess.  The scene for the stories is described variously as the home 

or the hospital, but the scene can also be under a microscope, in a popular magazine 

article, or in hearts and minds.  But while the particulars of each narrative vary in 

dependent relations to each other, the motive of each narrative remains the same:  to 

explain what makes people sick. Furthermore, as we shall see, that to which doctors 

attribute the causes or motives of disease has real-world implications for who is treated 

and how they are treated. 

The idea that transgression divinely and inevitably results in physical corruption 

and is written on the body by the hand of God, so to say, is far from new.  God 

announced to Adam and Eve that because of their sin in eating the forbidden fruit, their 

lives would no longer be eternal, and they would return to the dust from which they 

were made (Gen. 3:19).  That the flesh is heir to corruption because of sin is also one of 

the central tenets of Christianity:  “For he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap 

corruption; but he that soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting” (Gal. 

6:8).  More recently, Susan Sontag has examined current constructions of the link 

between morality and illness in Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors.  

When illness is treated as a metaphor, one imagines that a person’s character and 

morality can be seen on the body, in the face, and especially on the corpse.  Arguments 
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that personal ethics and morals determine health present a compelling divine narrative 

of the causes of disease, one that reveals a tension between agent and act:  while an act, 

sin, caused the disease, the act provoked the agent, God, to manifest the sin in the 

person’s body.  The agency, or causal factor, of the disease is not important; that is, the 

specific means and pathology are not understood and do not need to be understood, and 

the purpose of the illness does not vary.  It is simply God’s retribution for the 

transgression.  The cure for the disease, therefore, focuses logically on fundamentally 

changing and righting this situation by not sinning anymore (action) as a way to please 

God (actor). 

While many people accepted the causal narrative that divine will and divine 

punishment caused disease and death and deprived them of their loved ones, others 

formed more prosaic narratives that provided a secular explanation for disease.  The 

ancient Greek physician Hippocrates’s narrative argued that an imbalance of the four 

humors in the body caused disease, and that imbalance could be righted by a 

physician’s therapeutics to cure the disease; the writings of the first-century Greek 

physician Galen on the humors provided the basis for the practice of Renaissance 

medicine and health through the nineteenth century.  The nineteenth-century medical 

theory of miasmas, that bad vapors caused disease, provided a later secular narrative for 

disease and death, a narrative explained by scene—that is, the illness is caused by the 

background situation or location, usually this was a swamp, forest, or filthy city street.  

Starting in the late 1870’s, the germ theory of disease propagated by Lister, Koch, 

Pasteur, and the other new bacteriologists provided a modern narrative that explained 
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what caused disease, a narrative more in keeping with the discoveries and capabilities of 

modern technology that were discussed in the previous chapter.  Germ theories of 

disease returned to the agent-centered explanation for disease causes, except that this 

time the agents were microscopic germs rather than a transcendent God, and the 

purpose of the illness was not divine retribution but something more amorphous and 

random. 

Medical doctors, for the most part, found in the new bacteriological narrative a 

persuasive way to understand many infectious diseases.  Not all of the public, however, 

was so convinced.  Doctors faced resistance from a public which believed that good 

health was a divine gift and not the consequence of a long chain of healthful human 

actions, and who believed that illness was the result of moral, rather than medical, 

transgressions.  For example, doctors’ frustration with public complacency about 

contaminated water supplies or with parents’ resignation to a child’s death when, 

medically speaking, such a death was avoidable colors doctors’ written accounts of their 

medical attempts to improve their patients’ lives.  Doctors saw themselves surrounded 

by darkness on all sides, from the darkness and death that attended bacteria and disease 

to the benighted superstition of their patients’ parents.  Not surprisingly, much doctors’ 

writing utilized heroic tropes of light, illumination, and goodness that contrasted their 

perspective and their methods with those they believed were held by obstructionist 

patients.  Linguistically, doctors appropriated for themselves and the modern 

explanations they had for disease, what Richard Weaver in The Ethics of Rhetoric calls 

God terms, appellations which carry only positive connotations, while they applied to 
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those they viewed as their enemies “devil terms,” words that carry only negative 

connotations.  The propagandistic power of such pairings becomes evident in doctors’ 

discourse as they begin to blame those closest to children for their deaths.  

In many ways, the new bacterial paradigm of disease should have absolved 

parents of some of the blame for their children’s illnesses and deaths.  One would think 

that doctors, aware of the multiplicity of pathological microscopic organisms and their 

complex methods of transmission and infection, would have been as aware as anyone of 

the impossibility of keeping children well indefinitely.  Yet this was not the case for all 

doctors.  Some doctors looked instead to parents as the source of their child’s illness 

and helped to establish large social systems designed to police parents.   

Persuasion is a matter of kairos, and a narrative’s persuasiveness is determined 

by how well it fits the outside situation and aligns with individual beliefs and 

experiences.  This chapter and the following will demonstrate instances of kairos by 

examining doctors’ narratives of disease causality and judging how they change to fit 

increasing scientific knowledge, a more sophisticated patient audience, and the political 

and social climate at the turn of the twentieth century.   

 

DIVINE WILL NARRATIVES  

 The divine will narrative of disease causation holds that something supernatural 

intervenes in human life to mete out divine justice for good and bad behavior.  People 

are punished with disease and suffering for behaving badly, and they are rewarded for 

good behavior with good health, miraculous healings, and divinely inspired doctors.  
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During 1880’s and 1890’s, doctors increasingly and self-consciously identified 

themselves as men of science, and so it is not surprising that many doctors rejected the 

divine will narrative to explain the origin of disease.  When doctors celebrated medical 

progress, however, some did resort to the divine will narrative to lend God’s ethos to 

whatever it was they were extolling, and, more complexly, would accuse some of their 

patients of moral depravity—sin, actually—for  not seeking medical care or for not 

following doctors’ orders for their children.  So, while rejecting the more simple and 

obvious divine will narrative of disease being the result of divine displeasure, some 

doctors embraced a more veiled divine will narrative in which they were the main 

characters in a story of goodness and light, fighting the powers of evil and darkness.  

While the quality of the agent changes in these narratives, figuring variously as God, 

fate, luck, Progress, and the doctor—the focus on the agent’s power to bring about 

disease or maintain health remained central and materially limited doctors’ abilities to 

effectively treat the babies in their care because, ultimately, discrete agents had very 

little to do with the summer complaint.  Focusing doctors’ attention on the agents as the 

source of the problem did not uncover cures or even good methods of prevention.    It 

did, however, create discourse norms which lionized doctors and strengthened their 

claims to professional status. 

 

Death as God’s Will Narrative 

 In their public writing in The Journal of the American Medical Association, 

doctors roundly rejected the divine will narrative that claims that God caused or allowed 
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disease and death to take away the youngest children.  W. D. Haggard, in 1886, while 

speaking to the American Medical Association as the chairman of the Section on 

Diseases of Children, rejected the ghoulish comfort of this narrative: 

When we consider that from one-fourth to one-third of the human family 

die under five years of age, the victims of disease, it seems truly that 

their lives are but as sands upon the shore; their voices are but the 

evening zephyr, that dallies with the leaf for a moment, and passes away 

forever….It may be that it was the original purpose of the divine Creator 

to remove from earth to heaven this large proportion of the human family 

before they reach the age of responsibility.  It may be there is a divine 

graciousness, an appropriateness, a grandeur in the circumstance of the 

death of so many of our race during childhood.  However this may be, 

we who have chosen for our lifework the amelioration of human 

suffering, cannot accept this dogma. (2)   

Haggard utilized pathos to draw his audience’s attention to the suffering of children.  

He imagined childhood as a perilous journey:  “a…passage across the tempestuous sea 

from infancy to childhood, and from childhood to adolescence” (1).  He emphasized the 

large number of childhood deaths and combined that emphasis with reflections on the 

fragility of a child’s life. 

 But, Haggard emphasized again, children were not meant to die.  He invited his 

audience to look in with him on the very private horror of a mother who is losing her 

child:  
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What language can depict the anguish of a mother, as she lingers over 

the couch of a stricken child, and earnestly entreats the doctor to rescue 

her treasure from the ravages of death?...Bright hopes and fond 

anticipations surround the cradle at early morn, the shadows of death 

gather over it at noon, and in the evening its occupant is a withered 

flower; the rosy cheek has changed to marble whiteness, “the silver cord 

is loosed, the golden bowl is broken, and the spirit returns to the God 

who gave it.” (2) 

Haggard’s role here is that of the master surgeon in the surgical theater pointing out to 

his students how disease has ravaged both the young patient’s body and its mother’s 

soul.  The audience was not invited to imagine themselves as the mother—the imagery 

gives that away, because what bereaved mother could ever imagine the death of her 

child in those baroque terms?  Instead the audience was invited to follow Haggard’s 

assured narration as he described the devastation of this disease, a vivid, sentimental 

narrative in which the bereaved mother was not at all comforted and made spiritually 

stronger by the thought that her beloved child has been spared earthly suffering, as the 

divine narrative suggests, but was spiritually broken by the loss.  In Haggard’s 

dramatism, the mother’s pious action did not influence the agent in the expected way, 

which Haggard exploited to debunk this causal narrative. 

 Haggard seemed to identify the true believers of divine will narrative as other 

doctors.  Haggard began his address with flattery and compliments to his colleagues, 

such as by addressing them as  
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guardians of the health and lives of the people….We live in an age of 

progress, characterized by the most effective effort that has ever been put 

forth to place a proper estimate upon the value of life, to increase its 

duration, and to elevate humanity to the highest standards of physical, 

mental and moral grandeur.  (1) 

Haggard, however, suggested that children’s medicine has been an afterthought to those 

who study health:  “It is true that every advance or discovery in scientific medicine has 

reflected progress on pediatrics, which has been indirectly benefited by the outcome of 

these improvements” (1, emphasis mine).  He utilized religious tropes related to 

children in an effort to persuade his audience that not only are children’s lives 

important, they are divine: 

Children typify the kingdom of heaven.  They are the embodiment of all 

that is Godlike in man and beautiful in creation—the mystic link of 

holiness which unites man with the angels.  (2) 

The argument Haggard made here, in which he encouraged his audience to act rightly 

toward children because of children’s connection to God, was an acknowledgement that 

children might not be as valued as they should be (Fahnestock 3).  If they were already 

highly valued, Haggard would not need to argue for their importance to God; in fact, he 

would not even have to make this speech.  Furthermore, Haggard argued that doctors’ 

disregard for infant life was reflected in the lack of medical attention to children.  He 

asserted that 
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I need not stop to discuss the fact that the diseases of children have been 

most sadly, if, indeed, not most culpably neglected, from the earliest 

records of medicine to the present time. (1) 

To properly value infant life, Haggard advised that pediatrics  

should enlist the most earnest attention of every member of the 

profession.  I trust, therefore, that it will not be in vain that I bespeak 

your indulgence while I enter a plea for the fuller recognition of this 

branch of our work.  (1, emphases mine) 

I would like to pause for a moment to consider Haggard’s two most salient 

persuasive moves in the previous section:  flattery and striking (if to modern eyes 

slightly mawkish) imagery.  Unlike other papers published in JAMA whose ostensible 

purpose was to inform their readers of new observations and discoveries, Haggard’s 

paper was the script of a ceremonial speech given to convene the Association’s annual 

meeting.  Its audience would not be specialists in the field of pediatrics but rather 

doctors from all kinds of practices, and Haggard’s alleged goal was to celebrate the 

whole group, its achievements, and medical progress in general.  But Haggard did 

advance his own claims—to raise the status of pediatrics—by exploiting emotional 

warrants his audience would be likely to accept:  doctors are good because they are 

heroic, self-sacrificing people; medicine is good because it is a noble profession; 

motherhood is sacred; and Christian spiritual strength is a goal of life.  His argument, 

that pediatrics should be brought to the forefront of medical research, was deontological 

in its action in that it attempts to raise the value of one thing—pediatrics—by attaching 
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it to values its audience already holds:  their own greatness and the greatness of 

medicine; the gruesome spectacle of death and suffering; divinity.  Haggard’s solution 

to the problem of infant mortality was to change the divine will narrative in which many 

doctors appeared to believe, that is, that some babies—one out of every three or four—

were destined to die, by switching out the divine agent in the narrative for a human 

one—the doctor.  Haggard’s narrative suggested that all human life, even the youngest, 

was valuable to the Creator, and that pediatric specialists would work alongside the 

Creator to preserve young life, or, more radically, would replace the divine Creator who 

appeared to have absconded, to become, if not the divine Creator of life, at least deified 

Sustainers of it.   

In chapter four of The New Rhetoric, Chaïm Perelman calls a rhetorical 

maneuver such as Haggard’s the “transformation” of “philosophical pairs,” that is, the 

overturning of hierarchical pairs of seemingly natural terms.  Regarding the reversal of 

such philosophical pairs, Perelman notes that within a discourse only “one or two” of 

these pairs will be the object of the reversal effort because the reversal works only when 

the reversed pair is set in an otherwise accepted context (426).  Thus, in Haggard’s 

article, only one philosophical pair is transformed:  that which equates God’s will and 

infant death transforms into a pair that equates God’s will and infant life.  The narrative 

context of the pair is kept intact, maintaining the larger symbolic context of the 

philosophical pair and limiting the viewpoints from which the problem of infant 

mortality can be regarded.  While the problem of infant mortality does not quite seem so 

bleak when god-like doctors are in control of the situation rather than an indifferent or 
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cruel God, doctors are not gods and to ascribe god-like powers to them and hope for a 

cure is avoiding rather than confronting the problem. So while the agent changed, the 

limiting agent-centered narrative persisted.  

Unlike Haggard, whose article appeared in 1886 and who implicated his fellow 

doctors in believing that some infants died because God meant them to die, doctors after 

the turn of the century identified the true-believers of the divine will narrative as the 

parents and laity who care for babies.  For example, by the time Samuel W. Kelley 

wrote “Observations on Malformations of the Rectum and Imperforate Anus,” 

published in JAMA in 1907, pediatrics was a well-established profession:  Kelley was a 

professor of diseases of children, the surgeon-in-chief at Holy Cross Home for Crippled 

Children, and “pediatrist” and orthopedist at St. Clair Hospital.   “Observations” is a 

striking article and very different from the Haggard article.  Unlike Haggard’s article, in 

Kelley’s article the importance of the pediatrician is not questioned; it is not even 

mentioned.  Rather, it is taken for granted, reflecting the increased professionalism the 

medical profession had undergone in the previous twenty years.  The epideictic qualities 

Haggard’s article do not appear in Kelley’s article because the occasions were different:  

Haggard’s article was originally a keynote address opening the annual AMA 

convention; Kelley’s article was originally a how-to paper read to fellow pediatricians 

at the fifty-eighth annual session of the AMA in the Section on Diseases of Children.  

Kelley’s article assumed that its audience shared not only its values but the same 

professional knowledge and surgical skills, as its first sentence read, “I shall…pass by 

history and classifications and also the simple cases…which are comparatively easily 
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managed” (1979).  Thus, the form and content of Kelley’s article suggest that many of 

the concerns in Haggard’s article have been resolved:  pediatrics was an established 

profession with its own literature, knowledge, and methods, reflecting a new value on 

infant life within this sub-profession and within the medical profession as a whole.  At 

least for doctors, the conclusion to the divine will narrative had been successfully 

manipulated:  the proper ending to infant life is never death but rather life and health. 

Kelley’s article was structured around four case narratives which involved an 

unusual gastro-intestinal birth defect:  a malformation of the rectum so severe that the 

anus was absent at birth; the opening where it should be was instead smooth, unmarked 

skin.  Kelley’s article described surgical interventions to correct this deformity, and 

only one case narrative, the first, resolved successfully.  In the remaining three 

narratives the child died, but not, however, because of doctors’ indifference or 

unwillingness to operate.  The doctors, in fact, were described as acting rather 

heroically, the doctors in the first unsuccessful narrative “ma[king] an attempt” despite 

the “distension of the abdomen [being] pitiful…[and] the entire surface of the 

infant…purple” (1979).  The situation was so grave for the child that Kelley decided to 

do an emergency operation at the child’s home.  In the second unsuccessful case, Kelley 

“persuaded” the parents to take their three-day-old son to the hospital and performed a 

delicate, time-consuming operation on him, guarding him from shock with hot water 

bags and “all possible protection,” deciphering the extent and form of the malformation 

simply by touch, carefully reconstructing the tissue to make a “very good” artificial 

anus, and giving him brandy, water, and coffee after the operation to revive him (1980).  
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The parents and midwife took the infant home immediately after the surgery was 

completed.  In the case of the third unsuccessful narrative, the shortest by far, of an 

infant with a severe skull deformity in addition to its rectal deformity—its “forehead 

was wedge-shaped, the frontal bones meeting at an acute angle” (1981)—we know only 

that doctors proposed an operation that was declined:  “No operation and no 

postmortem were allowed” (ibid).   

When the doctors initially saw these children, they saw promise, although each 

child eventually died as a result of this deformity. In the case of the first death, the 

infant was “fairly plump, and well-formed, excepting [the anal deformity]” (1979).  

After the surgery Kelley said, “[t]he infant stood the operation nicely and appeared 

relieved” (1980).  In the second narrative Kelley did not see the infant until its third day 

of life.  It had not nursed, drunk water, or passed meconium or any other stool.   Kelley 

described the appearance of the infant as “rather under the average size and weight.   

His abdomen was greatly distended and tympanitic.  He was feeble and apathetic,” all 

of which Kelley attributed to the child not eating or drinking for three days (ibid).  The 

third child was the only exception in this series of cases, it being described as “a very 

puny child” (1981).  There was no sense, in any of these cases, however, that the 

children were meant to die or would be better off dead.   

In fact, the narrative that the children were destined to die seems to be coming 

from the parents themselves.  In the case of the first child, the morning after the 

apparently successful surgery, “the parents refused to allow even an examination.  With 

great effort we obtained the privilege of looking at it without removing it from the bed 
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at the mother’s side” (1980).  The baby was in obvious distress and needed medical 

attention, and Kelley described his intervention:  “Dr. Crowe and I expended our 

combined logic and eloquence on the parents.  They were absolutely obdurate against 

further interference.  The babe died that evening, thirty-two hours after operation” 

(ibid).  Regretfully, we are not told why the parents refused follow-up medical care for 

their son, but perhaps even if we did hear their explanation we would be unsatisfied 

with it, resisting as it did both the medical logic of the time and modern medical ethics 

which value prolonging infant life by medical interventions and which do not consider a 

repairable physical deformity a counter-indication to life.   In the case of the second 

child, the reason for the parents’ reluctance to have their child treated is told, and the 

reason mirrors precisely the divine will narrative: 

The parents were of the opinion that God never intended that the child 

should live or He wouldn’t have made it that way, and they were very 

anxious He should take it off their hands.  The [female, folk] midwife 

declared that no such child ought to live and she knew this one would 

not.  (1980) 

The doctor ascribed questionable motives to the parents’ resignation to their child’s 

fate, calling them “very anxious” for the child to pass and saying that he mentioned 

their opinions “to indicate the kind of care it was getting and was likely to get” (ibid).  

He suggested that this motive was the reason that immediately after the operation, “[t]he 

parents insisted on taking him home at once, on a wintry day, and the nurse [midwife], 

who staked her reputation on a prediction that he would not live, carried him off.  He 
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died in fifteen hours” (ibid).  In the third narrative, as I quoted earlier, no operation was 

even allowed (1981).   

These descriptions of the parents’ divine will narratives are telling in that they 

reflect how much the accepted medical narrative of disease and death had changed.  In 

Haggard’s article, forbearing acquiescence to a child’s death was the acceptable 

response to the manifestation of “divine graciousness,…appropriateness,…grandeur” in 

the death of a child, while doctors’ fight to save infant life was the renegade response 

(2).  In Kelley’s article, such resignation on the part of the parents equaled neglect if not 

something even more cruel, criminal, or evil.  (A midwife letting one of the infants she 

delivered die so that she could maintain her reputation?  How could such an action not 

result in a criminal charge?)  Yet such a resigned response to the fate of a severely 

deformed and ill child would have been the appropriate and logical response to 

someone living under the divine will narrative of infant life:  A child is born; God 

chooses some of those children to live and some to die; this child is one that will die; 

this child died because it was God’s will that it should suffer no longer on this earth.  

This once noble and comforting narrative, however, is out-dated in a world of ether, 

aseptic surgery, and skilled surgeons.  It becomes instead a narrative of cruelty, neglect, 

and possible murder, of parents who refuse to listen to common sense, of unfeeling, 

ignorant parents who snatch their child off of the warm operating table and out from 

under the tender hands of the surgeon and whisk him out into a cold winter day, an 

abduction that will cost the child his life.  Yet one thing remained the same:  this new 

narrative retained the formal dramatic structure of earlier divine will narratives in that 
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agents were still held responsible for the outcome of an illness.  While in earlier 

narratives there was a tension between the agent, God, and the acts or sins which 

brought about the sufferer’s fate, in this transformation of the narrative the tension lays 

between competing agents—doctors and parents—and the acts of obedience or 

submission the parents perform.  In these doctors’ narratives, the parents were cast quite 

clearly as the criminal agents of their children’s deaths because of their refusal to heed 

the doctors’ advice.   

The divine will narrative of disease continued to be debunked in doctors’ 

writing.  In 1909, David L. Edsall wrote an article entitled, “Prophylaxis against 

Infectious Diseases from the Standpoint of the Practitioner” in which he stated that 

defeating that narrative is of utmost importance to medical progress:   

…I think that the thing that we need first of all is to get more thoroughly 

rid of the centuries-old feeling that these diseases are purely 

chastisements of Providence and must be borne with resignation, and 

some of us need this riddance badly.  (127) 

Edsall assumed that the supernatural force at the center of the divine will narrative was 

God, but Francis E. Fronczak, writing in 1914 in “Present-Day Public Health 

Activities,” portrayed it as something else, a sort of immutable natural law everyone 

believed was somehow responsible for these deaths.  He said that 

Not so many years ago infant mortality and “the survival of the fittest” 

were always associated in the minds of the public.  Parents took it for 

granted that a certain number of children were born to die in infancy.  As 
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civilization advanced… [i]t was found that this was not an ordinary 

result of natural conditions but a simple question of cause and effect.  

Efforts were then started toward preventing the cause [of infant deaths], 

and the effect is becoming apparent everywhere.  (1718) 

The divine will narrative, Fronczak argued, was a mistaken understanding of Darwinian 

thought.  The survival of the fittest, he argued, was not a grim, iron-clad law that led 

one to accept that children and the weak necessarily would have to die, but rather that 

under adverse conditions children and the weak would have to die.  Darwin’s law said 

nothing about what would happen under optimal conditions except that a species would 

thrive.  It was this new and corrected understanding of Darwinian cause and effect, 

Fronczak believed, that had led people to work for optimal social conditions and which 

had resulted in improved infant mortality rates.  This refreshing (and accurate) 

viewpoint placed the cause for infant mortality in a broader context, “everywhere,” 

which was in the process of being reformed, rather than with the parents.  As we shall 

see later, by shifting to a scenic or “everywhere” attribution for disease, significant and 

effective social reforms were put in place which really did reduce infant mortality. 

 In 1932, E. H. Cary, in a speech entitled “The Great Course of Medical 

Endeavor” which was given as the president’s address at the annual meeting of the 

AMA, declared the death of the old divine will narrative:  “Our present conception of 

that Power which governs all is not by any means the same view which the mass of men 

held not so long ago” (1698).  The conception of “that Power which governs all” has 

changed, Cary said, because technology had changed, allowing the “mechanism of life” 
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to be studied and manipulated, and raising people’s conception of what God is to a 

“higher plane”—perhaps, that is, an understanding of God not as a judge who interferes 

in the world in order to mete out justice, but rather a God that was both more 

transcendent and one more deeply and subtly involved in cellular and physiological life.  

Cary echoed Haggard’s call from a half-century earlier for doctors to reject narratives of 

the inevitability of suffering and despair:  “Medical men share the world’s despair, but 

as men of science we cannot believe in the inevitability of these unfortunate cycles” 

(Cary 1698).  Now, however, in 1932 suffering and despair were believed to be caused 

by human agents who had driven the world into an economic depression, not, as in 

Haggard’s time, caused by a God who allowed human suffering because of or despite 

human action.  Again, however, doctors are exhorted to reject a narrative which argued 

that suffering was a natural outcome of large forces beyond an individual’s control.  

The revised narrative was reaffirmed, and doctors were urged to become agents of hope 

and resistance.   

 

Doctor as Crusader Narrative 

 While one variant of the divine will narrative was that God, fate, or some other 

supernatural power was the cause of infant disease and death, a second variant which 

often accompanied and reinforced it was the narrative of the doctor as the crusader for 

God or for the right, an agent whose strength of character, force of will, and righteous, 

and brave actions would drive back the forces of disease and death.  As in the death-as-

God’s-will narrative, which drew its strength from the tension between the actions of 
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suffering humanity and a more or less merciful God/agent, the crusader narrative drew 

its strength from simple binary distinctions between light and darkness, life and death, 

and health and disease.  As in the old medieval romances, the knight/doctor must not 

lose sight of this important decision lest he become a knight errant, wandering aimlessly 

and of no use to anyone.  

 Turning again to Haggard, we can see how this narrative of the doctor as 

crusader can serve to motivate an audience of doctors to act.  Having first pointed out 

the errors and danger of the divine will narrative, the doctor mobilized his troops, so to 

speak, and presented an alternative narrative in which the agent is not God but the 

doctor.  He used pathos, this time to inspire his audience with promises of gratitude and 

glory for him who could save children.  He said that he “shall endeavor to bring 

prominently before the mind of the profession the vast importance of this department” 

because  

the great mortality of children, society, the State, the Nation; yea, the 

world are all much more largely interested in lessening this fearful 

morality, than those who perish in infancy, for they are perhaps the 

gainers. (1) 

The greatness of his vision sweeps him up even while his glorious imagery conflates 

abdominal surgery with the sun: 

it seems as if destiny herself, in her onward sweep, has borne [great 

scientists] through evolutions of thought, of science, of human effort and 

achievement, with a restless and unpausing zeal that has constantly led 
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[the scientists] forward, from one brilliant success to another, until the 

advance of abdominal surgery, like the sun at noonday, casts its 

effulgence from pole to pole and from centre to circumference. (1) 

This metaphor, equating the healing arts with the sun, recalled the ancient Greek of the 

sun and healing, Apollo, and suggested the divine heroism waiting for the man who was 

willing to take up the challenge of pediatric medicine. 

 Haggard did not restrict his religious motifs to classical ones.  Recalling either 

Noah’s ark in the great flood or the early Hebrews’ sacred ark of the covenant, both 

images which connote God’s protection for His chosen people, medicine was “the ark 

of safety” to which “[e]very meeting of this Association brings us nearer” (2); unlike 

the earlier arks, this one promised safety in “extending its influence over every part of 

the civilized world.”  New Testament references were numerous, and each suggested 

the heroic effect individuals can have.  Medical researchers could contribute their 

“mite” to the effort, recalling the widow who gave up her last penny to the temple 

(Luke 21: 2).  Medicine “now looks, with a wistful eye, for investigators worthy of the 

past and prophetic of the future, as laborers in the field of pediatrics…who are ordained 

by nature to lead into unexplored regions and dominate new fields of thought…to lessen 

this fearful mortality of infant life” (1, emphases mine).  The Biblical imagery here 

recalled Matthew 9:37 in which Jesus specifically called for workers willing to labor to 

spread the saving message of the gospel—a parallel that Haggard’s audience could not 

miss:  “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few.”  The pediatric doctor was 

finally figured as a Christ, who like Jesus Christ himself descended into hell to destroy 
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death:  “We must dive deeper into the mysteries of scientific medicine and prepare to 

grapple with that dread destroyer that claims so many of earth’s little ones” (2).  In this 

narrative, disease was not caused by God but rather by evil, and it was doctors who 

have been called to fight and defeat this evil. 

 Such heroic, quasi-religious imagery occured frequently in other articles.  J. H. 

van Eman, writing in 1890 in “Specific Treatment of Typhoid Fever,” equated doctors 

with luminaries such as Pasteur, Koch, and Sternberg:  “darkness is rapidly being 

superseded by light, and we are fast recognizing the truth that all our contagious and 

infectious diseases are caused by a living entity within the body…” (466).  In this 

narrative, doctors functioned almost as exorcists,  apprehending that illness was often 

caused by unseen, living beings that entered a healthy human body and made it sick; 

doctors’ mere understanding of this process and the promise that it holds to defeat 

disease and death were enough.  Progress was imagined not as lateral or temporal but 

rather “upward,” towards the heavens, progress not just across time but in quality 

(Brennemann, “Use” 1413).  Doctors were figured as “one great army of scientific men, 

intent on the uplifting of their high calling and the noble desire to give their clients the 

best that the present state of our science has to offer,” as the title of one article, “The 

Final Triumph of Scientific Medicine,” suggested (Senn, “Triumph” 1825).  Another 

martially-titled article, “The March of Sanitation,” imagined the doctor on a broader 

military field, fighting not only disease but the social networks which made the 

transmission of disease possible.  In this article, Walter Wyman wrote, “[The doctor] 

must not only fight the disease, but must fight the contagion….And this leads naturally 
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to a participation in the struggle for necessary laws and ordinances” (Wyman 1830, 

emphases mine).   

Similarly, the doctors’ role reflected their expanded responsibility not only to 

provide for the patients under his or her care by defeating disease in the individual and 

in the community, but also to defeat disease in those who were not yet born by 

defeating “insidious social evils” (Snyder 365) that threaten future generations.  To 

guard against the “defective, degenerate and unstable citizens” and “further 

deterioration in the race,” “[o]ur people must learn the patriotism, the wisdom and the 

foresight of so safeguarding our children that in oncoming generations the morally, 

mentally and physically equipped citizens will thus be assured to the nation” (Snyder 

363).  Thus, the medical narrative in which doctors played the part of the hero reflected 

an expanding social role for the doctor as a savior.  In the earlier articles, the doctor 

played a part in which he was something of a divine hero or crusader, Prometheus-like, 

bringing the light of the new bacterial science to the suffering masses, who, it was 

assumed, would benefit from this knowledge by improving their housekeeping and 

sanitation.  Later articles described the hero as one with secular motives, not driven by 

religious ideals or beliefs but rather by eugenic or epidemiological truths and 

responsible not only for teaching people not to spit and to wash their hands before 

preparing food, but also for preventing and ameliorating all types of social ills. 

 Contemporaneous with this shift in the narrative of the doctor as crusader was 

the shift in who doctors saw as the enemy.  As the articles of the earlier writers Haggard 

and van Eman suggested, the enemy was the microbe, and doctors should devote their 
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power to destroying those microscopic beings which were responsible for so much 

disease and suffering.  Later writers such as Senn, Wyman, and Snyder, with a better 

understanding of the social, scenic, or background nature of disease and contagion, 

began to see the enemy as the social network itself, or, overlaying an agent-centered 

narrative on a scenic one, as the participants within a social network whose faulty 

behavior caused microbes to spread disease and death.  Blame for the disease, therefore, 

switched from the microbe itself to the people whose actions place others at risk for the 

disease.  This shift in understanding of contagion explains in part a spate of articles 

which appeared that violently censured mothers for the illness and death of their 

children.   

 

The Evil Mother  

 At this point in history, mothers, not wet nurses or nursery maids, were assumed 

to have the primary responsibility for their infants.  Ideally, mothers of young children 

would be the primary caretakers of those children, and only unfortunate circumstances 

such as poverty or illness would take a child from his or her mother.  This social 

expectation placed the mother as the one responsible for her infant’s physical health and 

well-being, from feeding to bathing, dressing, and caring for the infant’s delicate skin. 

As her baby prospered, the mother enjoyed the esteem that came from discharging her 

duties responsibly and completely, an esteem that included not only the admiration of 

her neighbors and family members but also cash prizes and medals rewarded in formal 

“baby improvement contests” held by charities and baby welfare societies.  Baby 
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contests were held frequently throughout the United States; one contest, held in 

Philadelphia in 1913, had the expressly stated purpose of “arousing mothers in 

congested sections of the city incentive for better hygienic environment for their 

children”; babies would be examined by judges at the start of the contest to ascertain 

their initial healthiness and then examined eight weeks later at the end of the contest to 

see which baby had improved the most (“Contest”).  The mother with the most 

improved baby would win a cash prize or a medal. 

 Aside from turning child-raising into a spectator sport like baseball or pie-

baking contests, complete with prizes and medals, these baby improvement contests 

suggest that the organizers and participating doctors and nurses believed that a mother’s 

love, and especially a poorer mother’s love, could not be enough to motivate her to care 

as well as she could for her children.  A poorer woman would need an extrinsic 

motivator such as money or social approbation as an “incentive” to persuade her to care 

her best for her children.  The problem with any type of “most improved” prize, 

however, is that the awarding of the prize suggests that the winner was originally the 

biggest loser, and that the winner, now identified as the most capable mother, was at 

first one of the lesser-capable mothers and transformed herself only by striving for the 

carrot of a cash prize.  Furthermore, the losing mother whose child had a runny nose or 

an ear infection or had not gained the most weight apparently was not working as 

strenuously as she should have to keep her home hygienic and her child healthy.  In any 

case, the mothers who participated in these contests really could not win because as 
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agents they were still viewed as crucial to their child’s health, and their character and 

mother’s assiduity still seen written on their babies’ bodies. 

 Looked at historically, the shift from viewing childhood health and illness as a 

drama in which a mother has little or no control, as a drama of Providence, fate, or 

invisible plants or animals, to seeing childhood death and illness as a part and pathology 

of a malfunctioning social system at which the mother is the epicenter and primary 

agent, coincided with a change in doctors’ discourse.  Just as a good mother could 

prevent her baby’s runny nose and make him or her grow fat, a bad mother could 

underfeed, overfeed, underdress, overdress, care too closely for, neglect, raise in 

poverty, or raise in wealth her baby, causing its illnesses and death.  The mother 

assumed a central and maleficent role in doctors’ narratives at this time, and the doctor 

again played the role of a hero, rescuing babies from their lazy, ill-intentioned mothers.  

In the narrative of the bad mother as the cause of death and disease, the doctor rescued 

children by either taking them directly under his or her care or by policing and 

surveilling the mother, making the doctor a hero for the scientific age.    

 One narrative that occured during the early twentieth century was the evil 

stepmother narrative, although here the stepmother part was played by the mother.  In 

these narratives the mother caused her child’s death through stubbornness, pride, or 

hard-heartedness.  We have seen one version of this narrative used in Kelley’s article, in 

which the parents and midwife took their newborn child immediately from the operating 

table, figured as a warm and safe haven, outside into the winter weather, and the boy 

died shortly afterward.  Kelley’s final opinion on this case was that the parents were 
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“very anxious” for the child to die (1980), although Kelley did qualify his judgment of 

the parents a bit by saying perhaps they wanted to resign it to God and so didn’t care for 

it.  Doctors do, however, ascribed more nefarious motives to parents.  Henry F. 

Helmholz’s 1914 article “The Relation of Heat to the Morbidity and Mortality of 

Infants from Gastro-Intestinal Diseases” listed four cases in which infants died.  

Helmholz attributed the infants’ fatal diarrhea to their being unacclimated to hot homes.  

Mothers, Helmholz asserted, do not wish to keep their babies cool and so cause their 

babies’ deaths.  In the case of baby K., three months old, Helmholz wrote:  “Mother 

would not give any care….The final note by the nurse ‘Mother seems happy’ [after 

child dies] explains the case.”  “Mother would not follow instructions….Child gradually 

lost ground and died,” Helmholz wrote regarding the death of Baby P., four months.  

“Mother very ignorant….Father overfed child.  Acute exacerbation and death,” he wrote 

in the case of baby W., three months (1373).  Helmholz, of course, did not take into 

consideration how these poor mothers (they all were tenement dwellers) could cool their 

children in the summer.  As he noted regarding that hot Chicago summer, of the forty-

six cases he studied in this series, ten had room temperatures over 105° Fahrenheit 

(1373).  Yet, because Helmholz ignored the scene of the illness, the terrible and 

unrelenting heat, Helmholz considered the mothers at fault in their children’s death.   

The obstinately agent-centered explanations for illness are revealed in the 

discussions about how poor mothers and rich mothers take care of their babies.  While 

rich women have a different social scene and lifestyle than do poor women, in some 

doctors’ eyes they still killed their children and  killed them for many of the same 
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reasons that poorer mothers supposedly killed theirs—neglect and temptations which 

draw them away from their homes.   As C. F. Wahrer of Fort Madison, Iowa noted 

about women living in the big cities:  “We have lazy mothers, incompetent mothers, and 

mothers who are bound up in their social duties, who are only too glad to turn the child 

over to the supplemental bottle” (Douglas 331).  The selfish mother as Mother, that is, 

the mother as an agent or character in this drama, then, was a threat to infant life not 

mitigated by the when, where, or why of her life.  The doctor, the competing agent in 

this narrative, could not do much about them aside from complain.  Kelley and 

Helmholz suspected their patients’ parents of something close to third degree murder 

but took no action, legal or heroic or otherwise, against them.  The only action that 

Kelley and Helmholz carried out is repeating these narratives in a public forum.  But 

why?  So another doctor could report these parents to the police?  That is doubtful.  I 

suggest that the effect of this particular narrative is epideictic in that it celebrates and 

reinforces doctors’ moral rightness and emphasizes the important work doctors do by 

emphasizing the difficulty of their task.   

 In some cases, doctors blamed mothers for ignoring the doctors’ nutritional 

advice, giving their child too much, and thereby causing gastrointestinal illnesses in 

their babies.  (Of course, in many of cases these doctors themselves were ignoring the 

latest advances in bacteriology and epidemiology which were pointing to cholera and 

typhus-contaminated water and milk as the cause of much infant illness.)  One 

particular concern at the start of the twentieth-century was not the neglect of an infant 

but rather too-assiduous attention to it, and, surprisingly, many more articles cast the 
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bad mother as a good-mother-gone-overboard than cast the bad mother as bad-to-the-

bone.  One such doctor who shared the concern with over-parenting was Dr. John 

Ruhräh of Baltimore.  His 1909 article, “Food Intoxication in Childhood” ignored the 

latest advances in bacteriology and followed in the tradition of giving nutritional advice 

to mothers as a way to avoid illness in their children.  Ruhräh asserted that different 

children have different tolerances for fat, protein, and carbohydrates, and that a “large 

proportion of the conditions which the pediatrician is called on to treat are due directly 

or indirectly to errors in diet….there are still a large number [of cases] in which the 

mere overfeeding in some direction causes symptoms” (105).   

 If diseases are contagious, they remain somewhat out of a mother’s control.  

Bacteria are invisible, after all, and even the most meticulous housekeeper and 

observant cook can be fooled by apparently clean surfaces and seemingly pure foods, 

exposing her children to disease.  But, as Ruhräh asserted, if diseases were mainly 

dietary in nature and not contagious, then the fault for the illness was the mother’s, and 

she was culpable for poisoning her child with the wrong foods, as the title “Food 

Intoxication” suggests.  Ruhräh’s article appeared on the surface to be mainly 

descriptive, a litany of facts he has observed, but it worked on a higher level as well, 

judging not only a mother’s skill but her character and advocating for more watchful 

observation of mothers to contain their evil.  Ruhräh accused mothers of “intentionally 

over[feeding] with fat” (105).  He was disturbed by the laxness of modern mothers 

because “a great many children are given large quantities of starches and sugars, not 

only at their meals, but between meals in the shape of sweets of various kinds, often of 
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the cheaper variety of candies” (106).  He discussed the case history of an ill child who 

was “an only child and one very badly brought up, who had an idea in its head that it 

would eat nothing except meat”:  apparently spoiling a child would make him or her not 

only strong-willed but physically sick.  Mothers were irrational; one was “anxious to 

make [her son] a large, strong boy” and fed him too heavy of a diet, making him sick; 

another mother gave her three-year-old daughter “excessive quantities of starchy food 

and candies,” resulting in fever and diarrhea.  Utilizing Foucault’s idea of the corrective 

gaze (Foucault 170-177), we can see that in Ruhräh’s argument the professional 

surveillance of the child by the doctor revealed not infection by tiny microbes but rather 

the laxness, permissiveness, or hysteria of the child’s mother.  Ruhräh saw something 

frightening in a mother’s care—a vicious negligence and overindulgence, mothers 

abandoning their authority and giving the reins of control to their children, leading to 

their children’s sicknesses and possible deaths. 

 Ruhräh was not the only doctor writing early in the twentieth century who 

attributed infant illness and death not to neglect or poor care but rather over-care and 

too much involvement and spoiling on the part of the mother.  I. A. Abt, writing in his 

article 1911 article “Influence of Summer Heat on Diarrheal Diseases,” asserted as 

Ruhräh did that bacteria could not possibly be the only or even principle cause of infant 

gastrointestinal diseases.  Like Ruhräh, Abt looked to mothers’ actions as causing this 

illness.  While Abt accepted that bacteria cause the summer complaint, he argued that 

the “bacterial explanation…is not sufficient” (1448).  Abt argued that bacteria need heat 

in the body to cause their injurious effects, heat caused especially by mothers’ behavior:  
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“The babies are frequently put to bed overclothed and sometimes excessively covered 

with bedding…..Infected milk has a deleterious influence, but it must be considered 

along with the direct influence of heat, especially the excessive warmth of the 

[tenement] home….” (1449).   A different article, published in 1915 and titled “The 

Nursing Infant,” by Branche Craige, pointed again to overfeeding the infant as the cause 

of “gastric or intestinal indigestion, or both, vomiting of sour or curdled milk, diarrhea 

or constipation, colic and loss of weight, and in many cases chronic indigestion which 

takes months of careful feeding to repair” (502).  Note that here the food was solely 

breastmilk—not, as in Ruhräh’s article, candy or fatty foods or as in many other articles 

concerning patently dangerous artificial feeding—but rather the basic baby diet widely 

recognized as a life-saver for babies. (“85 per cent. of all babies who die before 2 years 

of age are bottle fed” [Craige 504].)   

Breastmilk, and too much of it, concerned doctors as late as 1920, when M. J. 

Seifert’s article “Abnormal Lactation:  A Careful Study of the Literature, with the 

Report of a Case” argued that this method of infant feeding is “in many instances 

practiced to excess,” especially “among women of the poorer classes, and particularly 

among the tribes and races of ignorant and uncivilized people…” (1634).   He noted that 

problems the over-nursed child risks include retinitis and insanity (1636).  On the 

whole, though, Seifert seemed more concerned with nursing monstrosities, such as the 

six-year-old Thai boy who tucks his cigarette behind his ear to take a quick sip from his 

mother’s breast (1634), mothers who nurse their children to an advanced age (1636), 

mothers whose milk does not dry up after the child quits nursing, some lactating as long 
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as forty-seven years and others who nurse their grandchildren (1637), lactating virgins, 

lactating virgin animals, lactating women who mistakenly believed they were pregnant, 

and lactating men (1638).  Although the danger Seifert described—mothers with out-of-

control lactation—seems far removed from the danger that Ruhräh warned against, both 

articles represent the same type of fear, the feminine agent who is out of control, who 

cares too much for her children, who might accidently suffocate them with too much 

food or too many clothes, and whose assiduity in her role threatens the life of her child.   

In these narratives, the mother wass the villain, and she must be controlled. 

Responding to contemporary concerns with the emotional health of the child, 

writers in the 1920s continued to see the mother as a threat, not only to the child’s 

physical health, which, thanks to other advances discussed in chapters one and two, was 

on much firmer footing than it was just a decade earlier, but to the child’s emotional 

health and its relation to his or her physical health.  Doctors were concerned with the 

“smothering adult atmosphere of the home,” with the “frequently overindulgent 

mother” (Huenekens 482-3), with the mother who takes her child to the doctor because 

“he is so thin and shapeless…[but the mother is]  probably doing all she can just now to 

be as nearly like him as is humanly possible” (Brennemann, “Nontuberculous” 586).  

Brennemann suggested, to protect the child from the mother’s hysteria, that medical 

tests be carried out by the clinician outside of the view of the “mother’s eye” (586).  

Again, the mother’s over-something—earlier, over-feeding and over-dressing, now 

over-emoting—represented a threat to the child that the doctor must neutralize.  The 
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doctor must again play the role of hero to the child by removing, at least temporarily, 

the sick child from the mother’s gaze and influence.   

 

The Narrative’s Resolution 

 In Counterstatement, Kenneth Burke postulates that there is a rhythm to life, and 

to art and discourse in particular, a certain pattern of contracture and relaxation, of 

tension and release.  Narratives, too, follow this pattern by providing a relief or release 

from the tension that has been built by conflicting characters and situations earlier in the 

story.  In the divine will narrative, a story that explains why some children die, the 

child’s death is itself the narrative resolution because it follows the moment of struggle 

between the desire for earthly life and eternal life, of the struggle between evil and 

good.  The eternal and the good win; the child passes to heaven safe from the snares of 

this world, and the parents, left on earth, must quit the fight and resign themselves to 

their child’s death. 

 In a variation of the divine will narrative, in which it is God’s will for the child 

to live and the doctor is the hero who will save the child, the resolution is different 

because it is one in which the child recovers and lives.  But what happens to the foe?  

When doctors figure the foe as a microbe, an invisible yet discrete and localized 

organism which invades bodies and makes them sick, the enemy simply disappears or 

disintegrates in the light of truth and hygiene.  As Nancy Tomes describes in The 

Gospel of Germs:  Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life, the practical effect 

of such discourse is to encourage personal cleanliness and the cleaning up of dirty 
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places, which, despite the change in characters, maintains the earlier agent/offending or 

appeasing act structure of the divine will narrative.   When doctors began to understand 

the enemy as the social system of contagion, as the background and scenery of 

connections and contact between people as the motive and cause of disease, however, 

the narrative’s resolution had to change to account for the new nature of the enemy.  

Vanquishing connections and relationships between people, as doctors earlier had 

imagined the microbe could be vanquished, was not possible because to destroy the 

human relationships through which diseases were passed would be to destroy humans 

themselves.  Doctors’ answer was to maintain an agent-centered causal narrative and to 

regulate and police those relationships and the actions that took place within them.  The 

early twentieth-century became the great era of quarantine both of people, of which 

Typhoid Mary probably is the most infamous, and of their bodily excreta:  public 

spitting came under fire, old outhouses were torn down and sanitary ones were erected 

to replace them, and elaborate methods to render feces antiseptic were developed.  In 

the case of infant deaths, mothers came under the greatest medical scrutiny because, as 

we have seen, they were positioned as the culpable characters in their children’s deaths. 

 As I have argued, rarely was this culpability presented as direct abuse or 

deprivation.  Rather, it was discussed in doctors’ writing as over-care, as the too-

frequent, too-enthusiastic ministrations of the indulgent, lax, or hysterical mother who, 

irrationally, just could not quit taking care of her child in her accustomed way despite 

the doctor’s best efforts to persuade her otherwise.  Intractable over-care, doctors 

argued, was best solved by systems of surveillance. 
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 One of the earliest systems of mother surveillance was the milk dep�t.  This 

innovation, imported from France and first established in the United States in 1893, 

provided a regulated outlet for clean, certified cows’ milk to be distributed to the 

mothers of new babies for the babies’ consumption.  Certified milk was expensive, and 

several different models were tried and the results of several of these models were 

reported in JAMA.  A tiered pricing system tied to the parents’ income allowed poor 

mothers access to this milk.  Some dep�ts had medical staff on hand and insisted that 

the baby receive a check-up every time that the mother came to get the day’s milk.  

Other dep�ts instituted elaborate systems to regulate the amount of milk a single family 

received:  apparently some mothers again were overfeeding their children above the 

daily allotment of milk thought to be appropriate (Koplik, “History” 1575).  Dep�ts 

throughout a city would work together to combat this type of double-dipping.  Thus the 

bottle-feeding mother was surveilled as she secured clean, healthy milk for her infant. 

 In addition to the milk dep�ts, cities and counties established extensive public 

health nurse systems to visit new mothers and make sure that they were caring for their 

children correctly.  Nurses would weigh and measure the infant, note any rashes or 

illnesses, and demonstrate for the mother how to bathe the child, clean its ears, nose, 

and mouth, measure and prepare artificial feedings, wash and sterilize bottles, and 

adhere to a proper feeding schedule.  The nurse would continue to return to the family 

until she was satisfied that the mother was correctly carrying out these procedures, and 

the baby was out of danger.  While some municipalities rationed nursing services to the 

lower classes, in some places the nurses visited every new family, regardless of their 
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income or social status.  Thus the visiting nurse became the eyes and ears of the state, 

ensuring that each and every mother was carrying out the proper medical rituals with 

the proper degree of maternal care so that all infants would live.   

 A way in which doctors were directly involved in the surveillance of mothers 

was through doctors’ repositioning themselves as protectors and not just restorers of 

health.  It was at the turn of the twentieth century when effective vaccines became 

widespread that the idea of preventative medicine became popular (Bynum 462).  

Regular schedules of childhood vaccinations ensured that conscientious mothers would 

be bringing their children in for regular contact with the doctor when they were healthy 

and not just when they were sick (Knox and Powers 707).  During these visits, doctors 

had the chance to discuss child care techniques with mothers; articles appeared in JAMA 

describing how best to take advantage of these visits.  Whether or not these rather 

fleeting educational sessions had a lasting effect of mothers’ behavior will be the topic 

for the following chapter.   

 The narrative’s agent in the overzealous mother who causes her child’s death 

became a presumption on which medical care was based at the turn of the twentieth 

century and allowed for the establishment of large systems to police mothers to ensure 

that the mothers’ care was appropriate and beneficial rather than too expansive and 

lethal.  These narratives show that “stories of any sort are not innocent; rather, they 

embody worldviews and biases—they have a spin.  Narratives are shaped within certain 

beliefs and value systems, and serve to reinforce or challenge those systems as they are 

constituted in social interaction” (Harter et al. 23).  There is “an integral link between 
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narrative and the social” (Mumby 1993, 5) demonstrated in doctors’ narratives about 

what causes disease.  One might question what harm occurred to mothers or infants as a 

result of mothers being demonized in doctors’ discourse, when, in fact, many more 

babies lived because of clean milk, clean water, and better baby care.  However, the 

narrative which posits that mothers are to blame for their children’s death occasionally 

led doctors to misdiagnose causes of death, as in the case of the doctor who ignored the 

105° heat in babies’ houses and instead blamed their mothers for dressing them too 

warmly, and on doctors who emphasized balancing babies’ diet at the expense of 

emphasizing boiling milk and water before drinking them.  Doctors’ discourse about 

mothers and the causal systems these doctors utilized as a result of that discourse had 

real and lasting effects on the lives of women and children living in the United States 

and on the political choices about where scarce financial resources would be spent—

milk dep�ts, the beginning of an extensive, government-sponsored well-baby program, 

and expanded roles for doctors into preventative care.   While the discourse increased 

suspicion and surveillance of mothers, infant mortality decreased markedly.  Apparently 

the doctors’ story was right:  God did not want babies to die. 

 The following chapter will build on the present chapter’s premise that the way 

doctors imagined what caused death and the narratives they built to support their 

theories had important social impacts that extended beyond the clinician’s office.  

While the present chapter examined what happens when God or evil is characterized as 

the cause of death, the following chapter will look at a more secular narrative that 

characterizes ignorance as the cause of infant death and education as the solution or way 
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to avert negative resolutions.  In chapter four, the machine that inscribes the death 

sentence on infants’ bodies is not one driven by divine justice, as in chapter three, but 

one driven by fatal and systemic social and economic inequity. 
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Chapter Four 

Doctors and the “Know-better,-do-better” Narrative 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Chapter three details how doctors understood what caused infant diarrheal 

diseases and the social and economic effects of their perspectives.  For example, some 

doctors ascribed strong agency to their divine mission to save babies, with the result 

that their medical practice became a “crusade” to save babies’ lives, the success of 

which depended on the doctors’ zealotry.  Other doctors thought that mothers were 

responsible for their children’s illnesses and advocated solutions that focused on 

controlling mothers’ behaviors, such as educating or surveilling mothers to ensure that 

they were caring properly for their children.  Some doctors attributed disease to scenic 

causes such as dirty water, dirty milk, and poor housing.  These doctors focused on 

systemic changes in their proposed solutions to lowering infant mortality.  Each of these 

perspectives offered practical benefits and weaknesses in reducing infant mortality, for 

while infant mortality rates did decline, they declined more slowly than they should 

have when, for example, systemic changes such as constructing public sewer systems 

into poor neighborhoods was delayed in favor of teaching poor women how to dress or 

clean their children, and public regulation of dairies was delayed while more piecemeal 

solutions such as emphasizing to mothers their responsibilities in procuring “clean” 

milk for their children.   
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 This present chapter continues to analyze doctors’ discourse to find to whom, to 

what, and to where doctors attributed cause for infant illness and mortality in order to 

see how these causal narratives shaped individual doctors’ and the profession’s 

responses to the summer complaint.  While the previous chapter focused on 

manifestations of virtue in doctors’ writing, this one focuses on questions of wisdom, 

whether the doctors’ or the mothers’ wisdom, the results of education, and who is 

responsible for education and ignorance.  As in the previous chapter, agent-centered 

narratives are the most common, reflecting the professional bias towards individual 

responsibility for diseases.  Yet, at times, doctors do shift their perspectives to include 

other motives for disease, resulting in systemic changes that lowered disease rates for 

everyone, and lowered mortality rates for infants.    

 

EDUCATION AND IGNORANCE AS TROPES IN MEDICAL WRITING 

In The Gospel of Germs, Nancy Tomes discusses how many formerly friendly, 

seemingly innocuous household insects became the target of extermination after 

bacteriologic studies linked them to the spread of disease (99-100).  Flies were 

implicated in cholera and typhus epidemics, fleas in typhoid fever, and mosquitoes in 

malaria.  To keep the family safe from disease, women were encouraged to obey 

modern sanitary rules as if they were the housewife’s “Mosaic Code,” a quasi-religious 

regimen designed to keep the home clean and pure (Richards and Talbot qutd. in Tomes 

135).  A major part of the housewife’s “Mosaic Code” stipulated that she eliminate or 

prevent all insects and vermin from entering her home so that her family would not get 
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sick from the germs that such pests were reputed to carry.  High standards of cleanliness 

ensured that a wife spent time and money eliminating bugs and rodents from her home 

while importing into her home chemicals designed to aid her efforts.  These chemicals, 

such as strychnine and compounds of arsenic, were quite harmful, probably even more 

harmful than the pests they were designed to exterminate. 

 In 1929, doctors Stafford McLean and Aildred MacDonald and professor Ruth 

C. Sullivan reported a case of an eighteenth-month-old child poisoned by such a 

domestic pesticide.  The poison, phosphorus, was in the form of a roach paste which, as 

the doctors’ narrative reveals, the mother had spread onto slices of bread and pieces of 

potato and had placed under the icebox as bait in order to rid her kitchen of 

cockroaches.  The child had fallen ill with gastrointestinal symptoms February 8, 

became progressively sicker, and was taken to the hospital by his parents on February 

12, delirious and dehydrated.  Based on observing clinically that the child presented 

symptoms of “coma, jaundice, hematemesis, epistaxis, and melena, with an extremely 

large, hard liver” (1789), the doctors suspected acute phosphorous poisoning.  The 

parents were called back for further questioning, and it is at that time, the doctors report, 

that the parents notified the doctors about the use of roach paste in their house and, 

under the physicians’ promptings, recalled that “some days previous” the potato chip 

bait had disappeared (1790).  At this point in the narrative, the doctors left the scene of 

the interview with the parents and moved to the patient’s bedside, the laboratory, and 

the morgue.  The remaining two-and-a-half pages of the narrative describe in clinical 
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and chemical detail the breakdown of the body of a once-healthy and well-nourished 

toddler under the influence of this poison. 

 The highly technical and scientific tone of this last section of the narrative 

contrasts sharply with the more intimate tone of the first section in which the family’s 

battle with roaches and the child’s illness are recounted.  The impersonal tone of the 

second half, in fact, is almost nauseating when one remembers what is being described:  

“In one of two examinations a dark colored stool gave a sharply positive guaiac test” 

(1790); “There were subserous hemorrhages on the anterior surface of the left ventricle 

along the coronary artery, and there was a shower of small hemorrhages in the pleura 

and pericardium just above the diaphragm on the left side” (1791).  This section reads 

almost as a how-to manual for a doctor to recognize the clinical, chemical, and post-

mortem signs of acute phosphorus poisoning—certainly an important skill to have, but 

one which comes a little late in the poisoning process to be of much use to the patient or 

the family.  By the time the patient’s blood vessels are so leaky that blood is pouring 

into the stomach and intestines—coloring the feces black—and the tissues surrounding 

the lungs and the heart cavity, there is not much that the doctor can do.  The first 

sentence of this article actually reads:  “The danger of the careless use of roach paste in 

households where there are children is emphasized by the case reported here” (1789).  

Emphasizing the danger of this poison is exactly what the article does, although not 

through a sensational or fear-mongering tone but by suggesting to the physician that this 

accidental poisoning is irreversible, and that all of his or her healing powers will be 

useless to stop the destruction.  Cassandra-like, the doctor can only proclaim doom and 
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is powerless to stop it.  The doctors’ knowledge and pontifications cannot stop the 

destruction and save the boy. 

 Looking at the Cassandra-phenomenon in contemporary society, J. Blake Scott 

argues in Risky Rhetoric that one of the central tenets of AIDS prevention in the United 

States is that knowledge is power.  He argues that the U.S. government’s knowledge-

based strategies against HIV/AIDS—testing for infection and knowing one’s sexual 

partners—are inadequate because testing only reveals the infection AFTER it has been 

contracted, so a priori  is it not HIV/AIDS prevention.  He notes as well that the second 

pillar of the plan is to know one’s sexual partners, but points out that such knowledge is 

treacherous because sexual partners do at times lie to each other.  Knowledge, Scott 

argues, is not power, and to continue repeating such a logically fallacious slogan 

obscures deeper truths about human action and beliefs and actually costs people their 

lives.   

 As HIV/AIDS educators of today embrace a narrative in which a benighted 

populace, made privy to the truth and the magical power of logic, change their long-

held but wrong beliefs  and behaviors, so the doctors of the bacteriologic age embraced 

a narrative in which ignorant people, once enlightened and educated about the bacterial 

origin of many diseases, would change the fundamental purchasing, working, cooking, 

and cleaning routines around which they organized their lives in order to avoid 

becoming sick.  In this narrative, the doctor is a teacher and a prophet while the patient 

is a more or less willing and capable pupil.  Like its contemporary counterpart, this 

narrative leaves unexamined the exact mechanism by which knowledge will be 
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translated into action and ignores the many barriers against change.  The transformative 

power of education is assumed, and those who do not transform their behavior to 

comply with the educational message often find themselves ridiculed, judged, 

marginalized, targeted for more intensive forms of coercion, or labeled as hopeless and 

left to shift for themselves.   

 The parents of the eighteenth-month-old child who died from phosphorus 

poisoning found themselves judged and marginalized by the article’s authors.  They 

were described as “ignorant” (McLean et al. 1789).  The authors did not specify exactly 

of what the parents were ignorant, as the phrase “ignorant of the danger of phosphorus” 

would by drawing limits around the parents’ ignorance by specifying of what they were 

ignorant, and so we may assume that the doctors are describing their perception of the 

parents’ ignorance as simply the parents’ usual way of being.  As an example of the 

parents’ ignorance, the authors began the case history of the poisoning with another 

medical incident nearly two months before in which the boy had stepped on a needle.  

The parents took the boy to a hospital to have the needle removed, but while he was 

there he contracted tonsillitis, and the parents took him home before the needle was 

extracted.  This history is related to the poisoning case, to be sure, but only tangentially.  

The inclusion of the needle narrative functions as a red herring, drawing the reader’s 

attention away from the true cause of the boy’s illness and casting aspersions on the 

boy’s parents along the lines that they were stupid, irresponsible, or uncaring enough to 

leave a needle in their boy’s foot.  Meanwhile, other details in the narrative do not 

support interpreting the parents in such a negative light:  the boy was described as 
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physically healthy and robust, fed by the mother such wholesome foods as milk, soup, 

vegetables, cereals, eggs, oranges, and fruit (1789).  The report of what the boy ate 

indicated that his mother was following carefully the best medical advice of the time in 

terms of diet for an eighteen-month-old boy.  Trying to eliminate pests from her home, 

too, was also the job of a good mother.  Instead of being “ignorant,” as the doctors 

suggested, the mother seemed if anything to have been a victim of following experts’ 

orders.  The true problem, I argue, is not maternal ignorance but rather bad medical 

advice—roaches, although repulsive, are far less of a health hazard than are the poisons 

designed to eliminate them. 

 The article placed responsibility for this death in systems far beyond the 

individual mother to manufacturers and consumers’ expectation of product safety.   

Point one in the “Summary” section of the article reads, “Roach paste containing 1.19 

per cent elemental phosphorus is dispensed in a container which is not labeled in a 

manner emphasizing the danger to children from careless use” (1792).  Other articles in 

JAMA from around this time period made a similar accusation against manufacturers 

who, for example, package candy-coated strychnine lozenges (for constipation in 

adults) without warning consumers of the product’s danger to children.  These articles 

put manufacturers’ lack of foresight or laxness about risky products and consumers’ 

failure to demand better disclosure of such risks under fire. In the face of systems that 

are indifferent to child welfare and poisonous domestic products with no known 

antidote, what should the doctor do who reads this graphic description of death?  
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Recalling the four levels at which questions can be asked in a debate, at what level of 

stasis does this article work:  to argue existence, definition, value, or action? 

 I would argue that despite the article’s lack of an overt call to action, McLean, 

MacDonald, and Sullivan are arguing for doctors to act in very specific ways.  While 

the article certainly does attempt to prove that poisoning by roach paste exists and 

defines the poisoning in clinical and chemical terms, more subtle arguments of 

definition, value, and action can be uncovered by looking at what Kenneth Burke calls 

“associational clusters.”    In the McLean, MacDonald, and Sullivan article, 

associational clusters include the parent cluster consisting of words and phrases such as 

“careless use”-“ignorant parents”-“little information of value”-“taken home against 

medical advice”-“recalled for further questioning.”  The doctor cluster includes words 

and phrases such as “knowledge”-“examination” –“it was learned”-“reasonable to 

suppose”-“data”-“summary.”  By examining these clusters, it becomes apparent that 

parents are associated with not knowing and unthinking action while doctors are 

associated with knowing and thinking.  Because the others who know that these 

chemicals are dangerous—manufacturers, government officials, and consumer 

groups—are keeping quiet, the burden of education falls on doctors who are the other 

possessors and creators of the knowledge of this danger, thus creating a strong argument 

for doctors’ wisdom and discrediting the parents’ own knowledge, experience, and 

choices.  The doctors’ purportedly life-saving knowledge, a portion of which parents do 

not possess at all, must be passed along to the parents, justifying indoctrinating (if 

possible) parents in the new, scientific paradigm of illness and disease.   
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MOTHERS’ CLASS AND INTELLECT 

 As discussed in chapter one, in the last half of the twentieth century’s first 

decade doctors were concerned with education could be harnessed to bring about 

professional, social, and structural changes to the way medicine was being practiced.  

The influential Flexner Report can be read as a synecdoche of the decade’s larger 

concerns with medical education and reform. 

 Reflecting the trend toward valuing education, doctors began to place their 

hopes for a reduction in infant deaths in their ability to educate mothers to care better 

for children.  Unlike in the case of the divine will narrative, the know-better,-do-better 

narrative in doctors’ articles about the summer complaint did not appear earlier than 

1909.  For doctors who regarded the problem of infant death as a struggle between 

forces of good and evil in which mothers were aligned with the forces of evil, a spiritual 

reform of the mother must occur for children to be saved—mothers must desire their 

children to live.  In the case of the new know-better,-do-better narrative, mothers were 

aligned with not knowing.  For their children to be saved, mothers must be educated, 

not converted or spiritually saved.  This more secular narrative entailed different 

solutions from what the doctors who subscribed to the divine will narrative proposed. 

 An early article that deals with the importance of the mother’s intelligence, and 

hence her educability, is “The Prevention of Infant Mortality from an Educational 

Standpoint,” written by Dr. L. T. Royster.  Royster located the cause of infant mortality 

in the ignorance of mothers and their inability to adapt to the new germ theory of 

disease and to adopt stringent cleanliness in their homes.  He explained why he and his 
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colleagues have not been able to solve the problem of infant mortality:  “…enough is 

known to-day to reduce materially the present fearful rate of infant mortality if the 

knowledge were properly applied” (emphases mine, 568).  Mothers were ignorant 

because “a knowledge of the means of preventing infant mortality has not been 

sufficiently disseminated among the people.” We can find evidence of this assumption 

of mothers’ ignorance at work in Royster’s reiterations of this unsubstantiated claim 

throughout the paper:  “The public must be taught wherein consists proper and improper 

handling of infants, what constitutes good feeding, the evils of improper feeding;” 

“ignorant mother;” “When they understand these things, as they will in a remarkably 

short time, if properly instructed;” “As we all know, the most important and far-

reaching of the many causes of the condition under discussion is ignorance on the part 

of those having the intimate care of children during that most critical period of life—

infancy.  This of course, usually means ignorance on the part of mothers” (658).  The 

solution, as Royster and his auditors saw it, is getting information out to mothers.  Once 

mothers know what to do, Royster argued, they will do it and save their babies. 

The problems involved in educating mothers in appropriate infant care when 

appropriate infant care was still a matter of hot debate among doctors seems to have 

eluded Royster.  One article that both faults doctors for making infant feeding too hard 

and at the same time faults mothers for not following doctors’ feeding instruction was 

Dr. H. Lowenburg’s 1910 article “Adaptability of Scientific Infant-Feeding to General 

Practice.”  In the section of his article entitled “Causes of Failure Dependent on the 

Physician” he cited the responsibilities of doctors for making artificial infant feeding 
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“too complex” for interns, nurses, and private-practice pediatricians to properly mix 

cows’ milk formulas, resulting in malnourished infants who were susceptible to 

infection and starvation as a result of doctors’ poor directions (566-567).  As for the 

mother, the important thing was that she was “intelligent,” meaning that she was able to 

follow doctors’ advice:  “The mother must choose between her medical adviser and her 

well-meaning but poorly informed relatives and friends and her own notions as to what 

is right or wrong.  She must promise not to interfere, to carry out orders to the letter, to 

believe that black is white….” (568).  A mother’s intelligence here was defined as her 

ability to trust her doctors and carry out his orders despite the promptings of her 

intelligence and against Lowenburg’s description of physicians’ own rather confused 

state of what constitutes appropriate infant care.  By equating intelligence with blind 

trust in the doctor, Lowenburg’s redefinition of intelligence constructs a hierarchy in 

which the doctor is clearly superior to the mother, even when he might be just as 

misguided. 

 Moving on to a specific case study, we find something quite different:  evidence 

that a mother, fortunately, went against a doctor’s orders and in the process cured her 

child.  Dr. Ralph Oakley Clock’s 1913 article, “One Hundred and Seventeen Cases of 

Infantile Diarrhea Treated by Intestinal Implantation of the Bacillus Lactis Bulgaricus at 

the Babies’ Hospital of the City of New York” describes the results of competing 

methods of treating infantile gastro-enteritis in a large sample of sick babies.  Clock 

designed his study to discredit the once-popular method of curing sick babies by 

starving them, and he used as his sample 117 poor babies who were afflicted with 
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infantile diarrhea and brought to his clinic.  About two-thirds of the babies continued on 

their usual diets, whether breast-milk, modified cows’ milk, proprietary formulas, table 

food, or mixtures of these.  One third of the babies were placed on a starvation diet of 

barley water for twenty-four to forty-eight hours, after which skimmed milk was slowly 

added.  About half of the babies placed on the starvation diet received a cathartic at the 

start of treatment, another popular method of treating infantile diarrhea.  All of the 

babies had probiotics administered to them in tablet form.  Given the appalling design 

of the study, it is fortunate that only one baby died during the study—one that had both 

received the cathartic and had been placed on the starvation diet.  After two weeks, the 

infant had become so weakened that he died.  Overall, Clock’s thesis was proven:  

babies placed on the starvation diet took longer to recover and suffered more, while 

babies kept on their regular diets or fed high-calorie versions of them recovered more 

quickly and maintained more of their strength.   

 The single case that Clock used to represent the entire sample of 117 cases 

enacts both treatment options, and its final proof of the efficacy of the milk diet hinged 

on the actions of a single, wily mother.  Her baby, identified as three-month-old A.S., 

had been suffering from vomiting and diarrhea when it was seen at the clinic on July 

1and placed on the starvation diet.  It continued ill on this diet until July 17 when the 

doctor advised adding probiotic tablets to the baby’s diet; on July 19 the diet was 

changed to a milk-based one, and the baby recovered quickly after that.  In mid-August 

the child became sick again, and the mother had to admit the baby to the hospital for 

care because she had to work.  The baby was again placed on a starvation diet and 
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stayed sick for three more weeks but was then discharged even though it was still 

suffering from diarrhea.  When the mother took the baby home September 2, she found 

some probiotic tablets left over from her child’s treatment in the summer.  She gave 

them to her child and within two days the baby recovered and began to gain weight.  

Clock used the mother’s renegade treatment of her baby to point to the medical 

establishment’s mistakes in treating a sick and weakened child with a method 

guaranteed to make it even sicker and weaker.  While the modern critic might fault 

Clock’s investigative method and its myriad uncontrolled variables which by modern 

definition would make it “unscientific,” what stands out in this article is that the 

unschooled actions of a definitely unscientific, poor mother were used to prove received 

medical wisdom wrong. 

This article as well as the McLean, MacDonald, and Sullivan article point to the 

complicating factor of the mother’s class in its relationship to her intelligence.  In the 

roach paste article, the poor parents were described as “ignorant,” but in the Clock 

article, the poor mother astutely gave her child a treatment she has seen work in the past 

even though it violated the prescribed current treatment.  The roach paste article gave 

no indication of how the parents’ class affected their lives, neglecting to suggest that 

poor housing conditions might be partly responsible for needing to use roach paste and 

other poisons in the first place.  The Clock article suggested the role the mother’s class 

plays in her child’s overall health:  because she had to return to work, she was unable to 

care for it during the illness’s three-week resurgence.  Since the baby was still sick upon 

discharge with same “loose, green, watery stools” which necessitated its hospitalization 
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in the first place (168), the suggestion is that the mother could not pay to keep the child 

in the hospital any longer or that the hospital’s charity had run out for this child.  The 

Clock article focused on a strong agent, the mother, whose background scene, her 

suggested poverty, did not alter her character or her intelligence very much.  The 

McLean, MacDonald, and Sullivan article, on the other hand, was told from the 

perspective that an agent is very strongly influenced by his or her scene, by the 

intersection of intelligence, poverty, and health. 

In fact, the intersection of class with health and intelligence played a large role 

in medical discussions during this time.  There was little doubt in doctors’ discourse 

that class and intelligence positively correlated, but doctors did disagree about whether 

poverty caused low intelligence or low intelligence caused poverty.  In the first case, the 

causal connection between poverty and low intelligence could be disrupted by 

improving the social and economic standing of patients; in the second case, surveillance 

and heavy-handed control of patients by doctors would be necessary to improve the 

health of what appeared to be a permanent underclass.   

For example, at the Conference on Prevention of Infant Mortality which was 

held November 11 and 12, 1909 in New Haven, Connecticut, most speakers traced 

infant mortality back in some way to the action of mothers, blaming, as usual, maternal 

ignorance of proper infant care and sloppy housekeeping while tracing these problems 

back to problems of class.  One speaker, Dr. Woods Hutchinson, hoped to break the 

cycle of ignorance and poverty by helping women to work less. At the time, many 

charity programs helped poor, new mothers by finding work for them as domestics.  
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Such programs regarded themselves as progressive because they gave a “hand up,” not 

a “hand out,” to women in trouble.  Of course, new mothers have new babies, and when 

the mothers go to work someone must care for the child.  The answer for mothers, 

especially in cases where the child was illegitimate and the mother had no extended 

family willing to help, was to place the baby in foundling asylums where infant 

mortality ranged from 40 to 90% (Golden 116-118). Even when a neighbor or family 

member could care for the child, the child would not be breastfed and so would be 

liable to all of the illnesses which threatened artificially fed infants.  Recognizing this, 

Hutchinson declared that “[t]he cure [for infant mortality] is higher wages and shorter 

hours.  Cheap food is usually deficient in nutritive value.  Nursing mothers and children 

must have expensive foods.  Any effort helping mothers to work instead of nursing their 

babies is a mistake” (“Proceedings” 2125).  In other words, a mother could help her 

family by working less or not working at all, that is, by removing herself from the 

economic scene and spending more time in the domestic scene cleaning and preparing 

nutritional foods.  By changing her location, Hutchinson suggested, the mother will 

improve her family’s health and their overall well-being and status.  Robert W. Bruère, 

a philanthropist, like Hutchinson declared that infant mortality “is primarily a problem 

of poverty” (“Proceedings” 2124) but looked towards a coercive program to remedy 

poor health among the poor.  He blamed “impure milk” and “low wages” for infant 

mortality and said that the solution for it lies in improving access to medical care for 

poor families through compulsory and affordable health insurance.  Poor families would 

be compelled to spend part of their income on health insurance, which, perhaps, would 
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change the scene of where poor families received care from their home to the doctor’s 

office.  This scene change would allow them to visit the doctor more often and put them 

under greater medical control, giving them greater access to doctors’ supposedly 

superior knowledge of health and preventative medicine.  Notice, though, that Bruère’s 

proposed solution leaves untouched the two other problems he noted—dirty milk and 

low pay.   

Edwin E. Graham’s address to the pediatricians’ section at the 1908 American 

Medical Association conference drew strong causal connections among poverty, the 

summer complaint, and infant mortality.  He quoted statistics cited by the famous 

pediatrician Abraham Jacobi who noted the widely varying rates of infant mortality 

among the different classes in Europe in 1844.  In Brussels, for example, Jacobi claimed 

that childhood mortality was six percent in wealthy families, 33 percent in the families 

of professional and skilled tradesmen, and 54 percent in the families of workers and 

domestics (1046).  Graham argued that infant mortality was directly caused by 

“overwork, poor hygienic surroundings and poor housing” (1046); like Hutchinson, 

Graham promoted various schemes to improve the mother’s health by preventing her 

from working, increasing medical surveillance of her before and after the birth of her 

child, and improving her diet to mitigate the unhealthful environment caused by poverty 

(1057).  Graham also cited “[h]ome treatment, or perhaps better say maltreatment” of 

the children of poor parents who only call in the doctor when it is too late (1048).  Like 

Hutchinson, Graham advocated systemic social changes to improve infant mortality 

among the poor:  cheap clean milk, improved housing to supply fresh air and hygienic 
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surroundings, and “a campaign for education” including visiting nurses aimed at poor 

mothers (1049).   

 Four years later, Abraham Jacobi, in his own address to the American Medical 

Association as its president, exhibited no patience with the social causes of infant 

mortality.  For example, he questioned one charitable organization’s plan to reduce 

infant mortality by providing for poor mothers who are overworked, seeing it as a band-

aid solution to a systemic problem and one that implies some poor mothers are poor 

because they are lazy.  “Which one of the poor,” Jacobi asked rhetorically, “is not 

overworked?” (1912, 1734)  He expressed frustration with government officials who 

persuade the strongest and bravest young men to go to war and die, leaving only the 

weak and the cowards to marry and reproduce, passing on their degenerate genes 

(1737), and with the doctors who for professional reasons wanted to prevent skilled 

midwives from practicing, midwives being the only kind of birth attendants poor 

women could afford and who many times had better childbirth mortality and morbidity 

rates than did medical doctors (1740-1744).  Jacobi railed, too, against what he regarded 

as the miseducation of mothers and others who were led to believe that artificially 

feeding babies was as healthful as breastfeeding them.  He noted with grim irony the 

illustration on the cover of a circular by Nestlé Food Company, the makers of infant 

formulas and condensed milk, suggesting that the large angel wings in the picture 

represent the angels of death who carry off the babies of mothers who decided to 

discontinue breastfeeding them and turned to artificial feeding instead (1738-1739).  

Another prominent pediatrician, Henry Koplik, noted that artificial feeding is especially 
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deadly for children of poor parents because the children of the “well-to-do and the 

intelligent” experience a 50 percent lower mortality rate than did the  artificially fed 

ones of poor parents (86).  Because of this discrepancy, government officials, too, came 

under Jacobi’s fire for forcing poor women to go back to work shortly after the births of 

their children.  Jacobi noted that in Berlin, babies born to unmarried mothers had much 

better health and much lower mortality rates in their first year of life compared with 

babies born to poor women because the mothers of illegitimate children were compelled 

by authorities to stay with their children and nurse them.  Poor mothers, however, were 

forced to go back to work, leaving their children with strangers and subjecting them to 

artificial feeding (1739).  As Hutchinson and Graham had concluded, Jacobi did, too:  

ameliorating the conditions of poverty and its relative, ignorance, would result in better 

infant health. 

 Some doctors concluded that not only class but also nationality determined 

mothers’ ignorance.  Doctors Gottfried Koehler and C. St. Clair Drake conducted a 

rather sophisticated statistical analysis of infant mortality rates and their variance by 

location, cause, age and mitigating factors such as the cleanliness of the milk supply and 

the need for the mother to work.  Diarrheal diseases caused 36.5 percent of the infant 

deaths in Chicago in 1909, the highest number, followed by the combination of 

pneumonia, bronchitis, and influenza at 22.6 percent, and congenital defects and 

accidents, including premature birth, at 19.2 percent.  Much-feared tuberculosis 

accounted for only 2.2 percent of deaths (22).   While the death rate of children born to 

American mothers was 14 babies per 100,000 born, 631 babies born to Lithuanian 
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mothers, 504 born to Polish mothers, 250 born to Italian mothers, and 232 born to 

Hungarian mothers, died (24).  Koehler and Drake attributed the high rate of infant 

death among immigrant families to bad sanitary conditions, “poverty and ignorance,” 

and to factories that abutted the neighborhoods where these poor women lived and 

worked (22).  Despite the poor environmental location of immigrant housing, a scenic 

cause of disease, Koehler and Drake focused instead on an agent, the mother.  Again, 

the front-line remedy to these wide-spread social problems is the education of the 

mother.  Koehler and Drake proposed a complicated system of education which 

depends upon an accurate municipal record of births so that appropriate post-natal 

education can be given to all mothers regarding infant feeding and care, after which 

municipal authorities should take care that clean and affordable milk and water supplies 

are available to all infants.  They also proposed laws to prevent women’s “neglected 

education…employment, neglected breast-feeding, overwork, bad health, alcoholism, 

and poverty” (25)—mixing in these cases problems of individual education and choice, 

and social and economic structures. 

 Class and intelligence became so conflated in medical discussions that one 

author advised letting educated parents look at X-rays of their children’s intestines so 

that they would be more comfortable with the doctor’s treatment (Kerley and LeWald 

1572), and, in some cases, educated, middle-class mothers were expected themselves to 

educate the doctors.  Dr. Royster, who apparently had seen a huge improvement in 

mothers’ educational attainments since he wrote his 1910 article “The Reduction of 

Infant Mortality from an Educational Standpoint,” argues in 1917 that “[t]here are two 
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classes of people who need education—the mothers and the physicians; and in some 

cases the physicians need it more than the mothers.  The mothers are being educated 

through popular articles….The mothers are educating the physicians—the general 

practitioner, I am talking about” (“Abstract” 427).  Education became something not 

merely attained but rather something that describes a mother’s character, the difference 

in meaning between “a woman with education” and “an educated woman.”  Education 

no longer was a possession but rather an integral part of character, shifting the agents in 

the “know-better,-do-better” narrative to the mother as the prime agent acting on the 

doctor, who then acts again on the mother and the child.  The solution to infant 

mortality, in this narrative, was a cooperative education effort between mothers and 

doctors.  What did this solution look like?  Baby-care articles in women’s magazines 

and health campaigns, the content of which, of course, originated with doctors although 

the author might not be a doctor.  Things look a little circular. 

 

DOCTORS AS TEACHERS 

 As the rhetorical construction of mothers as depraved or the enemies of their 

children shifted to their construction in doctors’ discourse as educable and therefore the 

physician’s allies, so the construction of doctors as God’s heroes or health crusaders 

shifted to their construction as educators, professionals, and trusted confidants.   

 As we have seen, doctors served as Cassandras, warning their patients about 

future health disasters if they did not reform and conform to current medical 

recommendations.  An 1888 article recommended that doctors alert mothers to the 
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dangers of early weaning in the hot summer months when the summer complaint took 

off so many young ones (Earle 151).  However, as we read in an article published 

twenty years later, individual education of the patient by the physician had not yielded 

the benefits promised by Earle.  Dr. Wilber C. Phillips wrote that the struggle for 

individual education continued in the “darkest tenement [and] the narrowest and foulest 

streets [with] the lowest standards of living and the greatest ignorance” (114).  He wrote 

that infants there still “literally die like flies” and that high infant mortality “hangs like 

the sword of Damocles over the frightened, ignorant, and too often superstitious 

mother.”  These mothers had an “eagerness to learn…[a] hunger for instruction [that is] 

pitiful” as they await the “timely word, telling [them] not to do the thing which makes 

[their] ignorance murderous, in many instances would save [their] bab[ies].”  Mothers 

must first of all be taught about proper infant feeding and physical care of the infant.   

Phillips imagined a great network of doctors and nurses to carry out this educational 

program, visiting the houses of all new mothers and providing medical supervision of 

new babies at milk dep�ts, education that would somehow overcome the disadvantages 

of tainted milk, inadequate public sanitation systems, dirty water, and poor nutrition.  

Phillips, however, did imagine the solution to be on a larger scale, unlike doctors such 

as David Edsall.  Because of their unique position as the first to be called to assist in a 

case of an infectious disease, doctors, Edsall argued, were best positioned to educate 

attending family members and patients on the nature of infectious disease and the best 

methods to prevent it from spreading to others (Edsall 1909)—claiming professional 

superiority over other groups interested in public health.   
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 Doctors functioned as coaches, teaching mothers the dietary principles that 

would allow them to establish and maintain a good breast milk supply so that they 

would not have to resort to artificially feeding the baby (Ostheimer 520).  Doctors 

helped mothers to perform most efficiently and effectively in roles that were most 

traditionally seen as the purview of the woman, such as the “bathing, clothing, fresh air, 

exercise, and hours of sleep” of children.  In these areas, and to these capable mothers, 

doctors would only need to mention the topics to get the women to understand and 

comply (Southworth 180).  By 1932 women’s intellect was so taken for granted that a 

doctor could assert that “[m]odern conditions have changed the physical life of 

primitive women to one that is largely mental and emotional, and the mother today is 

rarely of the contented bovine variety” (Durand 277).  In other words, the character of 

mothers had altered so radically that there was no need to fear any more that they would 

purposely or in advertently kill their children through artificial feeding.  The mother as 

a positive agent, combined with the leading actions of the doctor, together were enough 

to overcome the long history of the dangers of artificial feeding, and by the 1920’s and 

1930’s most mothers did not even try to nurse their babies (Wolf 40). 

 

DOCTORS AS ENEMIES 

 Doctors positioned themselves as the prime or influential agents in narratives 

about infant illness and disease, but sometimes infants under their care did die.  With 

these infants’ deaths came the necessity of recognizing that doctors themselves 

sometimes bore the burden of responsibility for causing harm.  The transgression from 
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or violation of the appropriate role of the physician in maintaining and restoring health 

had two outcomes:  the first is a scapegoating of mothers, as we saw in chapter three.  

Mothers were placed in the role of the agent of their child’s suffering, to the extent that 

evidence that should have exonerated them, such as sweltering indoor temperatures and 

the known health risks of unclean milk, was ignored.  Mothers became a representation 

of all of the dangers that a young child faced:  mothers were at once neglecting, 

indulging, starving, and overfeeding their children, not caring enough or caring too 

much for their bodies, and not breastfeeding or breastfeeding their children too much.  

Meanwhile, the threat that mothers represented was modulated by representations of 

mothers’ capacity to learn how to care appropriately for their children.  Doctors figured 

variously as teachers and advisers to mothers when the mothers were regarded as 

capable, police when mothers were considered obdurate or hopelessly ignorant, and 

judges and juries when mothers were deemed morally bankrupt or malevolent.  At 

times, however, an opposite reaction appears in doctors’ discourse.  Sometimes doctors 

did acknowledge their own guilt and responsibility for medical failure.  This painful 

realization involved a reversal of hierarchies, for the valued roles doctors had identified 

themselves with in other articles—crusader, hero, teacher, mentor—were replaced by 

their opposites—fool, hypocrite, dummy, dupe.  Note, however, that causality continues 

to reside within the agent rather than, for example as epidemiologists might argue, the 

scene of contagion and the agency of the microbe, or as Christian Scientists at the time 

might have believed, the agent, action, and purpose of the right-thinking believer.  

Because of the persevering focus on the agent, discursive transformations resulting from 
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the overturning of traditional linguistic hierarchies describing the relationship between 

doctors and patients continued to focus on changing and patrolling the agent, the doctor, 

and not on formal transformations between the various motives.  That is, doctors did not 

have a sudden epiphany that they should hang up their stethoscopes for the map and 

statistics of the epidemiologists because disease causality really resided in the scene or 

setting of disease.  Instead, they focused on what they could do to improve themselves 

as agents in the narrative of disease causality. 

 Dr. J. E. Allaben’s “Intestinal Perforation in Typhoid Fever; Its Diagnosis and 

Surgical Treatment” is one article in which the self-mortifying nature of this 

transformed discourse is prominent.  In the first sentence of the article, Allaben 

obliquely apologized to his audience for bringing up this unpopular topic, 

acknowledging that it has been twenty-three years since the surgical treatment of this 

complication was introduced (554).  The second sentence complicated this apology 

because in it Allaben revealed his very personal connection to this disease:  Allaben’s 

own seventeen-year-old son died from it one and a half years before, and, Allaben 

explained, had he “made as careful a study of the diagnosis of perforation in typhoid 

before his illness as I [Allaben] have made since, I think his life might have been saved” 

(554), a statement that placed the father and physician Allaben as the central, failed 

agent in the narrative of his son’s death.  Allaben described himself as the “rich man” 

who while in hell looked up to heaven and saw poor, leprous Lazarus cradled in the 

bosom of Abraham.  Just as the suffering rich man begs Lazarus for a drop of water to 

cool his burning mouth, so Allaben hoped to receive some redemption and relief by 
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warning his physicians-brothers about this deadly complication so that they, too, will 

not suffer as he did.  This warning was the excuse which Allaben used to ask his 

audience for the indulgence of their patience while he tells his uncomfortably and 

unconventionally personal tale.  Allaben first described the history of the surgical 

treatment of this complication, and then described its symptoms in surgical, clinical, 

microbiological, and diagnostic terms.  Five photos of a fatally perforated intestine, 

stretched like an animal hide drying on a frame, illustrate the article; thankfully, the 

photos are of specimens from the U. S. Army Medical Museum and not from his son.  

Allaben then described in careful detail the surgical operation doctors should perform to 

repair the perforation before it turns into almost always fatal peritonitis.  Allaben 

highlighted the speed with which this operation should be performed, emphasizing that 

waiting for the patient to stabilize before operation is futile since the patient will never 

stabilize but only fatally worsen.   

 As is often common in these types of articles, the author continued with a 

representative anecdote that epitomized the course and treatment of the disease, either 

using narratives that conform to the general pattern as a way of reinforcing in the 

audience’s mind the most salient aspects of related cases, or using narratives that differ 

or depart from the usual pattern so that the audience can be warned of exceptions and 

complications.  Allaben neither exemplified nor exceptionalized the narrative of his 

own son’s death, and it is the only case he wrote about.  Instead, his narrative 

functioned to warn other doctors about the dangers of this complication.  As Allaben 

declared in the final sentence of his article, “If I have succeeded in any degree in 
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awakening an interest in this subject, that its importance deserves, I shall feel that my 

boy has not lived and died in vain” (557)—his own son’s life sacrificed so that other 

people’s children might live.  By using his son’s death as a lesson to others, Allaben 

hoped to make something good come from his mistake, perhaps rubbing out some of his 

responsibility and guilt.  Yet, when one looks closely at the narrative, it is difficult to 

determine how much responsibility Allaben had in this drama.  While Allaben’s 

metadiscourse about it establishes him as the primary agent, the narrative itself hints at 

something entirely different.   

 We know from the narrative that his boy, Ernest S. A., became ill with typhoid 

for which, apparently, he was treated at home because there was no mention of his 

hospitalization.  Thirteen days after he initially took ill, Allaben reported that “a slight 

intestinal hemorrhage occurred” (557), although who suspected the hemorrhage, how it 

was diagnosed, and how the diagnostician knew that the hemorrhage was small are 

narratively unclear because the motives attributed to the action, the hemorrhage, elide 

and hide the human agent in this story.  Two days after the hemorrhage, an enema “was 

given,” the passive voice again masking the human agent.  The enema generated terrible 

effects, “causing [the boy] to cry out” and complain of an “intense pain in his penis,” 

and, worse, it created an intestinal perforation.  The narration switched to the passive 

voice to describe this event, saying only that “[p]erforation was suspected and 

consultation [with an unnamed second doctor] held,” although who suspected the 

perforation and why he or she suspected it again remains unclear.  The identities of 

those who consulted with each other are unclear, as is what was talked about, although 
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we can infer that at least one consultant was a doctor because the next sentence reports, 

“Operation deferred,” although by whom and why we are not told, and, again, the 

outcome is a disaster—the boy’s temperature jumped from 100.6 F to 105.4 F in just 

seven hours.  Thirty-seven hours after the perforation, an operation was finally 

performed to repair the hole.  The doctor who performed this operation is named, Dr. 

James M. Neff, and he is also secondarily identified as Dr. Murphy’s associate.  The 

surgery proceeded without complications, but nineteen days later Dr. Neff performed a 

second surgery to repair intestinal adhesions that had developed from the initial 

intestinal perforation.  Fifteen days after the second operation, the boy was again seized 

with pain, this time from an intestinal obstruction.  The next day Dr. Neff performed a 

third surgery, but the boy died eight hours later.  The autopsy revealed a pocket of 

infection deep in the abdominal cavity, adhesions twisting the intestines, and a reopened 

perforation.  The extensive damage, a product of delayed action and an aggressive 

infection, made it impossible for him to recover. 

 The narrative is unclear about why Allaben blamed himself for his son’s death 

because Allaben’s role in the narrative is linguistically uncertain.  While most medical 

narratives had clear demarcations between the various actors, it was impossible to 

ascertain who does what in Allaben’s narrative.  Dr. Neff’s role as the surgeon was 

made explicit, but his role as the consultant who decided to wait to perform the first 

surgery and who therefore bears responsibility for the boy’s death was left ambiguous.  

Logically, it would make sense for him to be the consultant, but given the narrative we 

cannot be sure that the consultant is definitely him.  And while we might assume, again, 
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logically, that Allaben initially had tried to care for his son at home and so spectacularly 

failed by first giving him the enema which caused the perforation and then by waiting 

so long to seek treatment for the perforation, we must reserve judgment on that because 

it is not supported by the text, and, in fact, the text at many times deliberately avoids 

revealing the human agents involved in these deadly decisions by using the passive 

voice at strategic times.  On the other hand, Allaben very clearly claimed responsibility 

for his son’s death in the article that framed this narrative, and in fact he expressed the 

hope to his audience that the narrative will somehow redeem him of the mistakes that 

led to his son’s death.  The narrative reveals an ambiguity in motives that the framing 

article repudiates.  The narrative shifted in locating the motives for the death in the 

agents, the doctor, consultant, and caretaker of Ernest, and in the agency and power of 

the tools themselves, the hemorrhage that “occurs,” the enema that turns deadly, and the 

operation that is deferred.   The framing article, on the other hand, insisted on the causal 

power of the agent, the father/doctor who kills his son and the lessons that could be 

learned from his terrible experience.  So while the framing article claimed very much 

the transformative power of education, a power that would save the lives of future 

patients, and subscribed wholeheartedly to the know-better,-do-better narrative, the case 

narrative suggested something quite different:  that responsible agents are not always 

ready to accept responsibility, or that some medical mishaps are so unpredictable that 

they cannot be planned for or mitigated against, and that ignorance is an inevitable part 

of medical practice if not in this complication any more, at least in future ones.   
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 Other articles played with both accepting agency and therefore responsibility in 

cases with poor outcomes and in passing the buck to something else.  While discussing 

a paper read on infant feeding, Dr. Isaac Abt noted that doctors “still have much to learn 

in the matter of adapting artificial food to babies,” locating responsibility for feeding 

failures in the doctor, but he prefaced his comment by pointing out the few instances of 

summer complaint in the hot deserts of Arizona, suggesting that some of the doctor’s 

responsibility is mitigated by the environment in which the child lives:  some locations 

were simply more conducive to better infant health than others, so despite a doctor’s 

best efforts to keep children healthy, success will be elusive in less salubrious locations 

(“Discussion” 2071).  In the cases of mistaken diagnosis, diseases with similar 

symptoms in the early stages, such as malaria and typhus, can be confused (Jordan 

1772).  While the doctor is responsible for the mistaken diagnosis, his responsibility 

again was mitigated, in this article, by the agency and power of disease to manifest 

itself in confusing and contradictory ways.  A third article stated quite clearly that 

doctors “shall continue to have many unnecessary deaths until we have it firmly fixed in 

our minds that the high mortality [of acute appendicitis] is due chiefly to our inability to 

recognize the disease in its early stages” which seems to implicate, again, the doctor and 

his ignorance in these cases, but upon closer examination we find yet again that 

responsibility was divided between the doctor and, in this case, the hard-to-diagnose 

body of the young child (Bolling 964).  Responsibility for failure was divided again 

between the agent and another factor when the doctor is confused in proper infant 

feeding because infants are so difficult to feed (Talbot).  The scene of the illness, the 
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young body, shared responsibility for the faulty diagnosis along with the ignorant 

doctor.  In these articles, doctors were exhorted to learn more to combat their own 

ignorance, which, as we can see given how causes are framed in these articles, can only 

be a half-solution at best because so much responsibility is understood to lie outside of 

the doctor’s control. 

  A shift that marked doctors taking primary responsibility for bad medical 

outcomes due to physicians’ ignorance occurs in later articles, and this shift was very 

apparent in articles dealing with breastfeeding.  As we have seen, earlier articles almost 

uniformly blamed mothers for not breastfeeding, ascribing motives such as laziness, 

ignorance, and selfishness to the mothers who artificially fed their children.  A shift 

towards doctors’ stronger agency in successful breastfeeding started in the first decade 

of the twentieth century with doctors positioning themselves as educators or coaches for 

new mothers having trouble with breastfeeding.  Later articles credited doctors with 

even more responsibility for unsuccessful breastfeeding outcomes, such as one article 

that claimed the “ignorance of the laity plays an important r�le [in the decision to 

discontinue breastfeeding], but…this is perhaps secondary to the lack of perseverance 

of the physician” (Mitchell 1691).  Doctors’ heroic “perseverance” and not the moral 

qualities of the mother, the temperament and digestion of the infant, or the toughness of 

the mother’s nipples, now mainly determined if breastfeeding would succeed.  All of 

these things, earlier regarded as impediments to successful breastfeeding and therefore 

infant health and life, could be overcome through doctors’ “encouragement” of the 

mother (ibid.).  Accepting increased responsibility for successful breastfeeding also 
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allowed doctors greater degree of intrusion into the mother-infant breastfeeding dyad, 

giving doctors stronger reasons to regulate “the mother’s health, habits and diet” and to 

determine whether she had “valid reason” for discontinuing nursing (ibid.).  Those with 

valid reasons would be supported in their choice, but those with reasons deemed invalid 

came in for stronger persuasion from their doctors.   

Medical and scientific progress offered some explanation for doctors’ new 

willingness to accept more responsibility for successful breastfeeding.  As Durand’s 

1932 article pointed out, artificial feeding had become quite safe by that time, as “[a]ll 

major problems of artificial nutrition have now been solved” (Durand 276).  Advances 

in milk modification techniques, the discovery of vitamins and their addition to infant 

formulas, the elimination of barley water and skimmed milk treatments for sick babies, 

the reduction of the daily recommended amount of milk for children and simultaneous 

increase in the recommended quantity and variety of food, and, of course, refrigeration 

and a clean milk supply all made artificial feeding much safer than it had been 

previously, safe enough for Durand to declare “that one’s conscience need trouble one 

less than heretofore if the mother…is relieved from a long-continued, unhappy effort to 

supply a portion of her baby’s food” (277).  In other words, unsuccessful breastfeeding 

was no longer a near sentence of death for the baby as it had been just a few decades 

before.  The stakes were lower if doctors did not succeed in persuading mothers to 

nurse, perhaps making them more willing to accept professional responsibility for that 

outcome.   
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 Durand’s article, perhaps more than others, represented an acknowledgement of 

the balance between the competing forces involved in assessing responsibility for the 

summer complaint and infant mortality.  Maintaining the agent-centered perspective 

that pervades doctors’ writing, doctors continued to be responsible for helping mothers 

nurse successfully, but mothers, too, were agents in their ability to decide whether 

breastfeeding is pleasant or rewarding enough for them to continue.  On the other hand, 

scene became important in determining whether artificial feeding would be a successful 

alternative to breastfeeding.  The scene necessary for success was medical and scientific 

progress—clinical, chemical, nutritional, mechanical, and commercial—which went 

into creating a safe cows’ milk alternative to breast milk.  Without such progress, 

Durand suggested, artificial feeding would not be safe, and babies would still be dying.  

Medical progress made the instrument of change—new and safe milk formulations—

possible.  Without progress, there would be no safe alternative to breast milk; without a 

safe alternative to breast milk, doctors and mothers would have to struggle, often 

unsuccessfully, to breastfeed babies; without successful breastfeeding, babies would 

die.   

Earlier versions of the know-better,-do-better narrative suggested that people—

mothers, doctors—could change their behavior and improve their situations once they 

knew how to act better.  Professional focus was placed on educating mothers and 

doctors.  Durand’s later version of the narrative suggested something more complicated 

and almost a reversal of the earlier narrative—that people only know better and do 

better when the situation allows them to do so.  So, for example, when Lowenburg 
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suggested an agent-centered narrative in his 1910 article in which he argued that 

artificial infant feeding was unsuccessful because it was too complicated and because 

doctors did not know how to simplify it enough to be successful, Durand suggested that 

because not enough was known in general—a scene-centered narrative—that infant 

feeding was unsuccessful in Lowenburg’s time.  Increase general medical and scientific 

knowledge, Durand argued, and doctors will know better and do better.  Increased 

general medical and scientific knowledge, as well as the hindsight and broad knowledge 

which permit a critique of large, evolving, and interlocking systems of technological 

progress, only became possible after a field of knowledge has a broad and deep range, 

as bacteriology at this time did.  In this type of developed field, knowledge generates 

more knowledge, while, simultaneously and perhaps incidentally, it generates changes 

in behavior among its participants.  Thus, systems of knowledge become the agents of 

change, while the work of individuals—the chemists, the bacteriologists, the public 

works engineers who plan and construct municipal water systems, the engineers who 

design and the manufacturers who build pasteurizing machines and refrigerators, the 

doctors, and the mothers—only contribute their small pieces of knowledge and action to 

the overall system; and the system, in the end, is what keeps each infant alive.  

Individual behavior is superseded by the larger health system that inheres in the 

background of everyday life.  Thus, healthy baby contests are out, breastfeeding is 

irrelevant, and the identity of the various bacteria, once so important and diligently 

diagnosed, seems hardly to matter anymore.  Focus instead is placed on the processes 
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that have as their outcome maintaining healthy babies, supplying clean milk, and 

treating infections, as the next collection of articles indicates.     

  

DISEASE AS A FUNCTION OF A SYSTEM 

 As I noted in chapter three, epidemiologists tended to regard disease as the 

product of a system—a public water system, a dairy’s supply system, a household’s or 

institution’s food-preparation system.  For a short time, doctors too took this perspective 

until they again focused on the agents within the system who have the closest contact 

with babies, the mothers.  Doctors’ narratives about disease causes then shifted back to 

their original focus on agents and their roles in perpetuating high rates of infant 

mortality and how best to correct mothers’ and doctors’ individual behavior in order to 

save more babies.  Durand’s article, written in 1932, reflects a trend toward reassessing 

different systems’ roles in infant diarrheal diseases, a trend made possible by increased 

knowledge of bacteria and its modes of infections.  Five articles that appeared in the 

second half of the 1930’s illustrate how the new focus on systemic causes of disease 

resulted in different solutions to infant diarrheal disease. 

 The occasion for these articles, four of which were examined in chapter two as 

examples of how they dealt with difficult diagnoses, was an outbreak of epidemic 

diarrhea in hospital neonatal nurseries.  The illness was marked by severe diarrhea, a 

high morbidity rate, a high mortality rate, and no identifiable etiologic agent.  

Barenberg, Levy, and Grand’s article mentions five epidemics aside from their own, 

and the literature review of Rice, Best, Frant, and Abramson’s article mentions nineteen 
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outbreaks in addition to the one that occurred in their own hospital and in addition to 

those mentioned in Barenberg’s article, so the extent of the epidemic was quite large.   

Contemporary diagnostic techniques were inadequate to identify the pathogen, and 

contemporary sanitary practices that were adequate to stop the spread of bacterial, 

fungal, and parasitic infections were ineffectual against this agent.  The authors 

described the “rapid spread of the epidemic from day to day” (Barenberg, Levi, and 

Grand 1258), and they described how the nurseries would need to be closed and 

completely renovated to prevent subsequent outbreaks because of the pathogen’s 

persistence (Rice, Best, Frant, and Abramson 478; Best 1156).   

The articles also described how routines which were previously thought 

harmless, such as allowing doctors who worked in other parts of the hospital to enter the 

nursery, and even routines which were previously regarded as aseptic, such as using 

paper pads on examining tables and washing linens in the general laundry, came to be 

regarded with great suspicion (Greenberg and Wronker 563-564).  Standard routines 

such as keeping babies in adjacent bassinets (Best 1156) and wearing gauze face masks 

and rubber gloves during feeding time were thought somehow to facilitate the spread of 

the epidemic (Barenberg et al. 1258).  While human agents were mentioned as the ones 

carrying out these routines, their identities seemed somehow effaced and incidental to 

the actions that they carry out, as in the sentence, “Therefore the obstetric and nursing 

technics must be set up to this end” (Best 1156), leaving who is revising and performing 

the techniques mainly unidentified and undifferentiated.  Agents routinely were 

grammatically elided as well, as in this sentence, “The same rigid asepsis was used as 
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before” (Greenberg and Wronker 563) or referred to only in the aggregate:  “doctors, 

nurses, ward maids, and the infants themselves were studied” (Barenberg et al. 1258).  

The grammatical structures of these articles’ sentences suggest that agents and the 

actions they perform are important only in the larger context of the systems in which 

they occur. 

Solutions, too, are large.  As one article states, “As far as treatment of the sick 

babies is concerned, the results were uniformly disappointing….the infants did not 

respond satisfactorily to the recognized modes of therapy in diarrheal disorders” (Rice 

et al. 479), therefore, medical treatments could not stop the epidemic.  All of the articles 

suggested that the systems themselves, the neonatal wards, must be closed down and 

completely renovated to stop the epidemic.   Best’s article proposed over two pages of 

procedural changes to prevent or stop similar epidemics, such as from maintaining 

separate labor and delivery rooms for healthy and ill mothers to prohibiting dry 

sweeping in the wards and hallways near the nurseries (1156-1158).  Spivak’s article 

was a retrospective critique of neonatal nursery sanitary systems, condemning both the 

breaks in sanitary technique that occur on a daily basis and which are usually harmless, 

and standard but inadequate precautions, such as relying on simple hand-washing rather 

than surgical scrubbing to prevent transmitting infections between ill and healthy 

infants (1066).  Spivak’s ideal solution was to care for each infant as if it were its own 

separate “unit,” that is, its own separate (potentially) contagious system with its own 

individual locker, clothing, utensils, and linen (1067), turning each individual infant 

body into a microcosm of the larger health systems that impinge on the individual baby, 
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the system being what doctors need to control.  The system was conveniently now 

reduced to a very small seven-pound package.   

This late outbreak of infectious diarrhea represented another turn in the narrative 

that explains disease causality, in which the usual agent-centered narrative alters, for a 

time, to emphasize other perspectives on causality such as actions or scenes.  With these 

shifts we are able to mark how much the agent-centered focus determined how 

treatment was understood and planned, because when shifts in perspectives occurred, 

the qualities of the corrective measures changed dramatically—comparing a solution 

based on surveillance of mothers at milk dep�ts to a solution based on changing 

hospital sanitary procedures reveals not only a different treatment emphasis but a 

different philosophy or ideology of what causes disease, of which action A will result in 

or prevent outcome B.  The difference is the difference between focusing on what 

message Kafka’s writing machine inscribes onto the ill infant’s bodies and focusing on 

the harrow that inscribes the message or the designer that plans it.  While focusing on 

the message revealed individual culpability and suggested piece-meal solutions, looking 

at the larger scene of disease allowed doctors to take a systemic approach to solving the 

problem of infant gastrointestinal disorders and remove the harrow and disable the 

designer, saving the lives of many children. 
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Chapter Five 

Sensational Cases and the Persuasive Narrative 

 

Throughout this study, we have seen the ways in which narratives function as 

persuasive devices in doctors' writing.  Even though the narratives are told in a clinical 

language which elides the human, individual patient and focuses on clinical 

manifestations of the disease, they are very often sad and painful to read.   On the other 

hand, patient narratives are very useful.  They work in pragmatic ways, such as by 

illustrating the typical course an illness might take, “support[ing] a generalization” 

(Rentz 49), in order that an unusual or new disease can be more quickly recognized and 

diagnosed.  Narratives also work in the opposite direction by illustrating unusual 

complications or symptoms in common diseases, “refut[ing] a generalization” (ibid.), so 

that, again, a proper diagnosis can be made and the appropriate treatment begun.  

In addition to their pedagogic functions, doctors’ narratives also have potent 

effects in shaping doctors’ discourse and, through that, the medical profession as a 

whole.  In chapter two we examined how narratives perpetuate doctors’ professional 

discourse by maintaining ambiguity in diagnosis and prognosis in the face of medical 

technologies which would otherwise foreclose doctors’ discourse by providing concise 

and definitive interpretations of patients’ illnesses.  Chapters three and four looked at 

how doctors’ narratives about the causes of infant diarrheal illnesses determined the 
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medical, social, and political interventions that doctors and policy makers made to 

reduce infant mortality.  While clinging to agent-focused narratives of disease, in which 

these illnesses were caused by discrete individuals (mothers, microbes) whose actions 

could be controlled to provide better outcomes, many doctors rejected competing 

narratives in which the background scene causes illnesses, such the epidemiological 

focus on the larger networks of milk and drinking water distribution and sewage 

disposal.  Because the majority of doctors were clinically based and worked with 

individual patients, retelling and reinforcing agent-centered narratives allowed them to 

maintain their professions’ central position in public debates about how to solve the 

problem of infant mortality despite the fact that the most effective interventions came 

from scientists who were better able to analyze larger systems and who agitated for 

sanitary reform in dairies, milk distribution systems, water purification, public works, 

and hospital routines.  Instead, doctors kept the focus on what their field could do:  

consulting with and educating mothers about the importance of keeping their babies 

clean, cool, and well-fed with milk formulas concocted at home through complicated 

and time-consuming sterilization and modification procedures.  The utility of narratives 

easily explains their persistence in doctors’ writing despite the profession’s overall 

attempts to move away from medical practice based on empiricism, individual 

experiences, and wisdom and move toward a more “scientific,” experimental, 

“rational,” and textually-based professional standard. 

 The use of some medical narratives, however, cannot be explained by looking at 

their pedagogic or professional utility, specifically when the narratives’ subjects suffer 
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from diseases or conditions which were not preventable or treatable given the state of 

medicine at the time.  What, exactly, is the rationale for reporting on cases which are 

hopeless or untreatable, when the promise of relieving some people’s suffering does not 

compensate for the broadcasting of others’ pain?  The pedagogical and professional 

usefulness of case narratives in diseases like the summer complaint can obscure some of 

the thornier ethical issues telling someone else’s tale of suffering raises, while reporting 

hopeless cases uncovers some of the seamier aspects of narrative.  This chapter will 

look at selected case narratives that report hopeless or sensational cases and attempt to 

make some sense out of their apparent senselessness, while at the same time casting a 

critical light on the machinations of case narratives that appear justified by their 

usefulness.  

 

Sensational Cases Shoring up the Profession’s Reputation 

 While odd or sensational case reports were the meat of smaller, less reputable 

journals such as the New York Medical and Surgical Journal and The Boston Medical 

and Surgical Journal (Wells 2007), anecdotal oddities made their appearance even in 

respectable medical journals like JAMA.  Many of these articles were more than a little 

salacious, reporting on cases in which common household objects such as pomade pots, 

candlesticks, and hat pins ended up stuck in a variety of bodily orifices.  Even the most 

cringe-inducing cases, however, ended happily after simple clinical extractions of the 

aberrant objects and with a witty or pithy final statement by the doctor, (“This case 

proves how much the French like their pomade”), signaling that these narratives were 
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meant more for amusement and levity rather than for serious study.  Given the rather 

depressing nature of most JAMA case reports from the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, the comedy of these tales of minor human misdeeds and foibles 

offers a welcome emotional and mental respite from the seriousness of grimmer cases. 

 Entertaining cases aside, an emphasis on seeing and sight highlights the 

exhibitory nature of the sensational case narrative.  While, as we have seen, standard 

case narratives place the reporting doctor in the role of eye-witness, mediator, and 

interpreter of the cases he recounted, sensational case narratives tended to take a 

rhetorical stance signaling demonstration, reflecting the pedagogical grounding of case 

narratives in medical lectures.  One article, “A Clinical Lecture Delivered at the Good 

Samaritan Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio,” by Dr. F. Forcheimer, captured the “look at 

this!” feeling of many sensational cases.  The second-person pronoun “you” was used 

freely in the article, as this passage suggests: 

  Those of you who remember seeing the features and expression some  

time ago, when I brought him to class….The first thing that strikes you is  

the intense anæmia….You see too, all the evidences of rickets….You see  

the peculiar form of the head….You notice that the child has his hands up 

to his head all the time….You look at the child’s face and you are at once  

  struck with the fact that it takes up much less of the outline of the head  

  than it should….We know then, from this examination, that the upper  

part of the head, the skull, is much too large in comparison to the lower  

part.  (285-286, emphases mine) 
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The author of this passage, Forcheimer controls his audience’s attention by interpreting 

for them what they both see and notice:  “you…remember….strikes you….You 

see….You notice….You look.”  By directing his audience’s eyes and attention, 

Forcheimer leads them through an educational moment that mimics the empirical 

movement of a doctor’s diagnosis, leading to the inevitable, planned, concluding 

diagnostic phrase, “We know, then,…that.…”  While later articles based on case 

narratives attempt to overcome the potential shortcomings of eye-witnessed, anecdote-

based casuistic arguments by grouping case narratives into reportable series, the 

narratives of singular, sensational cases retain the earlier empirical and circumstantial 

epistemology characteristic of the Forcheimer article. 

 Often the specular nature of the case sensational case narrative seems to provide 

the only justification for its publication.  As the title of one of these articles, Dr. E. F. 

Walker’s “The History and Exhibition of a Double-Headed Monster,” promised, the 

article would be nothing but “history” and “exhibition” of a certain type of conjoined 

twin called an Ischiopagus.  “Ischiopagus” is the medical term used to describe 

conjoined or Siamese twins joined at the pelvis.  The twins’ bodies are tightly linked:  

ischiopagus twins share both a coccyx and a sacrum, the two lowest bones of the spine, 

and also, often, a liver, intestine, and genitourinary system.  Conjoined twin births are 

rare, and ischiopagus twin births are one of the rarest of these types of twins.  The 

incidence of ischiopagus births among conjoined twins is 6% (American Pediatric 

Surgical Association).  The history of the mother in Walker’s case, “Mrs. C,” described 

her as Irish, married, and a first-time mother, with a hard but not especially long or 
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damaging delivery for these babies (576-577).   The history of the girls, or “[t]his 

specimen,” “the monster,” or “the mass” as Walker variously called them (576), is 

equally sketchy, although they lived for twenty-six hours after birth, cried, and took 

milk from a spoon “quite greedily” (577).  The history did not relate a cause for their 

death. 

 On the other hand, Walker described the outer appearance of the infants’ body, 

especially its limbs, in detail.  While describing the point of juncture of the twins, 

potentially the most interesting and complicated site, only briefly as “two bodies joined 

together at buttocks, with a head at each end” (577), and with a short, two sentence 

description of the girls’ anus and genitals, Walker illustrated with relish the size and 

healthiness of their arms, legs, hands, feet, fingers and toes, umbilical cord, and toes.  

Walker gave no description of the girls’ internal organs, so apparently no post-mortem 

study was conducted.  Walker’s article remained superficial, offering its reader nothing 

more complicated than the print version of a side-show spectacle and avoiding giving 

the case temporal or physical depth by presenting either a detailed case history or 

anatomical study.   

 What does the description of this “monster” (576) de-monstrate that warrants 

this article’s publication?  As a diagnostic aid, the article is quite worthless.  Any 

physician could look at an ischiopagus and see quite readily that something was wrong 

with the twins’ body.  If a doctor tried to classify a certain case of conjoined twins using 

this article as a nosological aid, the lack of detail about the actual deformity would 

hinder his or her ability to identify the particular characteristics of this type of birth 
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defect.  After all, toe length, which Walker spent a great deal of time describing, is not a 

particular feature of ischiopagic conjoined twins.   Walker gave no surgical tips to help 

the doctor who might try to separate such twins; in fact, Walker did not even contribute 

a detailed anatomic description of the twins’ internal organs which a surgeon might find 

useful.  There were no therapeutic suggestions to guide the pediatric specialist who 

might care for a similar set of twins, nor were there basic baby-care or even palliative 

suggestions to help the family practitioner who might encounter a similar case.  In terms 

of practical utility, Walker’s article failed the test.  

 More important for our purposes is the question of what specifically rhetorical 

or persuasive uses in professional discourse this article performed.  To answer this 

question we need to look more closely at a rather shadowy figure in this narrative who 

has so far been overlooked, the female midwife.  By 1890, the date of this article, 

obstetricians had achieved professional status, at least among the upper-class clientele 

who could afford them (Banks 51).  While female midwives had attended birth from 

time immemorial with male medical attendance at births restricted to surgical or very 

difficult or dangerous labors, the over-all push for the professionalization of doctors and 

medical care in the nineteenth century led to the encroachment of “male midwives” or 

obstetricians into even non-complicated or standard labors, encroaching on the 

professional territory of female birth attendants.  While some contemporary feminist 

scholarship on the shift from women-attended home births to male-attended hospital 

births has tended to essentialize this turf war between women midwives and a power-

hungry male medical establishment, in truth doctors’ discussions on who should attend 
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labor—doctors or female midwives—reveal the controversy surrounding this 

professional shift.  While some doctors wanted to do away with female midwives 

altogether, others, including the powerful and influential Abraham Jacobi in both his 

inaugural and valedictory speeches as president of the AMA, asserted that having an 

obstetrician attend every childbirth of every woman was impossible, and so advocated 

instead for better training and education for female midwives, for example, by training 

midwives to use silver nitrate drops in newborns’ eyes to prevent congenital blindness 

and to increase cleanliness (Jacobi 1912, 1913).   

 Walker’s article, however obliquely, took part in the pro-doctor, anti-midwife 

rhetoric of the day.  The pro-doctor bias can be seen in the terms used to describe the 

midwife as “of not a very intelligent class” (576).  We can see it also in the little space 

that is given to the history of the mother and the labor itself; as a matter of fact, the 

doctor never saw the mother, much less attended her birth, and only inspected the dead 

body of the infant.  Such negligence is not the doctor’s fault, however, because he 

claimed that both the mother and the midwife were obstructionist and uncooperative:  “I 

have tried to see the patient herself, but have not been able to accomplish my desire” 

(576).  As far as the midwife’s report on the birth, it was “very meagre [sic] and 

incomplete…and the details of the process are unsatisfactory….I enquired as to the 

condition of the perineum [as an indicator of the extent of the birth trauma], but could 

not get any satisfactory information” (576-577).  In fact, Walker asked his audience for 

their “indulgence” of the sketchiness of the case history, explaining that he related all 

that he was able to glean from the midwife (576).  In a field such as medicine, when 
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knowing the history of a case is one of the very first steps in understanding it, the 

midwife’s inability to construct a coherent, persuasive, and complete case history which 

a doctor could understand argued against her professionalism and her candidacy for 

partnership with medically-trained obstetricians.  Note that I am not arguing that she 

presented an incoherent or faulty case narrative; from the point of view of another 

midwife, the case narrative she presented might well have been adequate and helpful.  

But from the perspective of an obstetrician, presenting this case to an audience of 

obstetricians, the midwife’s narrative was judged as inadequate and unprofessional, and, 

ultimately, a sign of her unfitness as a member of a narrative-constructing medical 

profession. 

 Walker’s article describing this sensational case, then, despite its practical 

uselessness, performed an important function in terms of professional formation.  By 

defining what makes a labor attendant a medical professional—one who could tell 

stories other doctors could understand—it drew boundaries around who should and who 

shouldn’t be considered an appropriate birth attendant.  Doctors, not midwives, 

belonged in that group because doctors, not midwives, could tell the right kind of 

story—witness this article itself, which Walker based on faulty narrative and which he 

masterfully turned into a moving account of a lost birth.  By defining the appropriate 

participants as doctors, the article made a further definitional argument for what kind of 

experience childbirth really was:  it was a medical one, attended by (purportedly) highly 

trained physicians who brought specialized medical knowledge to the childbed.  It was 

not a simple experience, and it should not be attended by women who learned their 
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trade through apprenticeships and informal communication.  Furthermore, by defining 

childbirth as a medical event, the article expanded the potential professional field for 

doctors into areas once considered “women’s work,” quotidian, or not heroic enough for 

male intervention.  Thus, this article made a potent argument for obstetricians’ 

professional identity and territory, rather ironically, in my view, given the uselessness 

of Walker’s medically-based examination and evaluation of the case. 

 

Sensational Cases Disciplining Errant Members 

 Urban legends are apocryphal, cautionary narratives that often reinforce social 

and cultural norms (Brunvand).  A quick look at an urban legends website such as 

Snopes.com reveals how such narratives, often sensational to the point of being 

unbelievable, pervade almost every aspect of life, attempting to teach us what to value 

and what to avoid.  In much the same way, sensational medical narratives also can 

function pedagogically as a way to “scare doctors straight” when other methods of 

persuasion have not worked.   

 Dr. Harold N. Cole’s “Congenital and Prenatal Syphilis,” which was originally 

presented in 1937 as a clinical lecture, is one such article.  Congenital syphilis results in 

very high rates of miscarriage and stillbirth, infant mortality, and birth defects.  By the 

time this article was published, there was no medical reason any child should be born 

with congenital syphilis.  The Wasserman test, developed in 1906, and the Kahn test, 

developed in 1922 and an improvement on the Wasserman, made prenatal testing of 

mothers for syphilis an easy task.  Mercury was the earliest treatment for syphilis; 
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Salvarsan, developed in 1908, was its successor, and Neosalvarsan was developed later 

and had fewer side effects than either mercury or Salvarsan.  By 1937, all three of these 

drugs were widely available and widely used in treating syphilitic pregnant women so 

that the fetus would not contract the disease in utero, yet many children were still being 

born, dying, and living with the terrible, irreversible effects of this disease. 

 Cole’s article detailed the destruction of congenital syphilis, and it is a horror 

show.  Babies infected with the syphilis spirochete in utero ofter were born with sores 

all over their bodies; two photos of newborns illustrated that particular effect.  Some 

destruction does not become evident until later when the patient’s facial bones begin to 

soften and give way; one photo of a young man with no face, only a deep hole where 

his nose should be, showed this deformity.  The text, and the pictures that accompany it, 

are horrifying.  After finishing this article, one wishes, along with the author in his 

penultimate sentence, that “…a utopia will be arrived at where all maternal syphilis will 

be diagnosed early and treated thoroughly, so that prenatal syphilis, like other 

preventable diseases, will be a thing of the past” (585), and joins with him in the 

benediction of the final sentence:  “May that time arrive swiftly.” 

 The article’s text and illustrations worked together to bring home the 

dreadfulness of untreated prenatal swiftness.  The photos were evocative and haunting, 

made more so by the absence of narratives to accompany the pictures.  The photos 

themselves were marked by a void:  in the case of the infant, he was or was not devoid 

of life—it is difficult to tell; in the case of the young man, he was a void, missing the 

features which would mark him as not only human but a living, mortal creature—eyes, 
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nose, mouth, expression.  One can only imagine what the life story of the chancre-

covered newborn infant will be, or what the young man with his face caving in has lived 

through.  For the doctors in Cole’s audience who did not believe that syphilis can or 

should be “diagnosed early and treated thoroughly,” or who did not carefully screen the 

pregnant women in their care for the disease, the sensational cases in this article act as 

an irresistible corrective to their beliefs and practices, persuading them to leave behind 

this dystopia of monsters and work for the “utopia” of a world where no babies would 

be ravaged by this disease before they were even born. 

 Dr. J. W. Coolidge’s 1902 article, “Maternal Impression ‘Marks’ Child for a 

Frog,” was a case study which becomes an inadvertent corrective.  Coolidge described 

the case of a mother who gave birth to a still-born baby with severe birth defects.  The 

most notable defect was that the baby’s head, neck and back were open from the crown 

of its head until about half-way down its back, exposing muscle and bone.  The child 

was unusually fat, sitting upright but slouched, and he had no neck.  Arguing for a cause 

for these birth defects, Coolidge wrote of the mother,  

She is not easily frightened, and at first could remember nothing to 

account for the deformities.  Later she remembered carrying out a frog 

the cat had killed and brought in the house at about the third month of 

her pregnancy. 

 The gross appearance of the child’s back is that of the back of an  

injured frog when he elevates the flat surface extending backward from 

the head. (1623) 
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Coolidge’s explained why the child was born looking as he did by referring back to a 

very old etiology for birth defects, maternal impressions.  This theory of birth defects 

held that an impression received by a pregnant woman, usually some type of emotional 

shock, would be imprinted on to the physical body of her unborn child.  The classical 

example of this theory is the explanation for a baby born with a hare-lip:  the mother 

was startled by a rabbit during her pregnancy, and so her child was born looking like a 

rabbit.  What Coolidge argued in this article is in a similar vein:  the pregnant mother 

was startled by seeing a skinned frog and later gave birth to a child who looked like a 

skinned frog. 

 What is interesting about Coolidge’s article is that half of it is actually written 

by the editor for JAMA who debunked Coolidge’s theory.  The first paragraph of the 

editor’s debunking gave the medical reason for the birth defect:  early in pregnancy the 

spinal column did not form correctly.  Here, the vertebrae did not close over the neural 

tube, perhaps, as the editor postulates, because of excessive cerebrospinal fluid or 

“adhesions of amnion to the edges of the medullary groove” (1623).  Note the editor’s 

confident use of complex medical terms and how different it was from Coolidge’s 

rather folksy discussion of the mother’s finding of the dead frog.  Verbal authority 

resides with the editor.   

 The editor’s second paragraph attacked Coolidge’s credulity.  The belief in 

maternal impressions, the editor wrote, “has no support from any scientific observation 

and is almost incredible.”  While the editor appeared to hedge with the phrase “almost 

incredible,” the definitiveness of the anatomic explanation of why maternal impressions 
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cannot influence a fetus’s physical development overturned any remaining doubts about 

the falsity of the maternal impression theory:    

  The mother has no connection with the child in utero except through the  

  blood supply.  There is no nervous connection, and even if there were it  

is difficult to imagine how the amniotic adhesions could be produced by  

an idea or mental condition of the mother.  (Emphases mine) 

After reinforcing the silliness of Coolidge’s explanation, the editor went on to explain 

why this particular belief was harmful.  It created a “useless and harmful anxiety” in the 

mother, who, after all, would most likely see something which will disturb her in the 

nearly year’s time that she was pregnant, and because of which she would “blame 

herself or some other innocent party.”  The doctor’s role, the editor said, instead of 

perpetuating these harmful myths with a “lively imagination” was to educate his 

patients so that they were not bound by useless fears.   

 The editor’s interesting rhetorical move in this article was to turn the narrative 

form around on the storyteller by emphasizing the constructedness of Coolidge’s 

medical narrative, calling it the work of “lively imagination” which looked for cause by 

“searching out some forgotten incident.”  Yet, at the same time, the editor offered a 

counter-narrative to explain this child’s birth defects, one that even the most “lively 

imagination” could not concoct without schooling and one that reaches back not merely 

into nearly forgotten time but into completely unknown time—the unseen, invisible, 

and faulty knitting together of the protein molecules which would form the infant’s 

skin, muscles, bones, and nerves, in the darkness of the pregnant mother’s uterus in the 
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first few days of an individual’s life, before he or his mother knew of or even suspected 

his existence inside of her body.  Even the editor’s alternative explanatory narrative did 

not completely explain what happened because it could not tell why the knitting 

together was faulty.  It would take countless other narratives to do that, narratives about 

vitamins, genetics, and metabolism that had not yet even been imagined, and so the 

editor’s narrative itself was wrapped in the mysticism, albeit of a different kind, that he 

accused Coolidge of using.   

The editor’s narrative, then, was not really about dispelling mysticism or 

narrative from medical explanation, as it first appeared to be, but rather about using 

different types of mysticism and narrative to bring an errant group member into 

compliance with the medical beliefs and practices of the day.  The editor exploited the 

appeal of pathos inherent in narrative to do this.  The emotions raised by his narrative 

include wonder at the depth of knowledge of medical science (as opposed to the 

thinness and superficiality of Coolidge’s explanation), wonder which is reinforced by 

the specialized and obscure vocabulary used by the editor; and they include shame or 

fright of being ridiculed in a public forum in front of one’s peers as Coolidge is.  

Similarly, Cole uses the pathos available in narrative, and especially in sensational case 

narratives, to raise pity and terror, the emotions recognized since ancient times as the 

tragic ones.  Echoing Aristotle’s formula in Poetics for tragedy, Cole implicitly warned 

his audience, do not be too prideful.  Despite your current practices and beliefs, learn to 

test and treat syphilis so that you do not become the cause of such suffering but rather 

become the hero who works for its eradication.  Thus, sensational cases, because of the 
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emotions they can raise, work as types of morality plays or cautionary tales, warning the 

audience of what might, can, or does happen when rules are not followed.  While more 

standard narratives can do this as well, the hopeless and finality of the sensational 

narrative makes the emotional punch that much stronger.  This boy will never get his 

face back, but the next one does not have to lose his. 

 

Sensational Cases Contributing Knowledge to the Profession   

 Most case narratives keep their patients’ identity confidential for a reason:  

stories can be retold endlessly once they are first told, and one can never predict where 

they will appear.  My daughter, my firstborn, was tiny when she was born, although she 

was born full-term.  She weighed under six pounds and was not able to nurse strongly 

or effectively.  She lost a half-pound of weight in the first week after her birth, well 

over the ten percent drop in delivery weight that the normal newborn infant experiences.   

Her father and I were terrified, and even her normally unflappable pediatrician seemed 

worried.  The pediatrician recommended that we consult a lactation consultant who, we 

found out later, was a nationally recognized expert on breastfeeding problems.  My 

husband and I called our parents and gathered up cash to pay the consultant’s $300 fee, 

which seemed like a small price to pay to get our daughter healthy again.  The 

consultant came to our house armed with an electronic infant scale that was accurate to 

the tenth of an ounce, eye droppers, tubes, shields, and a feeding schedule marked with 

precise measurements of how much milk an infant of a certain weight should drink in 

order to move up to the next weight level.  She classified our daughter as one of those 
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small, weak, hard-to-feed babies who would inevitably fail to thrive on breast milk 

unless the parents received special instructions on how to nurse them until they got 

bigger and stronger.  She also said that the doctor, or midwife, in our case, was 

negligent in allowing a baby such as our daughter to go home before she was able to 

breast feed strongly and consistently.  The consultant then showed us the physical signs 

our daughter displayed which marked her as a “weak nurser”:  thin cheeks, lack of 

facial muscle tone around the temples and the ears, poor tongue movement.  Finally, the 

consultant asked our permission to take pictures of our daughter, saying that our 

daughter exhibited such classic symptoms of a congenitally poor nurser that she would 

like to use her photos to illustrate these symptoms in a paper she was planning to 

present at a conference the following weekend.  She promised us that the photos would 

be used to help other lactation consultants, pediatricians, and obstetricians identify weak 

nursers before they were sent home to unprepared parents.  Eager to help other parents 

avoid the troubles our family had had and, in the heat of the moment endlessly grateful 

to the consultant for, as we saw it, saving our daughter’s life, my husband and I 

consented.  I often wonder what has happened to those photos of my daughter, 

generalized, her identity obscured and her name withheld, looking to the untrained eye 

just like every other newborn infant ever born—if the photos were used at all, or if they 

are still out there somewhere, posted on an internet website or used in breastfeeding 

textbooks or manuals (this consultant is also an author of several La Leche League 

books), helping to train other doctors and save other babies, as the consultant 
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promised—the  anomalous individual, held up high as a generalized type, her image 

projected on a screen, for others to observe and learn from.   

The lactation consultant’s promise to keep our daughter anonymous serves both 

to protect her privacy and to efface her identity and uniqueness for the consultant’s 

professional audience.  In her article “Accommodating Science,” Jeanne Fahnestock 

argues that while science articles written for a popular readership tend to glamorize 

their subjects and emphasize their subjects’ uniqueness, original science articles, written 

for expert audiences familiar with the subjects and related literature, tend to downplay 

the novelty of their research and results.  Science articles written for an expert audience 

instead show a concern with tying research and results into existing methods and 

knowledge as a way to convince readers of their validity (Fahnestock 3-4).   In a similar 

vein, Danette Paul and Davida Charney in the article “Introducing Chaos (Theory) into 

Science and Engineering” argue that novelty depends upon ties to old knowledge 

because many scientists value conservatism and distrust arguments which attempt a 

major break from established knowledge (397).  They postulate as well that audience 

appeals lie in how the audience imagines the new work ties into their own (398, 421, 

424).  If it is true the articles are written with such an audience in mind, then we can see 

that each article’s replication and reproduction of the same basic reporting structure, 

citations of articles already in print related to its topic (especially seminal articles), re-

use of appropriate medical lexa, and even publication in venerable journals, functions to 

tie the new research in with what has been researched and learned in the past as a way 

to overcome professional distrust of new ideas. 
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 Discourse about patients exhibits the same concern with downplaying the 

novelty of individuals to tie them into a larger, anonymous, faceless group of patients 

from which medical generalizations can be drawn.  The highly influential Flexner 

Report, published in 1908, implied this by strongly advocating for future doctors to be 

trained in “scientific” thinking.  According to the Flexner Report, previous generations 

of doctors had practiced a scatter-shot type of medicine, lacking both the deductive 

reasoning skills to determine which treatments were truly effective and the generalizing 

skills to synthesize those results from a broad range of patient treatment and to use them 

in future treatments.   The doctors of the future, the Report argued, will possess the 

scientific reasoning skills needed to give their patients the best care and then will 

scientifically analyze the results of their care to determine better treatment courses in 

the future, all the while keeping abreast of current medical knowledge and incorporating 

that, too, into this scientific heuristic of patient care.   But, again, this heuristic calls for 

a flattening of patient experiences so that individual cases can be compared and 

generalizations can be drawn.   

 Case reports take as their subject the individual and the novel; these ideographs 

are largely considered “not scientific,” although the balance of clincal writing is made 

up of them (Hunter 93-94).  While doctors regard with suspicion “the deceptive power 

of the single case” (71), medical knowledge is, at its essence, organized and 

communicated through narratives (51).  By the 1920’s the narratives that accompanied 

reports in medical journals had balanced the demand for individual cases with a 

perceived need for commensurability and generalizability across cases by solidifying 
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case narratives into a predictable format that generally included specific features in a 

specific order:  1) identification of the patient by a) first and last initial; b) identification 

of the patient’s national background or race, if the patient was neither white nor a 

native-born American; c) statement of the patient’s gender and age; 2) brief synopsis of 

the symptoms which caused the patient to seek the doctor’s care; 3) brief summary of 

relevant medical history; 4) report of the doctor’s physical examination; 5) report of 

laboratory findings, if any; and 6) report of the disease’s course, diagnosis, and 

treatment.  The narratives read smoothly, devoid of much humanity:  patients “present,” 

legs become “lower extremities,” and symptoms “appear,” “spread,” and “progress” on 

body parts but never on a person.  Grammatically, verbs are markedly passive and 

subjects lack agency.    Taken as a whole, case narratives efface both the identity of the 

patient and, to a lesser extent, of the doctor who authored the article.  The article “An 

Ischiopagus” by Drs. L. F. Fisher, P. C. Traver, and T. J. Swantz (hereafter known 

collectively as “Fisher”) underscores the difficulty in persuading a medical audience 

that a case is not novel, is generalizable, and will be useful, a challenge heightened by 

the fact that Ischiopagus births by their very nature are rare.  

 Coincidently or not, the lay-out and form of the article contributed to making it 

appear more generalizable than it is.  The article was spread out over three pages.  The 

first page was on the right-hand leaf and was accompanied by no illustration.  If one 

were skimming quickly through the journal, one would have to turn the page to visually 

understand the topic of the article because it is on the second and third pages that the 

tell-tale photographs illustrate the topic—a photo of a (headless) nurse holding the twins 
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in front of her, one sleeping and one crying, one’s head in the nurse’s left hand and the 

other’s head in her right hand, two legs sticking straight up, pushed against each other 

back-to-back with a vulva and anus where the space between their bodies should be; an 

X-ray of a baby’s midsection from the side with the outline of a ureteral catheter 

showing clearly; a full-body X-ray of the two twins lying on their sides, their spines 

curved with each skull straining towards the other, with the apparently joined spine 

forming a perfect arc from the shoulders of one twin to the shoulders of the other.   

 The form of the article tended to keep the article’s topic hidden.  Aside from the 

Latinate title, there was no indication on the first page that the report was about 

anything besides a normal twin birth.  The first sentence focused on the circumstances 

of their birth:  “At 5 a. m., May 22, 1926, the Medich twins were born at home attended 

by a midwife” (Fisher 1001).  Note that in this sentence they were identified merely as 

“twins,” an uncommon but not unusual kind of birth.  Note also that the mother was 

attended by a midwife.  By 1926 most women who could afford to chose hospital births, 

while women who had a homebirth attended by a midwife were either too poor to afford 

a hospital birth or lived in too rural a place to get to a hospital in time.  Thus, the 

presence of a midwife suggests that the parents were part of a disadvantaged group, 

either too poor or too country to afford the latest birth technology.  The second sentence 

switched focus from the twins to the mother, who began to hemorrhage badly after the 

birth.  A doctor was called, and when he arrived, “he observed the difficulty that the 

mother would have caring for them, so advised that they be taken to the hospital for 

further care” (1001).  Oddly, the most pertinent information in this paragraph is not the 
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fact that ischiopagus twins were born, a fact which remains unmentioned, but rather that 

a poor woman nearly hemorrhaged to death—which again and sadly, was not terribly 

unusual.   

 With the twins out of the picture, in the second paragraph Fisher related the 

parents’ medical history, noting first that both parents were of “Slavish extraction…of 

the dark European type” (1001), placing them in yet a third disadvantaged class, that of 

the dark foreigner.  Little else was of note in the medical history, according to Fisher, 

everyone being otherwise healthy.  The third paragraph returned to the twins who were 

now located at the hospital.  The most unique physical feature about them was still 

unspoken, but detailed measurements of their bodies were given.  All are well within 

the normal newborn range.  The measurement of the twins’ length, however, is 

equivocal.  Fisher reports that “The two measured 19 inches (48 cm.) in length” (1001).  

For a reader not suspecting that the article is about conjoined twins, the sentence might 

be read as meaning that each twin measured 19 inches long, slightly on the short side 

for a newborn but not an unusual length for twins since twins are usually smaller at 

birth than singletons.  For a reader clued in to the topic, the sentence is still confusing 

because 19 inches is a little short for one baby, and would be quite short for two babies 

lying together and joined at the bottom of their buttocks.  So, again, the measurements 

work to emphasize the normalcy of this birth.  As reported, very little is of note. 

 It was not until the eleventh line of the third paragraph that an indication occurs 

within the narrative that this birth was unusual.  Tucked in as the final measurement in 

an extensive list of measurements was that of the “common umbilicus” (1001).  The 
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reader would have to read over 3500 words just to get to that one note about the twins 

sharing an umbilical cord which would imply that they also shared a body.  But Fisher 

quickly returned to reaffirming the normalcy of the twins in the final sentence of 

paragraph three:  “Except for the points mentioned, they appeared to be normal in all 

other external features above the ilia” (1002).   

 The fourth paragraph recounted what seemed to be the most normal, boring 

newborn check ever performed.  The twins possessed “perfectly developed lower 

extremities,” while other parts were described as “normal,” a word that recurs six times, 

“usual,” and “customary” (1002).  Even the genitals and anus, which rather surprisingly 

are found on what would be the hip of a normal person, were described as normal:  

“Between two of the lower extremities there was a normal anal opening and vaginal 

canal with the usual vulval configuration and a clitoris.  Meconium [the first feces 

passed by healthy babies shortly after birth] soon passed from the normal side” (1002).  

Ignoring the elephant in the room, the article described the twins as nothing out of the 

ordinary. 

 Yet this answer did not content the doctors.  Things were not normal, and the 

newborn babies needed to be further investigated.  Earlier, before the advent of hygienic 

surgery, internal imaging techniques, and effective anesthetics, exploring the internal 

body of a live person was nearly impossible, and doctors had to settle on cadavers for 

their anatomical research.  But by 1927, medical research had developed to the point 

where particularly invasive procedures could be done to a live person with minimal risk 

for complications or death.  It seems as if all of them were done to these twins, and who 
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was to complain?  They certainly couldn’t speak, and their mother was tucked into her 

bed at home, separated from her babies by the doctor for her own good.  So, on the 

babies’ second day of life, they became the subjects of a series of invasive experiments 

conducted, apparently, for the benefits of ishiopagic babies everywhere, the results of 

which were published in JAMA.   

 First the babies were given milk mixed with barium to drink and then subjected 

to a series of fluoroscopic investigations each day, revealing that the twins shared a 

rectum.  On their sixth day of life the twins were catheterized so that their urinary 

system could be investigated.  Although at first neosilvol was injected by catheter into 

their urethras and bladder, because the neosilvol was slippery and difficult to control, 

the irritant sodium iodide was used instead.   Inserting the catheter proved difficult as 

well.  The entrance to the urethra was not in the usual place, and the doctors suspected 

that it instead was inside the vagina.  However, the “close apposition of the thighs” 

(1002) made it impossible for the doctors to enter the vagina.  Instead, the genitourinary 

“rudimentary bud” located on the other side of the twins’ body “was entered” by the 

doctors’ catheter.  Initial attempts at penetration of this were unsuccessful, and further 

tries were necessary:  “At first [the catheter] passed into the rectum, but on withdrawal 

and several entries it finally at one time engaged a separate canal sensed by the 

urologist, and the sodium iodide was injected” (1002).  Inspection revealed that the 

girls’ body was labyrinthine, a maze of connections between bladders, vaginas, and 

rectums.  Fluids squeezed into one orifice would exit from another, confounding 
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doctors’ attempts to distinguish clearly what organs were there and how they 

functioned.   

 Although the language of this passage sounds sexualized to my ear with the 

girls’ body being “entered” by probes, I cannot argue that the language is actually 

sexual.  Rather, I would like to suggest that the language of sex and the language of 

medicine seem to share a common vocabulary, the vocabulary of penetration.  Like the 

practice of sex, the practice of medicine occupies a privileged place where otherwise 

unacceptable and unauthorized actions such as physical penetration and more or less 

painful or intense experiences are normal and expected.  Entering another’s physical 

space must be justified in some way.  In a sexual relationship, mutual attraction, 

consent, and often emotional intimacy justify, for many people, entering another’s 

physical space.  In a medical relationship, many doctors use a different set of 

justifications for entering a patient’s physical space, such as, for example, knowing that 

the patient seeks out the doctor’s care and by doing so consents at least in part to the 

doctor’s investigations.  Secondly, the doctor’s authority and status as a medical 

professional removed from prurient attitudes towards the patient’s body allows the 

patient to submit to invasive yet ultimately helpful procedures that would otherwise 

offend his or her modesty.   

 In the case of the twins, the first justification for invasive procedures does not 

apply.  Such young children cannot of course consent to investigation.  They were 

removed from the parents’ care supposedly for the mother’s own good, and the text 

does not specify whether or not the parents consented to the procedures or even were 
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informed about them before they took place.  The second justification, that the doctor’s 

authority allows him or her to perform embarrassing yet beneficial procedures, had only 

limited applicability in this case because the twins were not ill, weak, or in pain.  As a 

matter of fact, the doctor’s initial clinical evaluation emphasized how healthy and 

normal the twins seemed, which in fact removes the exigency from the patients’ point 

of view for the doctor’s testing.   The justification for these painful tests, then, is 

unclear.   

 In his book Shaping Written Knowledge, Charles Bazerman writes that in some 

humanist science fields, case studies became increasingly depersonalized because of the 

ability of the narrative subject to raise feelings of identification and poignancy in the 

audience.  Bazerman argues that personalized narratives “grant[] too much personality 

to the subject, who is to be reported more as a type exhibiting very specific behaviours 

in highly controlled circumstances” (270-271).  In the Fisher article the twins are 

certainly identified as a “type;” they are referred to in the title as “An Ischiopagus,” a 

particular type of conjoined twin.  They do not have a body but rather a “plane,” as in 

“the plane of the common umbilicus” (Fisher 1002) and “the plane of junction” (1003).  

The “highly controlled circumstances” of the medical investigations make those 

investigations seem legitimate, purposeful, and official.  If those same procedures had 

been done to the twins by their neighbor in his garage, of course the results would not 

have been published in JAMA.  In fact, that neighbor probably would have been 

arrested.  But the ethos of both the doctor and the hospital and the effacing of the 
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personalized narrative subject make the investigations seem to be legitimate medical 

enterprises, although they are motivated by none of the exigency of medical treatment.  

 For what reasons, then, were these babies subjected to physical violation, 

massive amounts of radiation, and painful injections of sodium iodide?  Was it simply 

to increase the corpus of medical knowledge, to provide information that was 

generalizable and applicable to the next ischopagus birth?  As Fahnestock and Paul and 

Charney argue, science writing tends to tamp down novelty so that the audience can 

more easily draw conclusions and connect the report in front of them to their existing 

and future knowledge, and tamping down the novelty of what is obviously a very 

abnormal birth is a major preoccupation of this article.   It is probably safe to conclude 

that appearing to be professionally useful is an overt textual intention.  Such a 

conclusion is further supported in the article’s concluding “Comment” which has this to 

say about the infants’ deaths:  “It was hoped that these twins would live to such an age 

as to be able to register proof for this supposition [who contributed what to different 

parts of the genitourinary system].  A dissecting autopsy would have been of value” 

(1003).  The only reported regret is that the twins’ early deaths cut short their ability to 

contribute more to medical knowledge.  The pages of a medical journal are not the place 

to engage in wild emotional displays or lachrymose sentimentality, yet it is both fitting 

and also rather ironic that while the twins’ sole purpose in their short life was to 

contribute to increasing knowledge about their brand of freakishness, that they were 

immortalized in the pages of JAMA for their inability to do even more.   
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 The babies died October 9, 1926.  They were a little less than five months old.  

Before their death, we are told, they were taken out on an “exhibition tour” (1003).  The 

article does not report who made this decision or why it was made, whether the parents 

had a hand in making the decision or whether the infants had other guardians, and we 

do not know who accompanied them.  We do not know if someone was trying to make a 

quick buck off of their freakishness or if the parents were trying to pay off the medical 

bills from all of those tests.  They were taken out on tour in August 1926 and lasted two 

months on the road, although, the article reports, “Both at this time [the start of the tour, 

August 1926] appeared to be rugged and had gained considerable weight” (1003).  It is 

difficult to tell how this sentence is functioning rhetorically.  Perhaps it is trying to 

justify the doctor who gave his approval to let the twins tour, if in fact there was such a 

doctor:  “They were healthy!  Who would have imagined they would die?”  Perhaps it is 

censorious, alleging that only some kind of gross neglect or mistreatment on the part of 

the infants’ caregivers would have killed such healthy children—so healthy and fat 

despite such a massive handicap.  In fact, the article reports that the tour was 

“strenuous” and the babies “finally” contracted pneumonia and died, one after the other 

(1003), giving, perhaps, a slightly negative flavor to an otherwise dispassionate report. 

 Yet on what grounds could the doctor-author judge the actions of poor, 

immigrant parents who sent their children out to be a freak show, making money off of 

them in the only way that they could—perhaps to pay those same doctor’s bills—when, 

in fact, this article itself holds up the twins as freaks to be investigated and made 

examples of?  The medical gaze involves viewing the most hidden parts of the body 
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through barium, catheterization, and fluoroscopy and is certainly more invasive, painful, 

and potentially physically damaging than the gaze of curious strangers.  The 

justification for the invasive medical gaze—to increase medical knowledge—correlates 

to the lay audience’s desire to increase their knowledge of the curiosities of the world.  

The article evaluates these two claims to knowledge as not equal:  doctors’ desire for 

anatomic knowledge is more worthy than that of the curious on-lookers.  History has 

proven that evaluation to be correct; as knowledge about ischopagus conjoined twins 

has grown over time, doctors have gotten more skillful in surgically separating them 

and allowing them to lead a more normal life, while it is impossible to gauge the impact 

of the knowledge gained by the rubber-neckers.  Yet at the time, Fisher and his co-

authors did not know how their anatomical investigations would contribute to medical 

developments because the first successful surgery for separating conjoined twins was 

decades away.  While our individual  evaluations of Fisher’s ethics in the case of the 

Medich twins depends in part on whether we believe that the immediate suffering of 

two non-consenting individuals outweighs the benefits which accrue to those who will 

receive successful surgery based on what was learned from the Mediches’ body, the 

usefulness of this case to our study is how it highlights the tension present in ALL 

published case narratives between respecting individual patients’ rights to privacy and 

making public another person’s pathology in order to benefit a greater number of 

people. 
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Sensational Cases Urging Benevolent Involvement 

 Henry Wiegman was born in 1909 without arms, one of the thousands of 

children born each year with physical deformities.  In 1920, at the age of 12, he visited 

Dr. Harry E. Mock so that he could receive the surgery that would allow him to wear 

“sleeves with arms in ’em” (Mock 543).  “Reconstructive Surgery:  A Case of 

Congenital Absence of Arms,” written by Mock and published in the February 20, 1926 

issue of JAMA, promises to be yet another “case” in a long line of medical cases, this 

one part of a particularly sad group of cases having to do with malformed children.  In 

the article he wrote about Henry, Mock described Henry’s body, concentrating only on 

the parts that interested him as a surgeon—the upper torso and shoulder areas with their 

absent arms.  Henry’s body was smooth and lacking, and smooth because of its lacking.  

Where there should have been arms, there were no arms.  Where there should have been 

bones, there were no bones.  Where there should have been muscle, there was no 

muscle.  There were not even scars.  There was only smooth, unmarked, undulating skin 

that covered the absence of Henry’s arms and shoulders.  It was from those absent 

shoulders that Henry asked Dr. Mock to hang a pair of artificial arms.    

 Using an X-ray examination as his guide, Dr. Mock decided his surgical course 

of action, described in detail in this article. At the start of the surgery, Mock carefully 

excised skin from Henry’s back and chest, preserving it so that later in the operation it 

could be used to wrap around Henry’s new arms.  Mock cut away the tendons, 

ligaments, and undeveloped muscle that had imprisoned and foreshortened Henry’s 

humeri, freeing those tiny bones.  Mock then sutured the muscles’ freed ends to Henry’s 
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tiny humeral bones and finished the surgery by wrapping the new arms in the 

transplanted skin from Henry’s back and chest.  Following successful surgery and 

uneventful recovery, Henry became the owner of a new pair of arms.  The right arm was 

two inches long, and the left, three inches.   Henry received several months of physical 

therapy which gave the stumps a great range of motion and good muscular 

development.  He was now ready for his new, artificial arms.   

Yet the emphasis on the surgical aspects of this article is misleading:  it is not 

about a surgical case, but rather, as Dr. Mock presented it, about a little hero and his 

dreams, his struggles, and his triumphs.  Mock’s article started traditionally and 

modestly; he asserted that “some of those present” at the reading of his report urged him 

to publish it (541).  Mock also justified his use of the boy’s full name in his report 

instead of following the common practice of identifying patients only by their initials by 

pointing to previous widespread publicity in other media that used the boy’s name.   

 The second paragraph continued in the usual vein by giving a clinical and 

impersonal assessment of Wiegman’s body.  Aside from the appearance of three 

metaphors—“clubfoot,” “equinovarus,” and “thumb” (541)—whose shock value 

perhaps has been eroded through overuse, the language in this paragraph is clear, 

succinct, positivistic, and superficial.  “Upper extremities” substitutes for “arms,” which 

removes this description of a body from the daily, lived-in experience of those who 

have “arms” to the doctor’s world, influenced by specialized knowledge where the 

intimate familiarity of the body transforms into complex Latinate phrases.   
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 Given the standard format of the first two paragraphs of Mock’s article, the next 

two paragraphs took an unexpected turn towards personalization.  Instead of continuing 

with a recounting of Henry’s medical history and the medical history of family, which 

would have been the expected next step, Mock offered a glimpse into a side of Henry’s 

personal life completely unrelated to his disorder which individualize Henry.  He offers 

a glimpse into a side of Henry’s personal life completely unrelated to his disorder.  We 

are told of Henry’s domestic life, when, as a two-year-old boy, his mother and sister 

would play with him, positioning his “little feet” to help him learn how to scoot (541).  

While it was common for doctors to note the perceived intellectual capacities of their 

patients, this article stands out not only for the hearty endorsement of Henry’s skills—

he is “unusually bright”—but also for noting Henry’s particular artistic talent.  We hear 

how Henry opened doors with his cheek and shoulder and how he learned to saw his 

famous Santa figurines out of wood.  Mock reports on Henry’s role models and reaches 

deeper into Henry’s psyche when he says that Henry had become “sensitive” at the age 

of twelve when he needed others to attend to his physical needs, and that, “[a]bove all, 

he wanted sleeves in his shirts and coats, and arms in the sleeves, even though they 

were artificial arms.”  Mock’s poignant report of a pubescent twelve-year-old boy, most 

likely long aware of his difference but feeling the full force of it for the first time makes 

this medical article unique in its bold employment of pathos. 

 I would like to pause for a moment to consider in whose voice the phrase “little 

feet” was spoken and how this particular phrase alerts us to the problem of focalization 

in this narrative.  The narratologists Herman and Vervaeck describe a narrative’s 
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focalizer as “the agent who perceives and therefore determines what is presented to the 

reader” (74).  The focalizer provides the perspective through which we view the story.  

For example, in medical reports it is clear that the person reporting, the first-person 

narrator, is also the doctor who observes and perceives what is being reported, the 

focalizer.  In most medical reports the narrator and the focalizer are the same, 

suggesting strong agency in the doctor/narrator.  But Mock’s article is different because 

the focalizer is slippery.  Returning to the phrase, “little feet,” the full context for the 

phrase is as follows: 

  His early history was obtained from his parents:   

He was 2 years of age before he learned to scoot.  Day after day his 

mother and sister played with him, drawing his little feet under him in 

order to teach him to scoot and to rise to a sitting position. (541) 

The passive construction of the first sentence makes it difficult to gauge how mediated 

the report of Henry’s history was.  It “was obtained from his parents,” so the ultimate 

source is known, yet the attribution for the narrative is not as clear as if the phrases 

“was reported by his parents” or “was related by his parents” had been used.  At the 

time of his first meeting with Dr. Mock, Henry was 12 and most certainly not the 

possessor of the cute “little feet” of the two-year-old boy.  Did the mother, in telling the 

doctor of her son’s history, have a moment of sentimentality and use the phrase “little 

feet” when she described teaching her son how to scoot?  Did the doctor for an instant 

remember his own children and how cute a two-year-old’s feet are and interpolate his 
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own memories into the mother’s story?  From whose perspective this statement is 

made—the doctor’s or the mother’s—cannot be identified.   

   Even the photographs that accompany the article demonstrate an unclear 

focalizer.  While photographs that accompany most medical articles were obviously 

taken from a doctor’s perspective, only two photos, the X-rays of Henry’s thorax, are 

decisively taken from the point of view of a doctor in the Mock article (illustrations one 

and two).  Two more were perhaps taken in a clinical setting, probably taken from a 

doctor’s point of view (illustrations three and four).  Another was perhaps taken by a 

parent or teacher (illustration five), and the remaining two look as if they were taken by 

a professional (illustrations six and seven).   The locus of perception in this article is 

unclear because we cannot be sure from whose consciousness this memory and these 

images originate, who sees this two-year-old boy with the small feet or this young man 

with the truncated body, who is focalizing and speaking these particular perceptions.   

 

Illustration one.  

Illustration two. 
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Illustration three. 

 

Illustration four. 

 

Illustration five.

  

Illustration six.     Illustration seven. 
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The problem with this variable focalization (Genette 189-190) is that much of the 

doctor’s ethos as purportedly objective and an observer is lost.  The doctor is no longer reporting 

visible, measurable phenomena but rather participating with another person in the re-creation of 

sentimental memories, or, in the case of reporting Henry’s desire to have sleeves with arms in 

them, creating poignancy around another’s desire in order to create exigency in intervening in 

this narrative.  In other medical narratives the first person voice and the focalizer align, creating a 

strong agent who sees, evaluates, acts, and reports—just as the modern doctor imagined in the 

Flexner Report was called to do.  But  the doctor in Mock’s narrative sees, remembers, and, most 

importantly, empathizes—muddying the waters as to who exactly is acting, feeling, and 

reporting and reducing the perception of the doctor’s agency in this story.   

 The stepping-down of the doctor in the article’s narration is accompanied by the 

focalized object’s stepping-up.  While medical photos are used to aid in diagnosis and instruction 

and therefore generally focus on anonymous, disembodied organs (a picture of a nose, an X-ray 

of a bone, a cross-section of cancerous tissue), these photos focus on Henry not as a thorax or 

foreshortened humerus but rather as a boy.  While two are X-rays and show only his skeleton, 

the rest, even the clinical ones, clearly show his face and his emotions—forlorn, embarrassed, 

disgusted, intent, proud—which improve along with the progressive modifications to his body 

from the surgical procedures and physical therapy.  In addition to the images that highlight 

Henry’s individuality, the language that is paired with Henry emphasizes his singularity and 

promise.  He was “unusually bright” (Mock 541) and demonstrated a “marked talent” and “real 

ability” in drawing.  Although he did not learn to walk until he was four, once he did he made 

“rapid progress” in other areas.  He demonstrated a “penchant for drawing from the very 
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beginning,” “conquered” various skills, and produced artwork that became “quite famous.”  At 

school he again made “rapid progress” in all his classes and became an “expert” typist despite 

not having arms.  His teachers predicted a “brilliant career” especially since he was thoughtful 

about his future and had a “fired” “ambition.”  Even the results of the surgery were remarkable:  

“None of us ever dreamed of the development in these rudimentary humeri that has occurred” 

(542); Henry “is becoming a real artist” and “does practically everything for himself” (544).  

Throughout the article Henry is described as unusually apt, a sharply realized human with 

ambition, dreams, pain, and joy whose presence fully fills the narrative about his life.   

 The submerged focalizer and prominent focalized object function in Mock’s article 

function differently than the focalizers and focalized objects in other medical articles, making 

Henry the liveliest element of the whole narrative.  As I discussed earlier, Fahnestock has shown 

that scientific articles written for an expert audience, as Mock’s article is, tend to downplay 

novelty, and, with the publication and spreading influence of the Flexner Report, strove to flatten 

the individuality of the patients who were the subjects of case studies in order to make the case 

studies commensurate so that comparisons among them were possible and generalizations could 

be made.  The narratives of particular patients became subsumed into medical meta-narratives 

composed of narratives of large numbers of patients while the agency of the individual doctor is 

maintained.  In the Mock article, however, just the opposite occurs.  The novelty of Henry, his 

singularity and individuality and humanity are emphasized in images and in language.  He 

becomes the prominent figure of the story, not the doctor or the doctor’s research, surgical 

techniques, or the surgery’s results.  Rather, Henry the young man and his happy recovery from a 

major birth defect become the main story.   
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 Highlighting Henry’s singularity and casting the narrative as a kind of Bildungsroman for 

Henry complicates analyzing how this article works rhetorically.  Most medical articles work 

quite openly at the level of instruction in diagnostics, such as identifying a disease or condition, 

locating the source of an epidemic, teaching how to use a new diagnostic technology—or when 

teaching surgical techniques, explicit instruction often accompanied by clear illustrations of how 

to perform discrete surgical procedures.  Underlying instructional medical articles is the warrant 

of generalizability, that patients are similar enough so that knowledge gleaned from previous 

cases can be applied to similar, new cases.  And while Mock gives a detailed description of the 

surgical procedure he used on Henry, the article is not warranted with a belief in generalizability.  

As I have shown, the distinguishing characteristic of Henry is his singularity—his unique drive, 

talent, intellect, and ambition.  This uniqueness is highlighted in all parts of the article in photos, 

descriptive language, and narrative structure, and because of this, Mock’s penultimate statement 

that “What has been done for this boy can be done for great numbers of congenital and acquired 

deformities in both children and adults” (544) sounds more like a gratuitous nod to the 

conventions of medical articles rather than the overarching reason for the publication of this 

report.    Henry’s case cannot be generalized because Henry is unique, the most suitable 

candidate for this surgery.  Would the surgery be as successful for a less capable patient?  For the 

patient who had intellectual disabilities along with physical disabilities?  What about the patient 

suffering from congenital syphilis, as so many did during this time period, who had poor health 

otherwise?  Would the surgeon who performed surgery on those patients experience the same 

“choky sensation” of success that Henry’s doctors did (543)?  All textual signs point to no, they 

would not.  It would be fair to classify this article as epideictic, a celebration of surgical miracles 
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and the ability of medicine to transform an individual’s life for the better.  One might guess that 

after reading this article, doctors would feel quite satisfied with the state of their chosen 

profession and find new strength to carry on in it despite the challenges they faced every day. 

 Mock published another article in 1930, four years after he published this article about 

Henry.  Mock’s 1930 article is very different in substance and style from this earlier article.  The 

later article is simply a call for more surgeons to show more interest in reconstructive surgery 

and in patients’ continued well-being after that type of surgery.  Mock recommends 

improvements in physical and occupational therapy for the disabled so that they can work.  The 

article about Henry, then, can be seen as a precursor to this later article, as the anecdote which 

proves Mock’s policy proposals can work.  Mock uses the story of Henry’s success to show that 

someone even as disabled as armless Henry can lead a happy, productive life.  But the problem is 

that Henry has been so particularized, made to seem so talented and so singular by Mock’s 

narrative, that it would be impossible for Mock’s intervention and Henry’s success to be 

duplicated with another patient and another doctor. 

Henry, the article reports, had resisted being sent to a side show because of his desire to 

take part in a world larger than himself (541).  He did not want to become the object of 

someone’s gazing just for the sake of gazing or for the sake of raising some emotions in his 

audience, but rather he wanted to “work”—with all of the implications of worldliness, 

productivity, and conformity that word carries.  He wanted to fit in with the crowd, to not be the 

object of constant attention because of his abnormal body, to “pass” as just another boy who 

wore “sleeves with arms in ’em” (543).  Ironically, the article that described the treatment that 

allowed him to do just that is the very thing that, by highlighting his singularity, makes it 
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unlikely that his case will “work” as a generalizable medical procedure to help others.  It raises 

him above the crowd, highlights his freakishness, and lets his success amaze and delight the 

minds of his audience of doctors.  Despite the best intentions of Mock, his narrative about Henry 

highlights one of the risks of narrative-based persuasion:  it particularizes and individualizes 

another person, and turns that person into a spectacle or an object lesson even while it appears to 

humanize him or her.   

  

CONCLUSION 

 Throughout the earlier parts of this study we have looked at the use of case narratives in 

doctors’ writing as they are used to combat illnesses which were reversible and avoidable.  The 

demonstrated utility of case narratives, I argue, obscures their less noble effects and their ethical 

complications.  This chapter was an attempt to meditate on problems inherent in telling another 

person’s story for one’s own or another’s benefit, for when narratives go mercenary.  For this 

chapter, I selected narratives which seem gratuitous or sensational in that while they might tell an 

engaging story, their apparent benefits to medicine and humanity in general are much more 

difficult to see.  A deeper look at these narratives reveals that they often function at the 

professional level, delineating what is “medical practice” and what is not, who is a “medical 

professional” and who is not, and what is the scope of medicine and what is not.  Sensational 

narratives also function professionally by prescribing and proscribing beliefs and practices of 

good doctors, often not through appeals to reason or through logos but through appeals to 

emotions such as fear, pity, and wonder.  On the other hand, sensational narratives are limited in 

their ability to add to the body of medical knowledge because the knowledge that they offer is 
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the knowledge of exceptional individuals and not a more generalized type of knowledge.  While 

medical practice involves the bodies of individuals, medical knowledge is suspicious of the 

subjective, the individual, the exception, and the statistical outlier, which is what the sensational 

case narrative offers.  Thus, while sensational case narratives might have important functions in 

forming a professional identity, for more mundane, practical purposes, their use is limited to the 

extent that they can be generalized. 

 Medicine is often faulted for effacing the individual, for looking at patients as syndromes, 

symptoms, and diseases.  Doctors are faulted for impersonal mannerisms and for seeing the 

patient as the sum of his or her chart rather than the sum of his or her parts; hospitals are faulted 

for focusing on procedures at the expense of the needs of individual patients; and insurance 

companies are faulted for looking at the financial bottom line rather than at the individual human 

worth of the individual who needs care.  These criticisms are certainly worthwhile, and many 

valuable reforms have been made in the practice of medicine in the last thirty years because of 

the harm impersonal medicine causes.  Yet this chapter highlights that focusing on the individual 

patient is not always the answer, either.  The narrative of an individualized patient can be 

manipulated through highlighting and occluding parts of the patient’s story by the doctor, even a 

well-meaning doctor, as in the case of Henry Weigman and Dr. Harry Mock.  The doctor 

appropriates another’s story—and identity—for his or her own purpose despite the doctor’s not 

being the owner of the patient’s identity.  For me, at least, there is a certain comfort and 

anonymity in knowing that the doctor has seen many cases just like mine, and that he or she has 

seen and inspected many other bodies just like mine.  To have one’s pathology written about in 

journals, debated at conferences, and lectured on in textbooks would be a stealing of identity just 
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as surely, if not more so, than referring to “E. F.” or “Case 14” is a stealing of identity in the 

articles when identity is deliberately effaced.  Thus, as the narratives in this chapter suggest, one 

must be aware that the nature of narrative is to appropriate or steal individuality and identity 

even as a narrative appears to be honoring or preserving the individual because narrative moves 

the individual’s story from a private place to the sphere of public and professional discourse 

where it becomes another rhetorical device. 
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Conclusion 

 

The complicated relationship between the narrative, the narrator, and the narratee which 

Henry’s article recalls an experience my son had in the emergency room. One afternoon I took 

my child to the emergency room after an accident.  When he was admitted to the emergency 

room, he was screaming uncontrollably and obviously in pain.  The doctor advised me not to 

feed him in case he had internal injuries, and the doctor also recommended that he receive a shot 

of morphine to calm him down.  I agreed, and my son slept for a few hours.  When he awoke, he 

happily smiled and cooed.  A few hours later, a new nurse came on duty.  She checked on my 

son and pulled roughly on his foot.  My son began to cry again.  “He’s obviously in pain,” the 

nurse told me.  “He needs another shot of morphine.”  I objected, telling her that he was happy 

until she pulled on his foot and that since he had not eaten for six hours he was probably hungry 

as well.  “We’ll see,” she said as she left the room, obviously unhappy.  

This experience, I believe, illustrated what happens when two differing medical 

narratives collide.  The nurse’s narrative (I imagine) went something like this:  A mother brings 

an infant in pain to the emergency room in order to get him medical treatment; the infant cries 

for the most part continuously for six hours while in the emergency room; the mother neglects 

her son because she denies him treatment for the pain, treatment for which she originally brought 

him to the hospital; the mother needs to be corrected or coerced into caring for her own son.  My 

narrative is different.  While mine starts in the same place as the nurse’s—I take my son to the 

emergency room in pain to get medical treatment for him—the next episodes are very different.  
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At times I have to hold my screaming son down while blood is taken from his hand and his heel 

and when his blood pressure is taken.  But I also play and babble with my calm and content son 

when it is just him and me alone in the room.  The nurse’s suggestion of giving my son another 

shot of morphine makes no sense in this narrative because one does not give morphine to a 

generally happy and healthy baby.  It is not a logical step in my narrative of my son’s trip to the 

emergency room, and therefore one that I refused. 

 Had the nurse and I bothered, we probably could have taken a few minutes to compare 

our versions of the night’s events, and we probably could have parted ways more amicably after 

coming to an agreement on the best way to care for my son.  As it is, I really have no good 

memories of this nurse, she looked quite disgusted with me, and I left wondering if Child 

Protective Services would be paying a visit to my house for my “medically neglecting” my son.  

Had I not been more forceful in my rejection of the nurse’s narrative, my son would have 

received unnecessary and risky medical care.  My experience poses important questions about 

medical care and how narratives impact it.  How do the narratives that doctors tell about their 

patients—whether those narratives are formally written down and published or exist at or below 

a conscious level in doctors’ minds, determine how patients are perceived and treated?  How do 

they impact the medical care that patients receive?  How do they create public policy decisions 

that impact the kind of care that is available to patients?   

An awareness of how foundational narratives are to health discourse also offers a solution 

to problems in medical communication, especially in the realm of patient adherence, which is a 

major concern for many doctors.  Most proposals to increase patient adherence work on a 

coercive level by, for example, encouraging doctors to “sell” the treatment regimen, by warning 
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patients that their health will not improve if they do not follow the doctor’s directions, by 

increasing surveillance of patients to make sure that they comply with the doctor’s directions, or 

by simplifying the treatment plan to make it easier for patients to follow.  Narrative offers a way 

for patients to navigate health discussions with their doctors because, as Iris Marion Young 

suggests in chapter two of Inclusion and Democracy, narratives give a voice to the powerless in 

rhetorical situations.  Narratives, she argues, help people in different “social segments” to 

understand the perspectives of each other (74).  Utilizing both doctors’ and patients’ narratives of 

health and disease as a rhetorical field where doctors and patients can deliberate about 

appropriate treatment and find openings to build a consensual, mutually agreeable treatment plan 

holds out the promise of increasing patient adherence to realistic treatment plans and improving 

patient health.  Of course, by treating the patient’s narrative as equal to their own professional 

narrative of health and disease, doctors run the risk of having or at least feeling as if they have 

lowered their professional credibility, yet, as we know, narratives have always determined the 

contours of doctors’ professionalism in ways that they did not expect and in ways that proved 

beneficial to them and to their patients. 

 My research suggests that doctors should also examine more closely the narratives that 

they harbor about their patients.  Agent-centered narratives, at least in the periods of my study, 

proved a woefully inadequate perspective from which doctors could view disease, limiting 

interventions to those that doctors could provide in their offices, such as counseling and patient 

education, when the most effective interventions against the summer complaint involved looking 

at how disease inheres in large social and economic systems, such as milk and water distribution 

networks and the affordability of technology such as refrigerators.  Agent-centered narratives 
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about diseases such as high blood pressure focus on what the patient can do to treat himself or 

herself, such as taking the appropriate medication, exercising, eating a restricted diet, and losing 

weight.  But my study suggests that looking at where the agent intersects with his or her “scene” 

or outside life might offer more effective solutions for the doctor.  For example, in the case of a 

patient who is not regularly taking his or her high blood pressure medication, instead of trying to 

again educate the patient about the importance of this medicine, the doctor could instead change 

perspectives and explore other reasons why the patient is not complying, such as not being able 

to afford the medicine or forgetting to take it, and intervene with family members or social 

workers to ensure that the treatment plan can be followed. 

 Such a reconceptualization of medical roles would, of course, necessitate another change 

in doctors’ professional identity.  As doctors became more familiar with the fabric of their 

patients’ lives, they would lose some of the professional distance that now marks medical care.  

The medical office and the hospital, where most health care is dispensed, would no longer be the 

exclusive workplace for primary care doctors.  To understand the larger arena of their patients’ 

lives, most likely they would need to visit at least their patients’ homes to meet their parents and 

their children and the other in their lives who form caretaking networks.  They would have to 

learn what their patients are really eating and how much exercise they are really doing.  

Ironically, perhaps, the hallmarks of the practice of medicine in the early twenty-first century 

work against understanding the larger systems of disease in patients’ lives.  Patient 

confidentiality laws cut the doctor off from the patient’s network of family and friends, cost-

cutting managed care enforces short consultations, and the extremely high cost of medical care 

limits how much time a patient can afford to engage his or her doctor.  To address systemic 
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causes of disease, not only would doctors’ identity have to reconceptualized, but so would the 

way that medical care is dispensed and funded. 

 One hundred years ago, one out of every four children in the United States died, often 

from easily prevented diseases such as the summer complaint.  In 2007, the U.S. Census Bureau 

reports that infant mortality for children born in the United States is 0.64%.  This tremendous 

drop reflects how changing narratives of health and disease reformed the medical profession and 

doctors’ identities to make them more efficient and effective and to help them negotiate the 

barriers to saving children’s lives.  Narratives are powerful, and they do change the material 

world.  Let us make sure that we continue to tell the right ones so that the world becomes what 

we want it to be. 
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Appendix 

 

The chart below, and the following charts which accompany this chapter, illustrate the adoption 

of various diagnostic technologies in articles published in JAMA.  In selecting articles for chapter 

two, I established four criteria to ensure uniformity of results: 

1) The article must specifically be about pediatric patients or mention pediatric patients 

affected by a certain outbreak of disease.  

2) The article must specifically be about diseases causing lower gastro-intestinal 

symptoms.  This excluded articles about diseases that caused only vomiting, 

paralysis, or fever. 

3) The article must specifically be about contagious diseases or diseases suspected of 

being contagious.  This excluded articles about general feeding guidelines for well or 

sick infants. 

4) The article must be diagnostic and not merely descriptive of a diseases (such as a 

retrospective or “current state of” article) or prescriptive of a treatment. 

Furthermore, results in the chart are given as percentages of the number of times the specific 

diagnostic technique was referenced in the article out of the total number of qualifying articles 

during the specified time period as a way to control for periods in which there were few total few 

qualifying articles, such as in the last years of World War I when many articles had a slant 

toward war medicine rather than toward pediatrics. 
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Graph 1. Percentage of articles using microscopy as a diagnostic technology.  

 

Graph 2.  Percentage of articles using exploratory surgery as a diagnostic technology. 
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Graph 3.  Percentage of articles using serous agglutination as a diagnostic technology. 

 

Graph 4.  Percentage of articles using roentgengrams as a diagnostic technology. 
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Graph 5.  Percentage of articles using epidemiology as a diagnostic technology. 

 

Graph 6.  Percentage of articles using differential diagnosis as a diagnostic technology. 
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Graph 7.  Percentage of articles using epidemiology and case narratives as diagnostic 

technologies. 
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